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at Riverside Community Hospital

VOLUME 6, NUMBER 5

AeroMexico Announc s ~inal Departure
From ONT

Ontario Appoints
New Mayor
"So he's some fancy schmancy photographer now huh?

By Olrisly Newey

Well, that kld was always up to something.

ty Councilman Gus Skropos
was appointed mayor of Ontario
April 22, after former mayor
Jim Fatland res1gned earlier that week.
Mayor Skropos grew up m the
Inland Empire. He attended Chaffey
High School and went on to earn a
degree from Cal Poly Pomona lie
attended the University of La Verne,
where he achieved hi" law degree.
Skropos appointment comes after
Jim Fatland vacated the posllion.
1-atland finally resigned after having
been rm'Nng for a number of weeks.
Skropos W<t'-' chosen <L" a leader who
could stop the political infighting that
illL'-' been a heavy burden to the council
over the past few years. "The era of
poliucal urhan terrorism has ended in
Ontario," Skropos srud
The decision whether to fill
Skropos' now open council seat or
leave 11 open until elections in
November has yet to be determined. "'

I knew all he needed was a 11ttle dlsc!pllne and a few push-ups.
Drop and give me 20 mister!"

Ml !horn, 9th grade Pfreo<her

C

$2.00
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ust as Ontario International
Airport was gearing up to
launch a campaign to increase
tourism to and from Mexico, one of
the
a1rport's
three
matn
internatiOnal earners dropped a
bombshell on ONT's plans.
AeroMexico, announced on
April 22, that it would discontinue
its non-stop ~erv1ce to and from
Mexico, leaving only Mexicana and
Alaska Airlines offering the nonstop flights.
The earner dtscontinued its
uninterrupted
service
to
Guadalajara and :vlexico Ctty
following news that mternational
passengers utilizing the Inland
Empire airport had dropped another
8% last month, following a trend
that started in February of this year.
A ero Mext co, which began
servicing ONT last November, saw
a decrease of about 80% in
passengers from its highs of about

J

5,200 passengers last December.
News of AeroMexico 's plans,
which were first reported on the
"Inland Empire TV News,"
prompted concern from both airport
and local tourism officials about
their internatiOnal marketing plans.
"We'll JUSt have to re-focus our
efforts," :;a1d Sherry Case Hunter,
executive director of the Greater
Ontario Visttor's and Convention
Bureau. "It's not going to he easy,
but we have been trying to increase
mternational use of the airport and
we will have to contmuc to do so."
"Of course, 11 hurts. I would hke
to see (AeroMextco) come hack.
and although it may be purely
speculation, I think they Will," said
David Jefferson, ONT's assistant
airport manager.
"They left because there JUSt
weren't enough passengers. I think
they would constder coming back 1f
they see a stronger passenger load

on the remaining carriers," sa1d
Jefferson "But, that's a decisiOn
that will have to come from
AeroMexico 's corporate office."
In adduion to AeroMexico's
pull-out, ONT faces a number of
other obstacles in attracting
Please See Page 10

Closeup: Valerie Romero

IE Business Schools Making the Grade
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al State San Bern
. ardino's
School of Business and
Public Administration
certamly deserves an honorable
mention
for
its
latest
accomplishment. In May, the
university became the first
nationally accredited business
school in the Inland Empire.
According to Cal State's dean,
Eldon Lewis, university officials
have been working towards this
goal for a number of years.
Now, the university will be
under closer scrutiny and will be
expected to maintatn a variety of
standards, according to Lewis.
C'al State 's School of Business
and Publ1c Auministrat10n is
responsible for turmng out more
top-quality bustncss managers
than any other institution in the
Inland Empire. Their accounting
and finance department has
established a reputation for

M1chael E. Granf1c!d

graduates ranking in the top one
percent on the CPA exam.
Reportedly, less than 20% of
business schools in the U S. are
accredited. Because accred1tallon
place~ Cal State in such an
exclusive category, students are
given a competitive edge,
according
to
Lewts. The
prestigious new ranking ensures

that Cal State's graduates will be
more heavily sought after by
employment recrullers.
More education news came last
month from the University of
California at Rivers1de which
announced
that
Mtchael
Granfield,
currently
vice
chancellor for academic planning
and budget at UCLA, would take
the helm of UCR's A Gary
Anderson Graduate School of
Management.
Granfield comes in the midst of
one of the most aggressive
expansion campaigns ever for the
Graduute School of Management.
The expansiOn follows more than
$5 mill ion in private contrihutwns
raked in hy the business school
since the end 0f last year.
Granf1eld will be responsible
for guiding and overseeing more
than 500 students and a faculty of

24 . .6.

At Deadline
San Bemardino Gets Small
Business DeHiopment Corp.
gislation was passed last
month that will replace the
mall Busmcss Development
Offtce Ill San Bernardino wuh a
ninth Small Business Development
Corporation. The corporation will
have the ability to use its own loarL~

U
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Inland Empire
Hits the Road
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About the Cover
his month, the Inland Emp_zre Bl.Jsiness_J. emrna/ turns its allention to R. iverstde Commumty
Hospttal and some of the unu.jue fundratsmg eftorts they have been takmg part m.
On June 1. Riverside Communoty Hospttal Foundation is phmning a tnbutc to the televis1on
series M•A•S•H, to he held at the Riverside Convention Center.
The benefit "111 feature several stars from the phenomenal TV htl including Gary Burghoff (Radar
O'Reilly) and Mike Farrell (B.J Hunnocull).
But, while the salute to the TV senes 1s fun, the RCH Foundation IS hoping that it will oncrease
commumty awareness about the hospital's Cardiac 2000 Club and HeartCare Center
Thts month's cover is a recreation of the M ·A· S · H set complete with patients and tents on the
grounds of RCH . The hospttal wants to thank the folks from March Air Force Base and Btg John's
Military Surplus for their help with the shoot. Please see page 44 for more mformation. A
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INTERIORS TO UFE
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Inland Empire Gets on Road to
Cleaner Air

Ontario Opens Largest
Natural Gas Station

Lists of the Month:

Employment Services

Chamber of Commerce
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t~a/

ou might not be able to
tell by the region 's air
quality, but the Inland
Empire is rapidly becoming a
hotbed for environmental
technology.
In the last month, several
developments throughout the
Inland Empire have taken
tremendous strides towards
cleaning up the air quality in the
Southland.
In April, Hertz rental car
company announced that it had
agreed to purchase up to 1,000
flexible fuel vehicles over the
next two years. These methanolpowered vehicles will be used at
four airport rental sites
throughout Southern California
including Ontario Airport.
While this conversion to
flexible fuel propelled cars
might not completely clean-up
California's air, officials with
Hertz and the South Coast Air
Quality Management District
are hoping that other businesses
may follow suit.
"Rental fleets are a good
outlet for these clean cars
because consumers will gain

Y

experience driving flexible
fueled cars," satd Alan Lloyd,
AQMD's chief scientist. "Also,
the cars will soon make their
way into private hands, because
rental companies typically sell
their vehicles after about six
months."
Flexible fuel vehicles release
about one half the emissions of
fossil fuel vehicles, according to
the AQMD.
The total cost for the plan
rings in at about $2 million,
with the AQMD and California
Energy Commission throwing in
a combined $480,000 to help
establish fueling and service
sites for the vehicles.
This move is part of the
AQMD's clean atr plan which
calls for 33% of all passenger
cars in the South Coast Basin to
be powered by alternative fuels
by the year 2010.
In
a
related
move,
Assemblyman Joe Baca (D-San
Bernardino) introduced a
measure that would accelerate
the purchase of alternative fuel
vehicles by the state government and encourage private

n 1993, the city of Ontario
was found ~uilty of violating
the AQMD's car pooling
regulations. In order to take a
s!ep towards mending the
damages, Ontario initiated a plan
to open a compressed natural gas
station.
In lieu of paying a substantial
fine, the city was allowed to
invest the funds in the
environmentally-friendly project.
On Earth Day, April 22, the
city of Ontario opened Southern
California's largest natural gas
refueling station.
"The facility will have the
capacity to serve more than 200
vehicles a day, including natural
gas fleets planned for Red Lion
Hotel, Diversified Cab, Ontario

I

businesses to make the switch
from fossil fuels.
"The alternative fuel vehicle
industry has technology already
in place to reduce mobile source
emissions, the major contributor
to our region's smog," said
Baca. "Increased use of this
technology and accelerating
state purchases of ultra-low and

Airport and the police department
and school district," said Bob
Mack, Gas Company district
manager.
Ontario will be able to stock its
new station with natural gas
purchased at about 35 cents per
gallon. Compression will cost
Ontario 20 cents for every gallon.
This station presents the opportunity to launch a large-scale
natural gas conversion process in
the area.
According to Irv Upton, fleet
manager of Jim Glaze Auto
Center in Redlands, "We're
currently introducing natural gas
vehicles in 34 municipalities."
Presently, San Bernardino
County is the largest county
involved in this procedure. •

zero-emission vehicles would
help lower production costs and
expand acceptance of such
vehicles by fleet owners."
The federal government has
already mandated that the state
have at least 10% of its vehicle
fleet converted to alternative
fuels by the year 1996. •

Personalizing the Pavement Along the Information Superhighway

\f~:···

ust as a dress code, office
d~sign or responsi;e serv~ce
gwes customers an tmpresston
of a company, so does its phone
system. "A well-designed phone
system is fast, easy to use, cost
effective and, most important,
caller-friendly," claims Maria
DeMarco, director of Californiabased Pacific Bell Voice Mail.
"Pinball phone systems drive
callers crazy - torture by telephone
is definitely passe."
The key, DeMarco notes, is
keeping your caller in mind
whether you're planning a simple
voice mail system to take messages
or a sophisticated "voice
processing" system that lets people
choose from a menu of recorded
information. "Some companies
approach voice mail as a way to
reduce headcount, and that's a good
side benefit. But the real benefit is
for customers. A well-designed

J
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Directory of Member
Advertisers
• Women's Yellow Pages

system becomes a productivity and
customer service tool."
DeMarco offers some tips on the
subtleties of designing voice mail
systems.

your messages frequently so they
have confidence you'll get their
message and return their call. "And
then do it," DeMarco urges. "If you
don 'I return calls, pretty soon
people won't bother to leave
messages."

"Our research shows that
what drives them nuts
about some phone
systems Is not the fact that
they're automated, but
rather that people think no
one is paying attention to

their needs."

I. Stay on top of it.
Update your voice mail greeting
frequently and state the date, which
lets callers know you actually use
the system. Tell callers you check

2. Avoid "voice mail jail.''
That's when callers bounce from
message to message and can't reach
a live person. If this happens,
people rightly feel as if they're
getting the run-around and that you
don't value their call. If possible,
give callers an easy way to transfer
directly to a receptionist at any time
by pressing one or two digits on
their phone's keypad. "But be sure
the person to whom the calls are
being transferred will be available,"
emphasizes DeMarco. "It's even
more annoying to transfer and hear
another message." And if no one's
there at all after business hours, be

sure you switch to an alternative
greeting that suggests callers leave
a message which will be returned
the next day.
3. Keep greetings and
instructions short.
No more than five seconds for a
voice mail greeting, and no longer
than 15 seconds for instructions.
"Callers get impatient, they want
action," DeMarco says. The
exception is if you're asking people
to make a complicated entry, such
as a credit card number. "State the
number of digits they need to enter
and offer an example so callers
know exactly what to do."
4. Say it the same way
every time.
Always state the action first, then
the key to press. "For example,"
explain.~ DeMarco, "you could say;
Pitas<' Su Pag• 37
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Editorial

commentary

•

The Perils of "Discount Store"
Health Care Reform

Fatland Stumbles
When Passing the Torch
the e~d of Ia !Iot month.
the c11y of Ontario
appointed City Councilman Gus Skropos to fill the
position of mayor that was
unceremoniously vacated hy
James Fatland
We wish Skropos the best as
he takes on the respon.-.ihilities
of runntng a d) namic ell~ that is

A

t

on the verge of becommg one of
the most Important metropolitan

postponed and would return in
yet another week
Again, a week pa~sed and no
Fatland. The next time the city
heard from Farland wa~ when he
resigned.
..
We suppo~e no one informed
Jim that holding the elected
office of mayor carries \\lth it
certain re~pon~1hilities. Working
as ma)or is not like working at
a fast-food restaurant, rather.
holding an elected office is a
privilege.

areas in Southern California.
But, we cannot Jet slide the
extremely unprofessional and
ungentlemanly way that Fatland
chose when leaving his position .
Fatland ouginally disapWe suppose no one
peared back before Easter
Informed Jim that holding
without informing anyone in
Clly Hall where he was going or
the elected offlce of mayor
what he was doing. It wasn ' t
carries with It certeln
until be decJded to "call in,"
responsibilities.
that he informed city officials
that be was on a "vacation" with
bts family and that he planned
to return after the Easter
These actions hy the former
weekend. He told the city's
personnel department that he
maJor apparent!}' give us a
dtdn 't want to tell the council he
gltmpse into the character of
was go1ng so the) wouldn't
J1m Farland, and we can only
inrroduce any measures en his
hope that wherever Fatland
absence
goes. he finds himself in a
Well, Easter passed and
position more in iune with his
Farland failed to reappear. He - eth1cal fiber and sense of moral
d1d however, see fll to call the
responsibility
perhaps,
city offices and say that he was
flipping burgers. &
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examtnatJOn.
The notion of pooling the
purchasing power of American
consumers is not a new idea
Rural Americans are well
acquainted with agricultural
cooperatives in which farmers
are pooled in order to bargain
for the best pnces on seed and
crops.

ff Washington decides to

should do so on an
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stores?
Most consumers are familiar
with the growing number of
large grocery store chains where
~hopperl:i are signed up as
members.
Their
pooled
purchasing power is then
\\ ielded to bargain with grocery
whole~alers for the best possible
pnces. Much the same approach
lies at the heart of the
President's "managed com·
petition .. health care reform
scheme, but the differences are
telling and bear careful
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experimental and
voluntary bests.

But dtscounl warehouses and
agricullural cooperatives shore
two key differences with the
Clinton model for managed
compelltion: the products they
sell are largely interchangeable
commodtties and the pools are
not monopolies under which
members are forced to do
business there and nowhere else.
D1sh soap and soybeans bear no
resemblance to the myriad

complexities of health care.
Today, tt is a full-time JOb for
America's health in1;urance
agents to wade through a 1;ea of
information about carriers,
benefits, claims procedures and
grievance disputes. To suggest
that consumers can simply be
cut adrift from such hands-on,
pt:rsonalized service is to ignore
the fact that choosing an
insurance plan is far more
complex than settling on a brand
of laundry detergent

Most consumers are
familiar with the growing
number of large grocery
store chains where
shoppers are signed up

as members.

The second problem with the
Clinton approach is its reliance
on monopoly health alliances.
Employers and individuals
could only buy heallh insurance
plans offered by the alliance.
Employers would pay for most
or the cost without any ~ay in
choos•ng the plans. Those who
wanted to continue purchasing
insurance directly from their
carrier would he barred from
doing so.
If Washington decides to take
managed competition out of the
ivory towers of the academic
world, it should do so on an
experimental and voluntary
basis. Let managed competition
prove in the open market that it
can compete with other reform
approaches, just as discount
stores have earned their place
by winning over consumers
through direct competition. a
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I.E.B.J. Close-Up: Valerie Romero

S

orne might say that we are
1n
the
m1dst of a
revolut•on of sorts; a
revolution in business that
doesn't tnvolve an influx of
technology or indu!-itrialization.
Rather, we are witness to a
radical change in the make-up of
the American workforce. More
and more women are joining the
ranks of top-management, and
they ure mak1ng their presence
known in the form of new ideas
about some of the mo1;t ba1;ic
business tenets.
This month, the Inland Empire
BusineH Journal is dedicating its
Close Up to a local woman who
has managed to make her
presence felt on both the way
business is done and the way
people live right here in the
Inl and Empire.
Valerie Romero spent a large
part of her career in the
automotive industry, an indu stry
that is still a primarily maledominated field. For three years,
Romero served as the business
brains behind Romero Jeep. More
recently, she took on a position
as executive vice president of
Oremor
Managem ent
and
Investment Company. Oremor
(Romero spelled backward),
manage s wholesale and retail
automobile businesses and
commercial real estate and has
posted annual sales in the
neighborhood of $200 million.
Romero ,
however,
ha s
balanced her professional and
private life exceptionally, staying
involved with a number of
charities like the Assistance
League of Pomona Valley , the
Healthy Start Program and the
House of Ruth . Romero is also
raising two children.
You'd think someone with a
schedule like Romero 's would be
pressed to take on anything else,
but Romero is also waging a
campaign to become a represenlative to the United States
Congress. She is currently in the
middle of a campaign to win the
Republican representation for the
41st Congressional District.

That's good for all businesses.

A closer look. ..
received a B.A. from
Scripps College in 1986.

Affiliations:
Member of the board of
directors for the Assistance
League of Pomona Valley;
Member of the National
Charity League Juniors;
volunteer for several
political campaigns includ·
mg:
Ronald Reagan,
George Bush, Pete Wilson
and George Deukmejian.
Name: Valerie Romero
Age: 30
Occupation:
Executive Vice president
of Oremor Management
and Investment Company
Education:
AUended local prima~
and secondary schools and

most difficult thing for a woman
in business today?
Romero: The most difficult thing
for a woman in business today is
being treated as an equal with
equal talent, equal ability and
receivi ng equal pay. That's why I
thrived on automobile sales; it
allowed me to compete on a
level-playing field and receive
the same commissions as the
other salespeople whether they
were men or women .

IEBJ: How have the dynamics of
doing business changed in the
last few years?
Romero: The dynamics of doing
business in the last few years has
certainly changed. Increased
governmental regulations and
disclosures have made sales and
related tasks a blizzard of
required paperwork .

IEBJ: You were involved with
Marx

JS

publtc relattons chan man ror

Pomona Valley Ltre Undcrwnters

IEBJ: What would you say is the

the automotive industry, was it

Family:
Two children; Raquel.
age three, and Jilhan, age
five.
Hobbles:
Involved with community
theater through the Inland
Valley Repertory Theater 1n
Claremont and the Grove
Theater in Upland . ..

difficult for you to gain
acceptance in a traditionally
male-dominated field, and what
have you had to do to gain thi s
acceptance?
Romero: Initially, it was difficult
for me to gain acceptance into
the primarily male-dominated
automotive industry . However,
after I proved my ability, I was
accepted. I gained respect by
excelling at the job, often
exceeding performance s tandards.

IEBJ: What would you say is the
single greatest asset of California
and the Inland Empire for
businesses ?
Romero: The single greatest
asset of California and the Inland
Empire for businesses is people .
Our diversity makes us attractive
as a great place to live and work.
Southern California alone
comprises 85% of the market
area for the 11 western states.

IEB.J: What would you say is
your single best quality?
Romero: My best personal
quality is my perseverance and
ability to see a job, any job,
through to completion.

IEBJ: llow
entrance of
agerial roles
way people
whole?

do you think the
women into manhas influenced the
do busmess as a

Romero: The entrance of women
into managerial roles has certainly
improved the way people do
business as a whole. As managers
and administrators, we excel in
long-term planning and are
adaptive to change. These
qualities can only be an added
benefit to running any business.

IEBJ: What are some of your
personal goals?
Romero: I have three personal
goals:
1) To provide a healthy, sare
and s timul ating up-bringing for
my two c hildren ;
2) To continue to challenge
myself in the business world;
3) To provide effective representation in the U.S. Congress.

IEBJ: Where would you like to
see yourself at the turn of the
century?
Romero: At the turn of the
century I see myself continuing
to achieve my personal goals.

IEBJ: What would you list as
some of your secrets to success?
Romero: There are no secrets to
success, only hard work, perseverance and the ability to be a
good listener and communicator. After all, you can have all
the knowledge in the world, but
if you cannol listen to what
people want and aren't able to
talk with them about their wants
and needs, knowledge is wasted.

..
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Clean Air Isn't a Special Interest, It's a Right
JaDice Molnar,
adaalalatratlve assistant for
State Senator Bill Leonard

W

hat we need to do is
funnel the money we
havt. available into
classrooms where it is
aeeded. Right now, our
educatioa system is too top
laeaYJ with a large portion of the
moaey going to administration
aad maaagement. We need to
take these 'edu'-crats out of the
toop aad 1114te sure that there
are the quality teachers,
eqaipmeat
aad
facilities
available for children in the

t••

.........

W. alao aeed to get parents

iavolvecl ia the education
r childrea, and they
:>,~l.,.i9111J. IIIave a choice as to where
+'~RJ~i.ltllrea attead school.
they do have
of a choice risht DOW,
limited, they should be

able to decide where and how
the state spends the money for
education on their children and
select a school be it public or
private.

WIIDam Freldzt, educator In
San Bernardino County

P

robably the most important thing that needs to
be done is providing our
children with options after they
leave the classroom. The way
things are right now, kids don't
have many choices, they either
go to college if they have the
grades or try to get the best jobs
they can with a limited
education.
Clinton talked about ensuring
that every student who wants to,
will be able to go to college, and
that idea or line of thinking
aeeds to be brought to fruitioa.
A large number of the
problems with our education

--it~le Wins $74,000 Under
I.aaonLaw
poblems.

neit ..... acunioD raadtecl in
*mal .comiD& off. an electrical
fire tbt destroyed the ewust
. , . . ... multiple problems willa
~~WIIin

- ·· ltli• . . . 20Weeb iD tile

system have absolutely nothing
to do with teachers, students or
books but, rather, with the
society that the schools, students
and teachers reside in.
When a student bas all the
added burdens of worrying about
the financial livelihood of their
family, mating it to school
safely or having enough to eat,
they tend not to do very well in
the classroom.
So, when you talk about
educatioa reform, you have to
take into account that aociety too
is in need of reform and that is a
much heavier task to complete.
Taking a look at test scores
and aptitude ratings or college
placements is enough to gauge a
student's knowledge or ability
and definitely not their poteatial.
If anythiDg, we need to have an
infusion of teachers into the
classrooms. We need to
encourase young kids or college
students to become teachers and

pass on their knowledge and
success stories.

Dennis Mobley, president of
San Bernardino County
School Board's Association
n San Bernardino County,
we have started a coalition
to look at local San
Bernardino County issues, and
we have divided the things that
we think need attention into our
different categories; safety,
student performance, school
options and
the
public
perception of our public schools.
By picking these issues apart
and addressing them one at a
time with different members of
the school board, teachers,
classified employees and even
students, we can gain a better
understanding of what needs to
be done in each of these areas to
improve the quality of education
throughout the county . .&

I

By Leonard PauliiZ

F

ilthy air blanketing the South
Coast Air Basin on two of
every five days is a drag on
the region's economy.
The health effects of just two
pollutants cost residents more than
$9 billion a year, according to a
peer-reviewed 1989 study by air
pollution scientists and economists
at the University of California at
Irvine and Cal State University at
Fullerton.
That doesn't include the health
effects of air pollution classified as
"toxics," which have yet to be
quantified. Statewide, crop damage
from ozone pollution is estimated to
cost $1 billion a year.
The region's business and
iDdustries are a major soun:e of air
pollution. While many segments of
industry have significantly reduced
their emissions duriDg the past two
decades, businesses still account for
236 tons per day, or 16% of all
hydrocarbon emissions, and 161
tons per day or 119f, of all nitrogen
oxide emissions. Both pollutants
combine iD sunlight to form ozone,
a colorless gas that makes us
wheeze and permanently damages
luag tissue.
The South Coast Air Quality
Management District is mandated
by state and federal laws to reduce
the Southland's smog, by far the
worst in the nation, to meet state
and federal health standards by
2010;.
AQMD is working toward this
JOBl by regulating emissions from
SOiile 16,000 facilities in the region.
agencies such as the
t;f)..,mia Air Resoan:es Board are

public outreach programs.
Businesses are not the only ones
helping to pay for smog's cleanup.
California motorists pay $4 a year
as part of their vehicle registration
to fund advanced transportation
technology programs. In AQMD's
draft 1994 Air Quality Management
Plan, the Southern California
Association of Governments
recommended market incentive
measures for motorists, including
vehicle emission fees, at-the-pump
and congestion pricing.
Therefore, it is ludicrous to n;fer
to the agency as a "modern-day
pirate," as state Assemblyman Ray
Haynes (R-Murrieta) did in his
article. Nor is the agency "exacting
tribute" from businesses as a result
of special interest lobbying, as
Haynes charges.
AQMD is carryiag out mandates
enacted by
duly elected
representatives of Congress and
Haynes' colleagues in the state
legislature.
While all residents will reap the
health benefits of clean air,
Southern California busiDesses can
profit from a growing global market
for environmental tecbnologies.
More than 1,000 new jobs have
already been created by the region's
emerging electric vehicle industry,
according to CALSTART, a
Burbank-based consortium of more
than 80 businesses and agencies
dedicated to clean vehicle
development. More than 24,000
jobs could be created in Southern
Califomia in that field alone,
8CCOiding to a 1993 UCLA IIUCly.
Special interest lobbyista are
pashiag their agendas in
S8Ctlmeldo aad 'WishiiiJtoD, D.C.
but della air is110ta specill . _ . .
it benefits all Rtideats, iDclediat
..._who llllllld ondat fealoa'l

A Taxpayer's 'fiibute to Special Interests
By Ray Haynes

am frequently asked: "How
did our laws get so fouled
up?" It seems that many feel
that government has lost sight of
the welfare of its citizens, and
instead, promotes special
interest groups over the public
purpose. People say to me :
"Democratic government was
established to serve public-not
special
interest,
private
purposes."
One thing that has become
evident to me during my tenure
in the assembly is that special
interest groups' have been
attracted by the expanding
power and scope of government,
which often has been used to
further these groups' private
interests under a public interest
banner.
These special interest groups
seek out the Legislature to adopt
laws that will provide special
protection from competition for
them and/or, create a law that
the special interest group can
use against a business or person
to require tribute for their cause
or program.
Other special iaterest groupa
organize to protect themselves
or repeal puaitive laws that they
feel are harmful to their best
interests.
One afternoon, as I listened to
a special interest, public
employee union spokesperson
demand: "H you don't do this,"
or "You had better aive us this
demaud or else," my thoughts
went to President Jefferson as
be contemplated what he woUld
do when tti1t."1ras being
forced oa Aiaerica bJ tlaa

I

~~ia

Tripoli
made
exorbitant
demands upon the United States,
Jefferson said "no more."
President
Jefferson,
a
Republican, was a frugal Chief
Executive who deeply resented
the fact that the Uuited States
was spending almost 20% of its
annual revenue to ransom
prisoners captured by the
Barbary pirates and to ensure
the safety of American merchant
ships on the Mediterranean
through payment of "protectioa
money."
When Barbary pirates in
Tripoli, decided to raise the
extortion costs of protection,
Jefferson refused the aew tribute
or bribes. Tripoli pirates then
declared war on the United
States. Jefferson responded by
sending a naval squadron of
seveu ships and Marines. T1te
rest is history.
I watch modem day pirates,
like the AQMD extract tribute
from busiaesses because the
liberal Democrats pass laws
empowerina their aaency, or
uasuspecting property owaep
that are extorted by the Jt.r..,
through the "ao called•
Badangerecl Species Act; or
families deprivocl of loae
ownership by over-reaalatiala,
excessive develop•ent
expensive permit• aad
associated with d_.IJI
approval process,
growth coatrol,

zoniaa prac&e. • • •
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"AI* 1M California Vmture Forum• addresses
business ownen and
t'lllrqxt'1li!IITs and is a project offacu/Jy from
Cali{Or7Uil State Pol)technic Univmity, focal
business leaders, and the Inland Empire
Business JOfmUll R~ are prepared by
Forum members. The California Venture
Forum showcases entrepreneurs and
businesses n~l)' other month in an effort to
help them obtain financing. If you art'
interested in becommg a presenter or would
like more information about tJre California
Venture Forum, contact John Tulac at:
~t'stions of interest to

(909) 860-5852
This month's coh111111 is by Jolm W. Tulac.

Ask The California
Venture Forum
he intern_ational ~inancial
communlly continues to
recognize the United States
as the safest and most desirable
country in which to invest. The
economic development of the
United States was financed
primarily from European capital.
Today, billions of dollars from all
over the world are available for
new ventures and growing
businesses on a loan or equity
basis.
The problem facing the u S.
bus1ntssperson IS h0w to i.lccess
the real and legihmate s Jurces of
10 stm nt mone) Generally
n
mtrodul'llOn
1s
requ~red
Unfortunately, there are literally
thousands of purported agents
fmders and brokers who chum to
repre ent wealthy Arab sheiks, b1g
Sw1ss or Japanese banks, offshore
trusts nnd redus1ve b1lliona1res.
These character rardv have am

T

d <-1 >r maker, ilnd
ttempt to daiS}'-cham the1r wa\
l
money source, ail ill } our
expens" Most of them will gladly
take f1ve to 20 thousand dollars ol
your money up front for
"expenses" and also a percentage
of the money raised. Beware.
There
are
legitimate
representatives of foreign money
sources who can be contacted in
the United States and abroad.
Most do not advertise their
presence or call undue attentiOn to
themselves for fear of being
overwhelmed with financing
requests. Again, it is often a
matter of a quality introduction
and effective networking. You
must decide on the value of any
introduction, but generally an
introduction to anyone other than
a money principal or a duly
authorized agent is worth exactly
zero. Authorized agents get paid
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Venture Capital is International
by their principals, not by you.
You must also be able to
distinguish legitimate money
sources from illegitimate ones.
Money laundering by the drug
cartels and other organized
criminal groups has become
extremely sophisticated. You
cannot afford to accept laundered
money no matter how clean it
appears to you No matter how
desperate you are for funds, you
must do at least as much, if not
more, due diligence on the money
source as the money source will
or should do on you and your
business. Remember, if the deal
seems too easy or too good to be
true, you have probable cause to
doubt the sincerity of the money
source. Caution and prudence
should prevail.

Accessing and obtaining
international venture
money requires a good
opportunity, good
planning, and
sophisticated negotiation,

summary, and your itinerary can
often result in an appointment.
Even cold calls to set up
appointments can work when you
are already in the country.
2) Presell the project to
potential overseas vendors or
customers. Instead of specifically
asking for money, you are seeking
potential suppliers or future sales.
However, if you have a good plan,
you will often receive an inquiry
whether or not you are looking for
money.
3) "Immigration" money. Many
overseas businesspeople may wish
to immigrate to the United States
or send family members to the
U.S for schooling or to conduct
business. Others may have no
present interest in immigrating but
want to keep that option open for
the future. Another reason is to
hedge against future political
risks, such as in Hong Kong after
1997. If they make direct
investments in the United States,
the) may receive more favorable
treatment from the 1:--;s.
4) Merchant banktng. A
merchJnt bank ,s I:J trade or goodsor enteJ Investment bank. The

merchant bank finances the
production or purchase of goods
for a piece of the action. Merchant
banking is prevalent in Europe but
never developed in the United
States. However, merchant banks
are amenable to inquiries from
U.S. companies and many have
representatives located in the U.S.
This is an excellent source of
financing the growth of a business
because it is transactional. No
equity is g1ven up or debt
incurred. In some instances, even
a start-up company can qualify for
financing from merchant banks.
Accessing and obtaining
international venture money
requires a good opportunity, good
planning, and sophisticated
negotiation, documentation and
execution. A businessperson is
well advised to seek experienced
counsel before attempting to make
a deal. .a.
Tutac specialize' in
mternatwna1 hus1ncss transactions

There .ue a vanetv of
mternat10nal fmancmg techniqu ... s
that are wrll est .. bh~hed but 0ften
re <. mpl U~ m•sundersto ld In
Amcn .. an busm ~'pec'p·e fh~s~
mclude rb1trage letters 0f cred1t,
dern atn es,
E-urobond
or
Eurodollar ofteungs and even
merchant
bank1ng.
Many
techniques work well but are
available for large dollar
transactions only and are
inappropriate for financing
business starts or expansion.
Others can be made to work in
smaller amounts, but again there
is much room for mischief,
mistakes and abuse. Some, such
as self-liquidating loans are
completely bogus. Here are
several suggestions for effectively
accessing legitimate international
sources of funds.
1) Go to the money. In other
countries, it is possible to arrange
face-to-face meetings with people
who
have
mone).
While
introductions are always helpful, a
good cover letter with executive

• In Southern California, energy efficiency and economic growth

nnd finance. lle lectures m
11crna aor. 1l husmc

entrepreneur.JI

.1n

can go hand-in-hand , if we simply put our heads together. And at

JIV dl

Poly Porn r.

Edison, we're doing just that. By helping our commercial and industrial

documentation and
execution.

IN THE DEBATE OVER ENERGY EFFICIENCY VS. PROFITABILITY, WE
BELIEVE WITH A LITTLE CREATIVE ENERGY WE CAN HAVE BOTH.

\v?

. .. FOR THE SUMMER!

customers become more energy efftcient, production costs can be greatly
reduced. • Electricity is a clean energy source for most business applications, and provides
energy-efficient electric solutions that can help save money, increase productivity and improve
product quality.

-

• At Edison's Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC),

the latest m these energy-efllcient technologies are showcased by various industries for
hands-on use. We also offer free energy surveys and rebates on quali~ving energy-efficient
cqu ipment foe ouc com moccial and ind "" cial cu"omc". • • If you !Cd youc company
could use our help. give us a call at 1-800-952-5062. You 'II find our crcati\"e en erg\'
solutions are not only efficient, but they make good business Sl'nse as well.

YES-THEY!
For information on programs or facilities in your area. please call:

WEST END YMCA
(909) 467-5517
Serv1ng the farmhes of
Ch1no. Chino H1lls, Fontana, Ontano. Montcla", R~ncho cucamonga Upland
The West End YMCA gratefully acknowledges
the generous donat1on of this ad space. courtesy of.
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NOTEBOOK

Benchmarking: Do you really
know how you measure up?
By James W. Casparie

enchmarking is a fundamental
marketing
technique often used to
see how a company compares to
the competition in one or more
important ways. In its classical
application, the areas often
measured range from product
and customer perceptions to the
number of sales representatn·es
covering a gh·en area. Today 's
world class companies are using
a variety of new technologies to
expand the benefit and
definition of benchmarking to
new, exciting levels.

B

The level to which your
company applies the
principles of
benchmarking will
depend, like most things,
upon your vision
for Its potential benefit
in your situation.

It wasn't too many years ago
when benchmarking may have
been vtewed as a marketing
luxury. After all, to do it nght,
required an enormous amount of
research, both 1n the I ibrary and
in the field, that the cost was
felt to outwe1gh the benefit.
However, as we draw closer to
the "electromc htghway," more
and more of your compet1tor"
are learmng how to tap mto data
about your compan)' that was
prevwuc;ly dtfftcult, tf not
1mpos tble. to obtatn m the p;Jst
If )OU thtnK you Ire dv kr w

everythtng there is to know
about the subject, then I
challenge you to read this article
and see if you're truly up to
date. If you don't know what
benchmarking is (and you thtnk
your bustness is doing ftne
without it), then skip this article
(but the rest of us are going to
learn how to tap into your most
well kept secrets.)
Benchmarking ts a subset of
the Market Sensmg Systems part
of our model for World Class
Marketing. In tis simplest form,
it involves comparing how your
company looks relative to one
or more aspects of your
competition. Thus, if you were
to "benchmark" how your
product compares to one of your
competitors, the following
procedure might be applied.
First, you'd either hire a market
research firm, call your market
research department head or,
usi n g the low budget approach,
you'd "hit the streets." In any
case, the objective would be to
ga t her customer feedback on
what determines their purchase
decisions, how/when expectatiOns are met and would they
buy the same product again
As you gather data, you begin
to learn not only who buys from
your competitor and why but
also what the "ideal product"
looks like. Often th~ results of
such
investtgations
are
converted
into
product
preference maps that reveal a
range of "ideal products." The
challenge ts to ftnd those areas
where
the
mo5l
buyers
congregate
Suppose your product ts a
graphtcs program tha: has been
t r et d tor tt
0\1< prtce
mark~t YoLr
.. om ~:-ttl c. rges m re

and gives more, but it is
apparently unable to gain a
significant following. However,
by creating an accurate product
preference map, you may learn
that such a simple comparison
to your competitor may be
misleading. In fact, a well done
benchmark may reveal that if
only one feature were added to
the competitor's product, the
customer would gladly pay even
more.

a modem and computer? We are
all probably just a little bit
frightened by what "big brother"
knows (or can find out) about
us. Yet, did you ever stop to
think about what you could
learn about your competillon if
you really put your mind to it?
Thanks to the miracle of modern
technology (and some very
ingenious companies that
specialize in getting hard to find
data), it is now possible to learn
almost anything about your
market and your competitor's
(and, for a LOT Jess money than
ever before.)
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Manager's
Bookshelf

(Boston Mass.:
Harvard Busmess
School Press, 1994)
303 pages.

Business, Society
and Future
Workplace

companies are using

by Ray Maghroori Ph.D.

a variety of new

ccording to stattsttcs
reported by the U S .
Census Bureau last year,
the 1980s saw a substantial
increase in the number of whitecollar workers. During the decade,
the
white-collar workforce
expanded by more than one third,
while the number of blue-collar
jobs actually declined. Further,
another interesting development
was the growth in the number of
professional
and
technical
positions. In 1990, near! y one-thtrd
of the workforce was an execuhve,
technician, or professional,
compared with one in four a decade
earlier.
Do these numbers have a
significance? Are they part of some
other general trends? Many
sociologists and other observers
think so. They believe that the
changes m the composition of the
workforce are reflective of other
societal changes. And these
changes will, by the end of the
decade, bring about a major
transformation of American
society.
According to these analysts, the
completion of the Industrial
Revolution in the United States in
the late nineteenth century brought
significant changes to this country.
These changes affected the nature
of society, the form of business
organizations and eventually the
c ultural system, incl ud ing such
t hings as relations a mong people,
the nature of work a nd workplace
relations.
A ssembl y-lin e produc t ion , for
exampl e, elim in a t e d classes of
c r a fts m e n ; s mall, o wn er- run
bus inesses w e re r e placed b y
corporations; and th e nu c lea r
family began to replace the
extended family as the main social

the benefit and definition

Benchmarking is a

of benchmarking to new,

subset of the Market

exciting levels.

Sensing Systems
part of our model for
World Class Marketing.

Thus, you can see where
benchmarking can be an
excellent tool, but only when it
is used properly. If neither
product
is
meeting
the
mainstream of their customer's
demands, then the market is
undeserved and there is a good
opportunity for a shrewd
competitor to come in and
capture a significant share of
that market.
So far, we've covered only
the basic applications of
benchmarking. Yet, what are the
world class companies doing to
carry benchmarking to its next
logical level? Well, did you see
the promotions recently for a
news program that was reporting
on how much data is now
available on you to anyone with

WOKI.VG FOR 0.\'E

The level to which your
company applies the principles
of benchmarking will depend,
like most things, upon your
vision for its potential benefit in
your situation. Just be sure that,
while you are deciding tf it's
worth the investment, someone
else isn't benchmarking you. •
Casparie 1s the managmg

f1rm specializing in, and catering
to, the umque needs of the CEO.
For further information,
please call him at

(714) 921-1148.

Cft/'ti.-Ylm
'

-.;entrepreneur who ts ready m go for a
wild ndc m the mlcmatwnal marketplace

WI· KNOW HOW '(() MAKE

~

~

MII.LIO~AIRES!

Nou, we rc I )~;~g to make one more m the Inland
Empl:'e nus IS nola ~el nch quiCk scheme Hul If you re
rc:adv tt i take acttun to make SIX ligures a month, then we're
reaa v l sbo" vru ~ w

Sl CCE!iS MAG.4.ZJ.'IF. says 1hat our
busmess reprc.scnt1 the fading
finam..nl ,,pporwruty of lhc: 90s

r

d~rector

of Casparie Re:Sources, a consulting

r m rc mtormatl

~n

(800) 347-1783
• H u Rec rdc M

age

Charles Handy,
"The Age of Paradox"

Today's world class

technologies to expand
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unit. This is around the time that
sociology began to emerge as a
new academic field with the aim of
trying to make sense of all these
changes and trying to explain their

relations and impact on society.
In the last 30 years, a number of
social scientists have begun to
argue that the Amencan society ts
going
through
a
similar
transformation; the 1ndustual
soctety in the Untied States is
being replaced by a new one, often
referred to as a post-industrial or PI
society. Harvard soctologist Dame!
Bell was one of the early writers
who wrote about the subject in his
1973 book, "The Coming of PostIndustrial Society." Since then,
many other analysts have written
about this important phenomenon.
According to these people, the
post-industrial society has a

number of characteristics. Among
the most important features of the
new era are the explosion of
knowledge
and
increasing
dependence of society on
technology. These two phenomena
will affect the entire fabric of
society, including work and family.
In post-industrial society, the
workforce will consist primarily of
white-collar workers, many of
whom will be part of the
professional, technical and
managerial sectors of the labor
force. Further, the post-industrial
society will depend on knowledge
and techmcal expertise. Those who
Please See Page 73
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Don't become just another number on
the Interstate. Be someone special at home.
If you're used to the personal
approach of a local bank,. it am
be very ovenvhelrning to be
rerouted into a merger with a
giant mega bank,. only to find
yourself just another number,
lost in the crowd.

Also to learn that your bank,.
who used to concentrate just on
local concerns, is now part of a
huge interslate network. And
that many decisions about your

banking relationship are now
being made by people long
distances away, who don't know
you and will never meet you.
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performance, safety and
soundness, year after year.

If this isn't the road you'd like to
travel, we know a direct route to
top management and one-on-one
personal banking, right in your
own backyard. For nearly two
decades, North County Bank
has been an integral part of the
local community. Owned and

~
Member
FDIC

managed by local people,
North County Bank has also
consistently rated highest in
customer service quality,

So if you'd like to avoid the
crowded interstate, call North
County Bank today. As
neighbors helping neighbors,
we're looking forward to
wekoming you back home.
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Financing Trends in the 1990s
a~t month we Jiscuss.:d
how critical a management tool accounting
was to the entrepreneur Thi~
month v. e v. ill add res~ the most
critical issue of them all,
financing. While most owners
would endeavor to finance their
operations with their own
profits,
inevitabl),
cash
shortages will force entrepreneurs to seek outside
financing, which usually means
dealing with commercial banks.
In this month's article we will
discuss banks, non-banks and
financing trends 10 general.
Many experts blame commercial banks' reluctance to
make business loans as one of
the maio reasons our recession
has lasted so long. While it is
true the availability of capital is
necessary to launch new
businesses or expand existing
ones to create jobs and stimulate
economic activity, it is not true,
nor is it fair, for the public to
look to the banks to satisfy all
of the credit needs of all the
businesses who apply.
Those that are somewhat
uninformed of the commercial
loan industry adopt this narrow
attitude, and as a result, when
commercial banks turn down
loan requests, observers are
quick to criticize banks and
engage in the popular sport of
"bank bashing."
Banks are no different than
any other for-profit businesses
in that they have a right to
decide who they want to "sell
to" (make loans) and under what
conditions (loan criteria). Wellmanaged commercial banks, like
other businesses, research their
markets to identify their
"market niche." Most commercial bank's "market niche" for
loans normally include:

L

1) Companies who have been
in business for at least three
years with the last two years
profitable.
l) Companies who have
strong balance sheets that are
cash liquid and with leverage
ratios less than 4 to 1.
3) Companies who have
exhibited an upward trend in
sales.

4) Companies and owners
\\ ho have \cry good credit
histories reflected in credit
reports.
5) Companies who have
strong management teams
6) Compames who can pledge
"quality" collateral,
i.e.,
collateral whose value can be
verified and that wh1ch is easily
saleable 1n the secondary
market

Quick. how many of you

companies out there, who have
been in business during our
protracted recession, could have
met most of the above criteria? I
would suspect very few, and
thus, not surprisingly, many
business owners loan requests
have been declined during the
last four years.
In response to strict bank loan
criteria and an overabundance of
loan demand, we at Claremont
Advisory Services conducted
research and discovered several

Getting the Most for Your Hard Drive Dollar

trends that have emerged in the
capllal 10dustnes. These trends
finally reflect an awareness
among the private and public
sectors and academia that
"banks cannot be all things to
all people." In short, ''nonbank" sources of financing are
surfacing everywhere.
Cities,
through
their
Economic
Development
Departments or Redevelopment
Agencies are creating "small
Pleas~ See
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Review
ell, I'm back! (They
still haven't wised up
to me at the IEBJ).
This month, I'm going to talk
about that boring but very
important topic of large hard
drives. The days when you
could run an IBM PC with a 10
or 20 megabyte hard disk are
over. Nowadays, operating
systems, especially ones like
Windows NT or UNIX, may
take 20 to 60 megabytes of hard
disk just for the system.
With Windows 3.1 and
Windows NT, the story is about
the same: you need a large disk.
By a large disk, I'm talking
about a gigabyte or more. That's
a full 1000 megabytes or larger
folks. Ten years ago, disks this
size were available only for the
largest mainframes; now, they
are easily obtainable by mailorder (in a subsequent article I

W

will talk about mail-order
vendors)
In my consulting business, I
need and use a 1 gigabyte hard
disk; I often wonder how I got
along with 'only' 150 MB
before. How even a small
business could get along with a
disk smaller than 500 MB, I
don't know. With prices on the
street dropping to about Sl a
megabyte, a gigabyte hard disk
is certainly an affordable
proposition.

Now let's look at the actual
drives that you could buy.
The first thing to keep In
mind Is that all the large
hard drives, almost without
exception, are nearly
identical in features.
In general, large disks would
be used in what's called a file
server. The file server is the

'gateway' controlling access to
a firm's records or large
databases, and the server is
usually at the hub of a
local-area network (LAN). Its
main job is to find and access
files for the systems at the
periphery of the LAN .
If you're storing your secret
info or patents on your file
server, you would like to have
the feeling that this secret stuff
is secure. Large hard disks come
in two basic sub-system
configurations to accomplish
this: RAID and SLED. The
RAID, or redundant disk array,
simply uses several fixed disks
to simulate a single large disk.
File data is put on several disk
drives rather than the whole file
being stored on a single disk. A
controller for the RAID acts like
a "I ibrarian," e.g. the controller
knows where the parts of each
file are and when you fetch the
file, it assembles the piece into
a complete whole. If one of the
disks in the array 'dies,' you
don't lose everything. This is

the
scheme
that
large
mainframes usually use and it's
effective. The only drawback is
the cost: up to $100,000 or
more.

With prices on the street
dropping to about $1
a megabyte, a gigabyte
hard disk Is certainly an
affordable proposition.

The SLED, or Single Large
and Expensive Disk, arrangement is a lot cheaper and for us
non-Rockefellers, the preferable
alternative. This scheme uses
one large disk with frequent
backups or two large disks in a
'mirrored' setup with frequent
backups too. The disadvantage
to this is that if you don't
backup the data yourself or have
Please See Page 61

Portable Computing:
The Search for the Perfect Notebook
come
down.
while
the
computing power, storage
capacity and functionality have
been greatly increased.
n the last few years we have
seen a tremendous increase
in the sale and use of
portable computers. Most
managers
have
become
dependent on computing power
on the road and at home as well
as in the office. This has lead
many of us on the quest for the
perfect computing companion.
About a year ago, I wrote a
review of notebook computing
where I concluded that the
Toshiba 4600 SXC was "very
close" to a perfect notebook. My
argument for being only "close
to perfection" was based on the
price, which was still too high
and the processor should be a
486DX. In the year since, the
portable computing market has
changed much. The prices and
weight of the notebooks have

I
"My big bank didn't know
a nut from a bolt. Chino
Valley Bank not only has
experienced people who
understand my business,
they know me. That's
important."
Ifyour big bank is
getting too big for your
business, maybe it's time

you changed banks. Give
us a call and we'll send an
experienced business
banker to your place of
business to discuss the
advantages ofbanking
with Chino Valley Bank.

--

Chino Valley Bank
The Bank Business Banks On.

Arcadia • Brea • Chino • Colum • Corona
Colllila • Forut:ma • Oruario • Pomt1fiiJ • Rivmide
San Bernardi1fo • San Gabriel • Up/aNi

. . . . . . ftliC

If you need to carry

the computer around
a lot, consider getting
a subnotebook with a
travel-weight of less
than five pounds.

Last November I acquired the
state-of-the-art in notebook
computing: a Texas Instrument
TI-4000E, with a 50 MHz Intel
DX2 processor, 4MB of
memory,
a 200 megabyte
harddisk, and an active matrix
color screen. The 4MB of
standard memory on most

notebooks 1s just enough to keep
the machine running. I later
installed a 4MB memory
expansion and a Fax modem
into the Tl notebook myself. It
was a snap: I removed the
keyboard and pushed the extra
memory into an open slot. The
modem was even easier to
install, as there was an open
modem slot on top of the
keyboard. Many vendors charge
$50 for this simple installation.
Check with the notebook vendor
to make sure you do not void
the warranty by installing
expansion options yourself.
The TI computer has since
proved itself to be a reliable
workhorse . The total traveling
weight for this system is over 7
pounds, and it is a little too
heavy to drag around airports.
Since the computer is at par
with most desktop computers, I
have been willing to live with
the extra weight. The service

from TI has also been excellent:
when I managed to damage the
"down" key on the keyboard, I
called up TI, explained the

If you are considering

buying a notebook or
subnotebook computer,
carefully analyze your
needs before you go
looking for the perfect
machine.

situation, and had a new key in
the mail two days later. Since
this notebook lacks further
expansion slots, the possibilities
for added functionality are
somewhat limited. However, the
system itself is so complete, that
once you have the modem
Pkll# S« P•,e 62
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Spending Less Without Compromising Quality

'' I

n this world nothing is
certain but death and
taxes, "
penned
Benjamin Franklin in a letter to a
friend in 1789. While death and
taxes remain as immutable as
when Franklin made his claim
more than 200 hundred years
ago, several other unyielding
realities have entered the
American business landscape including economic fluctuations,
ever-increasing competition and
an emphasis on quality. To best
cope with these factors, and keep
a company strong, it is critical
that entrepreneurs constantly
review the way they do business,
and keep costs as low as
reasonably possible without
compromising their operations.
The areas described belowphone bills, travel costs,
secondhand purchases and
leasing- are prime candidates
for scrutiny.

While death and taxes
remain as Immutable as
when Franlclln made his
claim mora than 200
hundred years ago, several

Olh« unyielding I'NIItles

.... . , . , . , ... Ametlcan

bwlntalalldenpe.

CU1TING TRAVEL COSTS
Travel aad eatertaiameat is
oae of the largest coatrollable
expeases for maay U.S.
orgaaizatioas, after payroll and
automation . Here are some
practical ways your company can
reduce travel costs, which is
especially aecessary duriag these
recessioaary times, without
sacrificing a valuable means of
doiag busiaess:

•Ask "II tills trip really
aeeeuary?"
Teleconfereaciag, conference
calls aad fax machiaes can
sometimes very effectively
substitute for busiaess trips. If
you must travel, however,
sclledaliag loag busiaess trips

with s ev eral s tops is a more
economical approach than setting
up a series of one-day trips.

Cutting costs Is not
an Impossible fest

on prompt settlement of travel
vouchers.
Another advantage of charge
cards is that they can eliminate
time-consuming
c omplex ,
expense reports . Instead ,
e mploy e es can be reimbursed
based on their itemized charge
card statements.

for small businesses,
It just requires research,

organization and
planning.

•Have a formal, written travel
policy.
Provide clear guidelines and
rules for employees to follow
when traveling. The policy needs
to have top management's
commitment and support, as well
as the cooperation of all
participating staff. Guidelines
should include how to arrange
for the lowest available prices in
airfares, car rental s and hotel
accommodations and require that
any frequent flyer miles amassed
be used only towards business
trips . Exceptions to the rules are
sometimes necessary, and it is up
to each manager to decide how
strictly the guidelines must be
followed, and how encompassing
they will be.

•Coasolldate yoar travel
parclaases.
Whea all travel reservations
are handled by one agency, the
high volume can help in
negotiating better rates for
hotels, rental cars and airfare. By
suggesting a "preferred hotel," to
traveling employees, the agency
also promotes compliance with
the company's travel policy and
can reduce costs by as much as
five to 20%.
•Provide employees with
ellarae cards.
Limit reliance on cash
advances by providiag charge
cards to employees who travel. A
company's cash advances may
also be reduced by limiting the
amouat of moaey aa employee
may spead per day, aad iasistiag

•Require coach travel.
Many companie s are n ow
requiring that every one who
travels must fly coach. Because
many firms no longer s anction
business-class air travel, at least
one airline now offers mid-class
- an improvement over coach in
terms of comfort and amenities
yet more economical than
business class.
Overall, make sure employees
have a complete understanding
of the firm 's travel policy, and
agree to comply with all its rules
and guidelines. When the general
p o licy is pre dicated on
emplo yee s
spending
the
company's money as if it were
their own, staff can be motivated
to be jus t as pruden t a nd cost
consci ous with th ei r busin ess
travel as when planning the ir
personal trips.

GTE SmartPark" Services
Are Available At:

Califo rnia
Camarillo: Koii/Lconard
Cammllo Center

Cerritos:

Ccrnto~

Towne Ccnt(r

Chino: M JJC:~tic Spc,trum
C1t)' of l ndumy C ro\\roath
Bu\lnc,., Pork
Long Bc.cl>: Kllro)' AJrpon Center.
Ontario: CcntrciJkc Busmcs\ Park,
Tclcbusmc"' Work Center, The
Ontario Center
Oxnard Channel Islands, Nonh Coa;t
f-\.c,utivc Center
San Bcmardmo: The Tn C1ty
Corp<.1ratc Centre
\\'est Cm ma The l..1ke>
3t \Vest C.-e.n-ina

GTE SMARTPARK

SERVICES

fiber opuc S0:\'1·. r ring,, digital SWttchmg and a

If you're contemplating the af(>remcnuoncd scenario,
YOU jmt might be looking at knodung hole' in

TIJE WORLD ClASS
:-\ETWORK"'

Your\\ alb, Jnstallanon de by,, additional co'r' and, well,
Flo rida
Bndcnton: GulfCoa.-t Corporate Park.
Brandon: Regency Corporate Park,
The Crescent.
Lakeland: CitY Center, lntcr\tatc
Busmcss Park
St Pctcr\burg: Gateway Centre.
Tampa: Htddcn Ri\cr Corporate Park,
Sabat Park, Tampa Palm; Centre ot
Commerce, Umvcrsiry l"cchnology
Center, RcnaiSSJIKC Park, Woodland
Corporate Center, Woolley's
PJrkw.w Center
Temple Terrace· Tampa Telecom Park.

''oicc, \Ideo and data tcchnolog) Ltke a redundant network,

redundant nemork IDtdn'r we'"'' that already?)

In addition, the "''tem ;, compatible w1th all tndu,try

tt', rc.1lh JliSt roo ugh to

standard equtpmcnt and
tl.:xJblc cnoup:h w upg,r.~dc

11 ith the unpk.ts.1ntriC\
and present .1

or n11grJtt: to llC\\ fc.ltt,rcs

11 clcome

J.ltcmame· Gl F Smanl'.1rk

Hawaii
Kihei Maut Research &
Technology Park.

bsolcsccncc:'nor to rncnnon
ulcers Look we know

.,0\\

Indiana
Andcr<on: The Hagshtp Rmtness Park.
Fon Wamc· M1dwe<rcm Office Park.
Wc<r Lai:wette: Purdue Research Park.
ymL ·1 hat\ 11 hi' before I'Oll
Ke ntucky
Eltzabethto\\ n: Hugh<\

:\'o big dc.1l You expect

tnOI'e in, a SmanP.trk comul

th.u, right? But the thmg

tant from GTF mll prm ide

Commerce Center
Lexington: l'..lglc Creek Otlicc P.uk,
Entcrpn sc Park, bcntti\e Park.

With the Stnlttlflles
outlined here,
entrepreneu,.. can

\·on 111th .111 the tc:ccom
Michipn
Muskego n : West M ICh igan Sho rclmc
Busmcss Ccmrc.

.;t((C~'

to the rc..·sr of thl"

ntllllilJtiOns 'upport \Ull'll

nNJke slgn/tlcant strides

North Carolina

p 1J 11ct. lncludmg pl.1ces

need :\nd,

In keeping a company's

Durham : C cntr>l Park, l mpcnal
C ente r Busmcs; Park, T he Rrscarch
T riangle Park of No rth Caro lina

\\C (.ln'tt C:\cn pronoum.:c.

h.!\ e .1 (.,Tf .Iecount manager

l'h.wks to the built

d1crc .1fter \<'u 'ettk tn to

1uturall~

'ou 'II

expenses more
managesble.

• Lower Phoae Bills
The telephone system is an
integral part of daily operations
in every business. Although
telephone bills are unavoidable,
many companies needlessly
overspead oa their monthly bill
for a variety of reasons. It pays
to compare rates offered by
competing phone companies aad
analyze your bills to see what
calling plaas and other optioas
PkueS«P•tfe70

Ohio
Akron: Em ba.'>Sy Corporate Park.
Wilmington: AJrbom c Commerce Park.

Pennsylvania
York: Meadowlands Business Park York
City Business and Industry Park.'
T_~

Carrollton: Valwood North
Business Park.
College Stuion: Toxas A&M Univcrstty
Racarch Park.

~
Chesapeake: Battlefield
Corporak Center.

w~
Everett: Harbor Pointe Technology
Park, Seaway Center.
North Richland: Tri·Citics Science
& Technology Park.

Ill

.lppropn.tteh·, The \\'orld Cia" :\'etwork." .h the name

Smart!'ark Service' .111d !'he World Cia" :\'ctwork. We'll

unpliC\, rhc World Cia" :\'ctwork otl<:r,

not onh gl\·e you the· world, we'll c\cll gl\e you plumbing.

I'OU

.111 the l.nc't

(Cji#J
It\ amaztng 11hat ''..:cando together:
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Law Firms in the Inland Empire
l<anJ.t d J,, \11mbtl

.,...,

I Aator.ys Ia I.E.
I l'artlltn Ia I.E.

A~

City, Zip

I.

2.

3.

4.

Bat, Bat &: Kritpr
3750 Universi'k10e.
RiYcrside, CA
I

105
47

~,SaftJC,

33
18

&:

600 N. Anowbead A~e. 300
San Bernardino, CA
I
M...I adde• Bmfonl &: Ariu
560 East Hosj,.~ Lane, 4111 Floor
San Bernardino,
92408

30
7

Co'f~OD &: Crowe

28
13

1131 est Sixth St., Ste. 300
Ontario, CA 91762

n-c.:

P/

\ltol/1/t 1' 111

Oialtde

Insurance Defense
Personal InJury
Civil Litigation

~tbcttcr
· · trator

WND

3
3

N/A

~~cs,

4

Carol Es .
Office=

General Civil &: Trial Practice, Corp,
Re.tl Estate, Estate Planrunk Trus~
Probate, Family, Pension Profit
Sharing. ubor uw, Baniruplcics
Civil Liti tion,
Re.tl Estate, Cfi"nstn~roon,
Estate Planrung. Workers Comp.

City of Ontario, Berry Consl.,
Director's Mongage, Spring
Mountain Escrow, Clsa
Colina, Romar Roofing
WND

Rdd &: Hdlyer, P.C.
3880 Lemon St.
Riverside, CA 92501

19
10

Litigation, ubor and ~yment
uw, wd Use, Zontng, abate,
Estate Planning. Environmental

WND

7.

Tboaaas, Laebs &: Mort
3737 Main St.. Ste. 1010
Riverside, CA 92501

14
6

WND

8.

Redwlat &: SberriU
1950 Market St.
Riverside, CA 92501

13
6

Business, Re.tl Estate,
Scamtics &: Finance,
Environmen~&: Public uw;
Civil tigation
Condemnation & Water Law, Civil,
Busines. &: Tax Liti~u on. Re.tl Estate &:
Busines> uw, Tax &: tate Planning, Probate

Sckledlt, Slon-U. &: SlooaberJer
801 E. Tabquitz C"/i1,Wy. Ste. 100
Palm Sprinp, CA
2

II

Re.tl Estate Uw, Commei'Cial &: Bustncss
Ltugation, Probate &: Estate Planrung.
General Business uw, Family uw

WND

Individuals

RoR, KJeiJI &: Marias
10. 320 N. "E" St., Ste. 400
San Bernardino, CA 92402

II

Workers' Compensatioo,
Personallnjurx.
Asbestos Liugauon

HDI, G - , Ena, Crudall &: Wade
11. 3401 Ccnlrelake Dr., Sic. 650
Ontario, CA 91761

II

Insurance Defense, Corporate
Defense, Medical Malpractice,
Products Liabihty

4

5

,..,.., Mlddldtrooll, KUcr &: lflalu 10
4
12. 1411 North ·o· St.
San Bernardi110, CA 92402

General Trial Practice,
Insurance Defense,
Insurance Coverage

10

s

lnsurauce Defense,
Business uw

Wllloe, BorrorSt.Daa, Scoa &: Dll'flt
14. 255 North ·o· . Ste. Jm
Sao BemardiDO, CA 92401

7
5

Persooallnjury,lnsurance Defense,
Civil Lttigatioll, Ovil Appeals

Alai,...._AS......
15. One Latelbore Centre
3281 Ouaati ~ Sle.800
Oalario, CA 91 61

6
2

Workers'
Compensation
Defense

4
3

Persooallnjury, Family uw,
Bankruplcy, CrimiDal,
Esl.tc PI . Probate,
e
P. I. Defe111e Litiptico,

IJ.

16.

17.

SIMfteld &: Wuwr, 1-.

~~&~-300

=. . . . .

Florida Ave.&:Jeclla
Hemet, CA 92544

=·:-~..._.,

2!10 Nol1ll
• 400
Su BcrurdiDO, CA 92401
1:...w omc..tw..w w. , ..
11. 21-611) I...tadlu ~ s
c.dleckll Oty, CA

u.

•

Lewii,D'~·~

=~-~Sie.
lAw omc.

.,,__E. ....

237W. .... SL

4
2
4
0
4
1
4
0

a.-.t, CA 91711

Grlml'l!:l

Blwl, Sle. 200
2L 1317 w.
UJII-d, CA 91786
~:...womc..t

........... S. W--*

22. 41530 ~ Orclc Soloda
TCIIIIICIIla,

n ~~~630

~oymentJ.Aw,

Jnsurauce Cov~.
Worken' Coalpaallioa DefCDIC
Pmoaallnj

worten·~

l!llliz ner-.

Pulllic
. _ 'liptico,

Ocaenl Liliplioa

c-ucuo.

2
8

HomeowDer Aaacillioas,

Home &: Buildina OWners

3
I

2

Barbara Singer
Office Manager
Kathi L Lewis
Office Administrator

Shawn M. Derfer
Administrator
Patricia Harjehausen
Office Admtnistrator

Travelers Insurance Co.,
I
Univ~ of CA, Citation IDS.,
I
Indemnity, tics of Colton, Redlands,
Upland, Chino, Sao Bernardino
Insurance Companies,
I
Self-Insured Eaiployers

Various Citi~ Scbool
Distriell, and iDiuraDce Carrien

Thomas M. Davis
Managing Partner

liz llllr{lbl

Kathy Bloom
Partner

I
4

Mila Owen
Office Manager

I
2

Chriss l>tutan

I
S(CA)

Alma M. Placencia
Office AdmiDiatralor

3

s

Dank! T. Jolmson
Mana~:M Par1Dtr
~619l
7161
619 323-17581325-4623
Robtr11. Vlnfs

F~~acr•r
909 885-0777

F.X. Sean O'Dolluty
Director

~909l984-4811
909 98>-9599
Grec

c. Mlddkbrook

ManaW8! Shareholder
~909l
5751
909 888-7360

G. Stufldd/C. W&rDtr

Co-Owners
~909l381-3334
909 889-2007
'I'boaas M. Davis
Par1Der
~909l
8855
909 884-5161

OfficeyManap

Tbomaa E. Miller
Managina Partner

1
2

~gPartner

Penooal IDjW,, Profcuioaal
Mal~ roqful Death,
nel..oll

WND

I
2

Paula Ward
Office Administrator

Worken' Compensation Defense,
Worken' CompCDsllioa Subroptioa

Insurance ~es,

I
2

Roger Little

Patrick L. Graves

"They're always a step ahead of meeting our needs, and with almost 900 employees in the
Riverside area, we have lots of needs," said !Jz Murphy, workers compensation coordinalor of
Directors Mortgage.
"Many of our people are enrolled with Riverside Medical Clinic, and I've ne\er heard a single

"We had used industrial clinics before, but all we got were complaints from our employees. The>
jus! weren't getting the treatment they deserved. But now that we're all at Riverside, it's been great.
They undmt<md what it means to run a business. They give our people the quality of care they need

Kathy Bloom

Partner
f909l925-9464
909 925-1520
Steplln H. Osbon
Mana .n Partner

~909li3!1256
909 888-7876

so they can get back to work as soon as possible," !Jz said.
If you have a business that would benefit from medical care thai treats your company as well as

your employees, make sure your health program includes Riverside Medical Clinic.
With more than 90 dedicated physicians and specialists, Riverside Medical Clinic offers a range

Duld Dorfllu

of comprehensive programs that include women's health, pediatrics, urgent care, diagnostic care,

Fj~2!~
619 325-6390

industrial care and heallh education al eight convenient locations.

~T.Knelllt

Admillillrative Partner
~387-1130

387-1138
J•E.Qab

To find oul more about how your business can profit from a relationship with Riverside Medical
Clinic, call today. Or ask !Jz Murphy of Directors Mortgage what it's like to work with professionals

~24~~

who care as much about the health of her business as she does .

624-7291
Patrick L. GraMana . Partner

~909l~3
909 981-5517

11teocloR S. Wa~twortll
Owner

~l695-1888
14 752-8339
N/A
N/A

IS

tUidilUNU ""

•

RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CLINIC

~~~

111

OIIUSSIOIU

!Jin.'f.lon \fort.~a.ttt

or dealing with the paperwork," !Jz added.

Manaf:!

N/A • Not~ WND = Would N01 Disdos~ n/a "'11011111ailobk ~ informtJJwn the abaYe lisr was obt~UMd from the compallit!s lisreJ. To the but af""' ~die ill{omJQiioiJ supf:/~d accurate as of
f::
-.
1:' rs -« to etU~Ur lite acau«y tutd thorouft!::Jt. ofdie lisr,
tutd typographiall ~"ors sometune occur. Please N1ld <'orr«tJOnS or
company etr~rhead to. ~
'tlltMIJE:.pinS.SUIDS -~ 305SilatworloP/ace, OIIIIITIO, CA 9 ~ RaetUclteJ by Jerry Strauss. Copynglu /994 Inland Empir~ Businus}OIITML
ei'O)'

"They know you-even
without a claim formand that
makes you
feel kind
of special."
complaint aboul them," she continued. "Just show your card and there's never a problem getting in

R~~fsr
909 395-0622

2
2

Praaiae Uabiliry

Third Party Administrators,
Self-InsUred P~ployers

ManaGr
~~ 4491

Marjorie Olristopbcrson Peter G. Xarlk.u

County of Sao BemardiDO,
LeWis Hona, ARCO

c-ucuo. Defect,

909 682-4612
Brace V&rDtr
Mana . Partner
m.2171
909 888-2120
Mldlael Mugg

ger

Charlene Treatcb
Office Manager

Insurance Cos., Co. of Sao Bern.,
Builders, Self-Insured
Companies, Contractors

~Unit Devel~t

Defect
Litipdoa

~~.

0

2
2

s

4
1

92590

, _ lt.llkDtnlla lAw omc.

I
2

Insurance Comparucs, Auto
I
County of Riverside, 5
ty of Los Angeles,
Fuwtcial Companies
2
Insurance Compani~
Self-Insured Governmental tities, 2
Self-Insured Companies

Albllle IIISU1lDce Co.,
Allied IDs. Co, United
Services Aulo Assoc. (USAA),
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AeroMexico Announces Final Departure From ONT
Conflnu~d From

internatiOnal VIsitors to the airport.
Most flights on maJor a~rhnes
like Delta and TWA that serv1ce
Ontario, route p<~ssengers through
either Dallas or San Francisco,
resulting in hours o· increased
travel ltme One of the most
expedient options for internatiOnal
passengers includes takmg a flight
from Ontario Airport into LAX and
then flying non-stop to Mexico.
Several major corporate travel
agents will not even book flights
from Ontario to Mex1co and advise

--

flyers of other, "more convenient"
or "less expensive" options.
One of these less expensive
options, which was proposed by
one travel agency, was to drive to
Tijuana Airport about 75 miles
a\\ ay. m order to take a direct tlight
to Me:oco City or Guadalajara .
Tickeh for these flights cost about
$150, less than half the price for
round-trip fares from Ontano.
By flying into and out of a
Mexican airport, travelers also
avoid another concern, that some
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say, is effecting ONT's attraction of
10ternational
passengers
immigration.
Currently, LAX is the preferred
airport
for
Mexico-bound
passengers. At a press conference
held at Ontario Airport last month,
a spokesman for Mexicana Air
indicated that the reason for ONT's
unpopularity among international
travelers is rooted in the fact that
the airport is not crowded.
While most travelers would
consider an uncrowded airport a

----------------------

If your health plan doesn't mclude Rlverstde Communny Hospll.al,then you won't have access
to the most comprehensive health care. semces m western Rlverstde county. For example, our HeanCare
Center wtth tts Cardiac Catheterizauon Laboratones. And our Famtly BIRTHplace wtth rts Neonatal
Imenstve Care Umt for newborns who reqwre spectal medtcal care.
Before you enroll m a health plan, make sure It mcludes Rlverstde Community Hospttal. It's
absolutely essenual.

~
IN~ RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
~
909 ° 788 • 3530

bonus, Mex1can passengers face
added concerns because of the lack
of traffic through Ontario,
according to Sergio Puche of
Mexicana AtT
"I think the biggest problem for
Ontarto
Airport
attracting
passengers from Mexico is the wa)
immtgration is handled at the
airport," said Puche . "While the
airport is uncrowded, this gives
imm1gration more t1me to hassle
passengers once they get off the
plane At LAX, where it is more
crowded, immigration doesn't
create as much trouble."
Jefferson, however, says that no
passengers or carriers have ever
officially complained to the airport
about the way customs officials
handle arrivals.
Despite all of the apparent
uproar caused by AeroMexico 's
departure, Jefferson says that the
two other international airlines,
including Mexicana, are content to
stay at ONT. Jefferson added that
LA Air, which will be moving into
Ontario Airport, has been
considering the option of offering
international flights; until then,
however, Mextcana and Alaska are
left to bear the international
passenger load.
Of these two carriers, Mexicana
Airlines has been hardest hit by the
decline in international travelers.
During the first months of the year,
Mextcana 's jets have been
operating at only 45% capacity
Still, Mexicana has no plans to pull
out of Ontario.
Bruce Haldeman, marketing
representative for Mexicana
indicated that the company
definitely will
not follow
AeroMexico's lead. "Mexicana
Airlines continues to be mterested
in developing the Ontario
business."
Apparently, March's passenger
figures were much better for
Mexicana than they were during
previous months.
Haldeman indicated that most of
Mexicana's early misfortune was
related to miscalculated decision
making. "Initially, we were overly
optimistic about our number of
flights," he commented.
International
business
is
expected to pick up steam for both
Mexicana and Alaska Airlines in
the absence of AeroMexico's

service. .&
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San Bernardino Readies for Music Invasion

O

n June 16, 17 and 18,
downtown San Bernardino
will sway to a mass of
rhythms, harmonies, and the beat
of a multitude of drums as the city
celebrates "Main Street Beat,"
International Mus1c Festival.
Celebrating an eclectic mix of adult
contemporary, jazz, rock and roll
and salsa, the organizers have lined
up some of the country's hottest
acts for top billing at the festival.
Terrence Simien from New
Orleans, the incredible 24-year-old

ADVERTORIAL
performers which will be combined
jazz trumpeter and darling of the
with alternate performances at local
L.A. Times, Roy Hardgrave, Poncho
restaurants and nightclubs such as
Sanchez, Fattburger, Kevin Koch,
"Boomers" at the Radisson, La
Dean Witney and many, many,
more are scheduled to appear over
Cas1ta Cafe, Jersey's Sports Bar
the three-day festival at a mulmude
and Grill, Isabella's Ristorante
of downtown venues. Exhibitions,
Italiano, Copasetic Cafe, Cisco's
music vendors and workshops by
Restaurant,
and
S.I. L.K.
renowned speakers such as
Productions private club to name
Anthony Brown will be on hand to
but a few of the participants.
both entertain and educate festival
Court Street Square, the popular
participants.
town square and entertainment
Festival goers will enjoy
venue, as well as Carousel Mall,
admission to the concerts of the key
will offer free concerts featuring

~ ~mM@ ~Mml!NJ ~ mM©a
Is proud" to present yet anotfzer quality protfuction
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As part of the ongoing revitalization of Downtown San Bernardino Main Street
Inc. is proud to present the Main Street Beat International Music Festival
featuring some of the top national and international Adult Contemporary, Jazz,
Rock & Roll and Salsa artists. Over 30 top artists, one dozen veJWs, workshops,
exhibitions, food drink, & more. June 16,17,18, 1994. For more information call
Main Street (909) 381-5037. A festival of spectacular international proportions.!
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rhythm and blues with well known
bands such as Art of Sax. Food and
beverage will be on sale at the
square which is convemently
situated midway between all the
participating nigh tel ubs and
restaurants and provides a lively
nucleus to the festival.
Naturally, a festival of this
magnitude involves a tremendous
amount of time, effort and
resources in its organization and
production. What will downtown
San Bernardino accomplish by
staging such a festival?
Produced by San Bernardino
Downtown Main Street Inc., a
division of the City of San
Bernardino Economic Development
Agency with the responsibility for
revitalizing downtown, Main Street
is proud that this venture has turned
into a vast cooperative enterprise
between the public sector and
private enterprise downtown. With
the aim of attracting thousands of
festival participants downtown for
the duration of the festival, local
restaurants and entertainment
venues have banded together under
the Main Street umbrella to offer a
well coordinated, sophisticated
event. Each downtown venue will
offer a specific music discipline at
different times according to a
festival program while key
performances will be staged at
larger venues throughout the
festival.
Having several thousand new
visitors downtown allows local
businesses and city officials to
showcase their city, its benefits and
advantages. A tremendous amount
of capital improvements have taken
place in downtown San Bernardino
in the last few years and officials
and local business alike are eager to
display their new image.
Special events, whether large or
small, help inject millions of dollars
into the local economy through
additional sales for local merchants,
and extra taxes for local
government. They are an important
economic development tool and
one which San Bernardino
Downtown Main Street Inc. is
using with greater frequency.
Visitors, whether foreign or
domestic, carry (and spend) that all
important tourist dollar. Main Street
is providing the framework for
them to spend, and enjoy, in one of
the Inland Empire's most vibrant
cities . .A.
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Discovering the Third Option
By Elisabeth lhlenfcltl

here just had to be a
third option There just
had to be another way to
come in to our own 1n the
workplace, outs1de of the
options that had been presented
so far. The cho1ces, htstoncally,
looked like this: we could either
learn to tailor our behavior; our
identity; the very attributes that

T

indeed made us women so that
we m1ght successfully cam ouflage ourselves against the
backdrop of a world that
belonged to them. or we could
become separatists, creating our
own Institutions and communities predicated upon these
differences spec1fic to our
gender. Our choices were
assimilation or alienatiOn The
power we sought would not be
the reward, in fact, precisely its
opposite.
While we may have made
progress tn the areas of

quantifiable equity-wages,
tokenism , leg1slation for family
leave, scrutiny of the "glass
ceiling" 1n our careers, these
achievements were eclipsed by

This "third option" reflects
the long-awaited arena
in which historically
stifling life-lessons learned
by women will finally
be recognized and
understood as their
competitive edge and
continue to revolutionize
today's marketplace.

the concession we were forced
to make at a deeper level: as
women, we were Inherently
hand1capped in their world. In
our characteristically female
moments of fantasy, we would
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universe not
in this fashion: a
world in which, perhaps, those
"handicaps" of our femininity
became our competit1ve edge;
the
particulars
of
our
socialization the very agent of
our professional one-upsmanship; a world that had
evolved to make room for our
spec1ficity rather than one that
demanded a "reiterated Impersonation."
c~rcumscribed

(909) 987-9900
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It has long been
understood that in the
upbringing of women,
the focus of their

The third option
has arrived.

development has been

It is a shift 1n the very basis
of our economy that has brought

this opportumty to its fruition.
The
evolution
from
an
"industrial" to "information"based society has enabled a shift
not only in the products that are
bought and sold in the
marketplace, but innovation in
the methods by which they are
transferred as well Such a
movement necessitates "high

upon creating and
sustaining relationships.

Industrial society dictates that
one sell features, and compete
against other products. The most
persuasive salesperson is
characterized by the ability to
"ask for the order," and repeat
business is predicated upon the
Please See Page 39
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touch" methodologies to render
human what will seem an
overwhelming barrage of "high
tech ." In tandem, these changes
ensure the emergence of a new
paradigm for professional
selling.
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Secrets to Help in Loan Approval

W

hea you apply for
creclit. creclit paators

loot for several
tlaiap before they willgraat you
a bae of credit. They are
lootiag for the tlaree C's of
Credit: Capacity, Character aad
Collateral.
Creditors waat to mate sure
you caa repay th-e debt.
Coapletiaa tile credit applicataoa properly the first time
caa elimJUte a credit deaial.
Wtao 1ootiag at your
capaciq to ropq U.. loaa, the
aeditor wall aat qaeatioaa
tepldbta your eaJi)oyaeat aa
aa the leqtla of ti•e you
beea eap1oyed. Your

~·-.,

....................
.....
,..

fte _• •.._•.
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employed less than two years.
Whea you are self-employed
aad are paying yourself a salary,
attach a 1099 Form with your
application showing your yearly
income and your title. This
should match up with anything
you submit to the Internal
Revenue Service. If requested,
attach a copy of your tax
returns.
Creditors want to know bow
much your expenses are and
how many dependents you have.
They want to taow what your
debt to income ratio is. This is
calculated by totaling all your
monthly debt, including the
monthly payment for the item
you are tryiag to finance and
dividiag it by the monthly
iacoae. If your ratio is over
50., moat Creditors Will DOt
approve ycMII' loaa.
Whei a creditor ia examiaiag
yoar character, they will be
takaaa iaformatioa from yoar
credit application about your
PMt credit hiatory and your

paying habits. They will get this
information through a credit
reporting agency such as TRW,
Trans Union or Bquifax.
Stability is tile tey. It is
important to taow what is listed
on your credit report before you
apply for credit. Ask the credit
grantor before you submit the
application which credit
reporting agency they use. Make
sure the information on the
credit report is listed on your
application since they will
compare the two.
If you have found errors on
your credit report that would
reflect in a negative entry, clear
this up before you submit your
application.
The creditor wants to tnow
how long you have lived at your
current residence. They also
waat to know if you own or
rent. The longer you have lived
at your residence, the better
chaaces you have for approval.
Creditors want to know what
collateral you have so they can

be protected against nonpayment on your loan or debt .
Showing your assets other than
your incomes from your job can
put a creditor's mind at ease.
Such assets could be a savings
account, checking account ,
investments and property
owned. These assets can be
liquidated if you experience
financial difficulties.
Creditors use different
combinations of these factors in
reaching a decision. They will
use different rating systems.
Some rely on their instincts,
while others use a credit scoring
system. Call or write the
creditor before applying for a
credit card or loan to find out
what their priorities are. &
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women
Business
By Christina Kanaly

W

ithin the last several
years
the
word
Parent, a noun, is
being used as a verb; parenting.

Why? And why are there more
frequent articles and media
coverage 011 the various
subjects? Why would a parent of
today
consider
taking
a
parenting class? Most of our
parents did not. To parent was
something you just did.
Well,
I had the same
questions when I took a videobased parenting class titled,
"Active Parenting" four years
ago. I was shocked when I kept
seeing myself turn up in the
"before" videos. I had a
discouraged
child,
an
underachiever with the ··I can't"
syndrome. I also discovered the
class was NOT about changing
my child, but about changing
me. Because I gained control of
myself, I altered the relationship
between myself and my child. I
was able to structure an
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The Key to Successful Parenting

environment that increased the
odds for my child to respond to
my change in an encouraged
way.

To parent, I believe,
is not only the most
Important task to which
most of us endeavor,
but the most difficult with
the least amount of
formal training.

Why didn't what worked with
me work with my child?
Because our society is changing.
Our children will be expected,
upon adulthood to make choices
and be responsible for those
choices, while cooperating with
others. Parents who pride
themselves in raising ''obedient"
children can sometimes be in for
a big surprise. Children who
"obey" parents today, "obey"

others tomorrow, and these
"others" may not have our
child's best interest in mind.
Encouraged people behave in
encouraged ways, ways that
parents,
school
teachers,
employers and society likes.
Discouraged people behave in
discouraged ways, ways that
parents,
school
teachers,
employers, and soc1ety do not
like.
So, how does a concerned
parent better the odds of raising
encouraged, responsible, and
cooperative children who will
be
thriving
adults
that
contribute to society? One very
easy way is to enroll in a
parenting class. These classes
are not child development
classes. They are skills-oriented
behavior modification classes .
They are, in fact, compassionate
communicatiOn skills classes.
And, the wonderful thing is that
these skills can be used in ALL
relationships.

So, how does a concerned

Is Your Advertising

HITOR MISS?

•••

ttt

parent better the odds of
raising encouraged,
responsible, and
cooperative children who
will be thriving adults that
contribute to society?

THE HISPANIC COMMUNITY
Is One of The Largest
Consumer Markets
In The Inland Empire

Inland Empire Hispanic News
Serving the Hispanic Communities
in the Inland Empire
For Advertising Information: Edward L. Martinez

(909) 381-6259

These skills are outlines that
determine
the
style
of
communication, identification
of problem ownership, and
specific steps needed to teach
responsibility as well as
cooperation .
And
most
importantly, what it means to be
encouraging. It is not false
praise. It is, noticing and
commenting on progress, effort
or change in non-judgmental
ways that help to build selfesteem, versus other esteem.
As an example, self-esteem is
what's needed for a teenager to
say "no" to drugs or an adult to
say

"no"

to

Encouragement comes from
the French word, "coeur"
meaning heart, and to practJce
encouragement is to give heart
to another. This is the way to
stimulate positive behavior in
children, spouses, friends, coworkers and employees.

Why would a parent
of today consider taking
a parenting class?
Most of our parents
did not. To parent was
something you just did.

To parents who work outside
the home, Take heart! This can
be an advantage for your
children. In most Third World,
poverty stricken countries,
where young children quit
school and contribute their
meager earnings to the family,
they usually have high selfesteem. Why? Because they
know they are needed. Working
parents can stop feeling guilty
about promoting cooperation
among their children to assist
with the smoother running of
the household, knowing that
children who honestly feel
needed, feel a sense of
belonging, which leads to
responsibility and cooperation.
To parent, I believe, is not
only the most important task to
which most of us endeavor, but
the most difficult with the least
amount of formal training. I
urge my readers to take the time
to take a parenting class. It
offers one the possibility for a
more
enjoyable
family
experience, one filled with
laughter and cooperation, versus

Inter Valley Health Plan's team of dedicated
professionals really does understand that
choosm~ an affordable, convenient health
care plan takes time for both large and small
employers.
Pindin~ the ri~ht people to do the job is a
big responsibility. and at Inter Valley llt!alth
Plan, it's one we take \WY seriously. Just like
you should when choosing good health care.

All of our people are highly experienced.
They know the little extras to save time and
hassles for our members. They are
supported by ont! of the most sophisticated
computer systems in the mdustry.
Inter \'alley Health Plan has the flexibility of
a wide choice and variety of plans, allowing
you to choose the one that's right for your
company and your employees.

yelling, nagging and frustration.
And talk about POWER, these
skills are generation passed! "'

InterValley Health Plan

Kanaly is a local resident and has been
involved in active parenting classes

P.1rk A\'l'lllH: • Sulll' ~00 • Pumun<\, ('A 91766

destructive

since 1989. She formerly worked with

relationships, whether they be
personal or work related .

the San Bernardino County Probation

(S00) IH3-3520 • (909) 62l-6B3

Departmenl.

A Non-l'rofu, Fcd..:rally Qual1jited 1/~10
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T

he South Coast Air Quality
Management District has
been working hard to assist
businesses in the Southland. In its
latest "business-friendly" move, it
has joined in the new Inland Empire
Permit Assistance Center, which
offers area businesses a place to get
information on environmental
permit requirements, on-site
consultation from qualified staff
members and file necessary permit
applications in one stop.
Representatives from state,

MAY 1994
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Small Business Assistance Center Opens in Ontario

regional and local agencie s,
tncluding the California EPA,
AQMD and Environmental Health
offices of San Bernardino and
Riverside Counties, offer assistance
to business owners Monday through
Friday, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The new Ontario Center, one of
12 permit assistance centers in the
AQMD area is located at One
Lakeshore Centre, 3281 E. Guasti
Road, Suite 275, Ontario. Another
new center has opened in Riverside
at 4080 Lemon Street; it is open

every Wednesday and Thursday,
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. For more
information about the Inland Empire
centers, call (909) 460-7532. To find
out the locations and office hours of
other assistance centers in the basin,
call AQMD 's Small Business
Assistance Center at 1-800- 3882121.
Participation in such centers is
just one of the ways that AQMD has
become a leader among environmental agencies in the field of
business assistance and retention,

Nine reasons why meeting
smog regulations just got easter.
Cutting through all the red tape to meet air
quality rules and regulations can sometimes get
a bit overwhelming. Eo;pec~ally for small busi-

nesses.
That's why the South Coast Air Quality
Management District has expanded its small
business assistance office: nine people committed to providing expert, practic."ll support to
companies who need help meeting today's
tough air quality standards.

I:)oe, your company need an air pollution
permit? Smog rules seem too complicated?
Need financial sources for pollution control
equipment? The small busine:.s assistance
office can help in these areas and more.

So, if you'd like to pur the AQMD small
husinL'S.~ a~istance office to work for you, or if
you'd like to receive regular information on
how smog controls affect your industry, call

(818) 572-6283.

@

S. uth C:O..t
.-\tr Quain., Managrmtnr Ot-.fn' t
· Th• Ckan A1r Peot>k

both in California and the nation.
A staff of AQMD e nginee rs,
inspectors, environmental planners
and business assistance s pecialis ts
dedicated since 1991 to streamlining
paperwork and regulatory requirements provide proactive educational
and technical assistance programs
for area businesses. Deve loping
cleaner technologies that can save
businesses money while cleaning
the air also has been a chief focus at
AQMD.
These changes are made under
AQMD's "New Directions in Air
Quality Management" pro gram
initiated in 1991. Among the major
accomplishments under the New
Directions Program are:
• Speedier permits. M os t s mall
businesses get permits in seven days
or less. Permits for medium-sized
projects are issued in 30 da ys o r
less. Only the largest prOJects o r
those involving toxic pollution s till
take up to 180 days to issue due to
state laws requinng analys 1s and
possible public notifications.
• Regulatory reforms giving
businesses flexibility. Las t year,
AQMD's Governing Board adopted
the Regional Clean Air Incentives
Market program. This program is
prov1ding new fl exib ility to 390
major Southland firms and will save
$58 milli o n a yea r in po lluti o n
control costs. Additional regulatory
reforms aimed at reduc ing the cost
of achieving healthful a1r are under
development.
• Compliance through education
and technical assistance. Increasmgly AQMD has had its staff
meet businesses in the classroom
rather than in the courtroom .
Inspectors now run educational
programs that teach businesses how
to comply with air quality standards.
In addition, technical assistance is
offered through an on-site technical
consultation service.To find out
about these and other business
assistance services, call AQMD's
Small Business Assistance Office at
1-800-388-2121.
By putting it all together; new
technology, business retention,
streamlined permits, technical assistance and education, flexible
regulations and many other changes
the AQMD is showing the state and
the nation how to achieve environmental progress and foster
economic growth. •
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Money: The Last Taboo
Money Myths, Beliefs and Superstitions
By Martlyn August, M S.Ed

0

ne of the most amazing
things about money is
that most of us have
received very little positive
formal education regarding its
uses and its abuses. As children,
many of us learned nothing about
money. Like some forbidden ,
nasty topic, money was not
discussed in front of the
children. Others of us were
taught money management based
o n the1r parent's 1deas developed
during the Depression of the
"30s .
Dcsp1te
inadequate
educatiOn. as business people,
we
expect
ourselves
to
understand everything about
money from budget projections
to strategic investing.
Our adult relatiOnship to
m oney 1s o f ten based on old
myths, parental a ttitudes, even
rel igio us s uperstitions A fe male
cli e nt rece ntly ca me to re a lize
that, as a single wome n, she was
liv in g w i t h h e r ideas abou t

money and women by constantly
having
money
problems .
Statements such as "men make
money and women spend it ";
"sweetheart, just find yourself a
rich man," and "money doesn't
grow on trees," can keep women
stuck earning 79 cents for every
dollar earned by men

Money is nothing more
than an exchange of value.
It is an agreement that "x "
amount of labor, service,
etc. is worth "x " amount of
green pieces of paper.

For a women in the workplace,
the misconceptions, outdated
ideas, attitudes and superstitions
that surro und money can affect
prod u ctivity and pro m otion
opport uni t ies. Some wome n
continue to thi nk of their mco me

as "the second mcome" when in
fact, it has become a necessity If
you are underpaid, asking for a
raise and being paid what you
are worth requires giving up
time-worn adages.
Money is nothing more than
an exchange of value. It is an
agreement that "x " amount of
labor, serv1ce, etc. IS worth "x"
amount of green pieces of paper.
Ultimately, having a deep sense
of self-worth (self-value) is the
key to eliminatmg fears, anxiety
and stress about money. All of us
have, in effect, put a price tag on
ourselves saying th1s $$$ is what
I am worth. Research has shown
that there is a direct relationship
between self-esteem and earnmg
power. Lack of self-esteem IS
translated to a lack of money.
Therefore, Identifying and
uncovering hidden attitudes
about money is the first step to
improving our relatio nship to
money. Answering the questions
below wi l l h el p you di s cover
your personal atti tude about money.

1) If I felt good about money, I
would say that I am financially
(choose only one) : satisfied,
healthy, powerful or secure.
2 ) Money represents· freedom,

love, self-esteem, other.
3) How would you descnbe your
attitude toward money? (check as
many as you like) : Compulsive,
frustrating, easy, scary, fun,
fulfilling, worry, not important.

...

August ts president of
The August Company and a
scm mar factlttator and consultant wtth
more than 20 years cxpenencc

"Money Health and \v >dom'
four-week scm mar ser1cs to

hundreds ol people" tth more than
80% achicvtng thctr tntendcd results
wtthin four weeks . Her background
tncludcs developtng tratnmg programs
for corporations such as American
Honda and AST Research Inc.
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The Inland Empire's
#1
Advertising Medium
Over 1/2 Million
Listeners Strong!

Reasons Why You Should Advertise In
the

ltctintt ltcpotttt
1 . The uooisputed media choice lor advertiSers seeking

to tap lhe economc potential of the Alncan American
consumer marllet.
2. African Americans have $2.5 biDion localeHective buyong
Income.
3. Alncan American consumers who use media to makelhe<
purchasing decisions use aoo trust the ll«t lnct 1tpor!tr
4 . An advertising

message in the lt«t lnt! 1tl'Ot'ltl' reaches
over 200.000 aoott readers every week.

5. Ahican Americans read newspaper inserts and ads more

than other ethnic groups.

HF

951

For More Information
Call Mary Wade
(909) 825-9525

1n

adult cducatton She has !aught the

6. The llrtclnc t .l.t"port.tr has a 4-<:ator tood secton every
Thurroay.
7 Weekly lealures lrV.Jde local sports coverage. heatth.
erucatton and entertainment.
a. The trcclut! 1tport.tr Is Important to African Americans
and speaks to them on their language
9. The trct luct .l.t"pott.tt. an awart!·winning newspaperIS the largest weekly newspaper serving lhe ent• e tnlaoo
Empire.
10. The lt«tlnt! 1tl'Ot't.tt pmV>des a cleannghouse lor local.

regional, aoo national corporate advert1sers to reach Alrlcan
American communities wrthin the lnlaoo Empire.

To Obtain a Media Kit
Call (909) 889-0597 or Fax (909) 889-1706
"Our Success=Your Success·
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By Judith-Annene Milburn, Ph D.

R

eleased energy gives
new awareness, new
attitudes, repressed or
boiling anger results in awful
negatives
or
emotional
deadness.

Are you angry at yourself and
can't get rid of it?
Are you angry at others and
don't know how to handle it
effectively? Are you afraid of

other's anger and feel controlled
by the threat of their anger? Are
you dumping your anger on
others causing more problems?
Have you lost the spark of
life?
Are you experiencing a
depletion of energy? Have you
lost
the
abdtty
to
be
spontaneous in your life and
relationships.
Do you want to cry, but can't?
Do you what to express your

anger, but can't?
Have you lost your passion?
Have you lost your feelings of
compassion?
Are you breathing, nice long
deep breaths right now? Do you
stop breathing when you are
fearful or under pressure?
Emottons, including anger
and sadness, are necessary and
normal human experiences
which provtde vitality and
energy for life. When we lose

MEDICAL CENTER FOUNDATION

'
Participating
Restaurants

CAFE CHAMPAGNE
Temecula

CLARA'S
R<dlands

GERARD'S
Rherside

RESTAURANT Of
JOE GREENSLEEVES
R<dtands

ISABELLA'S
San BunardJoo

LE RENDEZVOUS
San B<rnardlno

MARIO'S PLACE
Rlvtuldt

MISSION INN
OCEAN GRILL
Rtdland•

MAY 10 & 11, 1994
Rese!Vafions
&. Information:

(909} 88.1-23.18

TO BENEFIT

fruST.BERNARDINE

Emotion is Energy
in motion.
When we, for any reasons,
make conscious or unconscious
decisions to block our feelings,
we stop the flow of energy in
our bodies. Not only do we
block the feelings of anger and
pain, frustration and sadness but

•

GOURMET DINNERS AT TOP INLAND EMPIRE RESTA

the ability to recognize our
feelings and express them
appropriately, we stuff them in
our bodies. Stuffing feelings
causes several problems to
develop. tension and stress,
we're a volcano waiting to
explode or a stoic, emotionally
unavailable iceberg. We lose our
passion for life, sexuality,
creativity.

PASTA PASTA
Corona

R.S.V.P. INSTITUTE
Of ETIQUETTE
Ontario

MEDICAL CENTER FOUNDATION

SPENCER'S AT
THE RADISSON
San Bernardino

also passion, spontaneity and
excitement. We become tough,
defended, rigid, protective and
defensive. We overreact or do
not react at all. We feel tired,
have a tense and pamfu! body
and physical ailments, including
high blood pressure, fatigue,
stomach ailments, tightness in
the chest and heart area and
headaches.
Understanding emotions and
giv~ng ourselves permission to
have our feelings and express
them in an appropriate manner
and place, increases our
personal effectiveness and ease

in being in the world, as well as
giving us much more positive
energy.
Unhealed
anger
from
childhood wounds must be
expressed in a therapeutic
environment, so we can learn to
trust our ability to heal old
emotional
wounding
and
appropriately express current
outbursts. Until these old
wounds

are

appropriately

expressed and healed, they will
provide the unconscious pattern
for
our
adult
emotional
expression. When these are
healed without blame or selfjudgment toward ourselves, in
an attitude of unconditiOnal love
toward ourselves and others, we
develop a new lease on life. •

St. Bemardu1e FoundatKlll, founded 1n 1968, prOVIdes f1nanoal support to poSibon St Bemard1ne Medical Center With stale-<>f·the-art technology and equipment.
Judith M1lburn P.h.D. is the director for
the Center for Conscious Living.
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Anger: Dealing With the Causes and Results

Youre Invited!

fruST.BERNARDINE
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By Tom HarkiiiS
n the recent INC. 500 survey the
question was asked, "Are
today's workers losing the work
ethic?" In a surprising critique of
corporate leadership, more than twothirds of the CEOs surveyed said
that if there's a productivity problem
in this country, don't blame the
employees working on the line.
U.S. workers aren't wimps, U.S.
managers are.
"Mediocre management is
epidemic," says Ron Daugherty of
Digital Systems Consultants.
Too many managers are promoted
from their technical or sales
positions because they are good at
what they do, not because they
know how to manage people. They
are made managers with no
knowledge of how to motivate,
manage or develop people. They
usually follow the pattern their
manager sets for them and so many
times a management culture that
doesn't work gets propagated all
through the company. Truly, an
organization is the lengthened
shadow of its leaders.
Sometimes this works and
sometimes it doesn't. There are
companies that make money with
archaic management styles. The
president is proud of the growth, yet
how profitable could the company
be if the management culture got an
honest overhauling and the
management got hooked on an
efficient, effective management
style?
The
following
are
ten
management principles that, if
applied, will give the manager the
know-how to turn employees into
high performers.

I

1. The Manager's Job Is to Make
Production Easy.
The manager's job is to make
production easy. Many managers
believe that their job is to tell their
people what to do. A spectacular
manager of the '90s knows that that
doesn't work any more. The
manager of the '90s has to perceive
the changed role of a good manager,
to stop 'being the boss' and to shift
hiS/her role to being the person who
helps the employee do a better job.
If you want work to go more
smoothly and you want to better
motivate your people and move
them into high performance, YOU

take the responsibility to make
production easy for them Lie
awake at night and think through
each of your reports and figure out
what you can do to help them
produce more instead of 'getting
tnto their faces' and demanding
performance.
2. People Do What They Know
How to Do.
People only do what they know
how to do. If a person is doing a job
a certain way, it is because that is

wornen
Business

the way he knows how to do it.
Rather than get continually
frustrated , the manager needs to
question himself, "Does this person
know how to do what needs to be
done?" Probably not. Whose
responsibility is that?
The
manager's. Thinking this through
will help the manager to run his
department more smoothly and
greatly reduce his frustration.
3. People Do Things for Their Own
Reasons, Not Yours.

The employee does not work for
the honor and the glory of the
company. Please do not think an
employee is loyal and will work just
because the company wants him to.
NO. The employee sees the
company he works for as a vehicle
for him to meet his personal goals.
As much as a company can help a
person reach their personal goals,
that's how much productive
Please See Page 35
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Is Your Business Prepared to Deal With Trauma?
By Ktllonn Rtddell, Ph.D.

he Americ~n :sy~hi.at
ric Assoctatlon s tnclusion of "Posttraumatic Stress Disorder" in
their manual of mental
disorders has had a profound
effect on mental health and
business communities PTSD
refers to a cluster of
psychological symptoms that
occur in response to a
stressful envtronmental event
that is outside the range of
normal human experience. The
federal government bases its
disability system for mental
disorders on the association's
definition in determining
veteran benefits; within the
private sector of economic
enterprise,
employmentrelated trauma is recognized
by disability pensions and
workers' compensation. Many
states, by case law, hold the
employer responsible for

T

A/0/GD'GG
Local Group
Provides
Advocacy,
Support to
Rape Victims
By Christy Newey

ou're not alone. There is
a place in the Inland
Empire for families and
victims of sexual assault to find
help and support.
Project Sister is a sexual
assault crisis and prevention
service which services 700square-miles of the Inland
Empire and about 1,000 adult
and child survivors of sexual
assaults annually. "We have a
dual mission ; to reduce the
trauma and incidence of sexual
assault in the communities we
se rve ," said Judy Stotland,
director.
To reduce trauma, the
program offers a service called
Advocacy & Accompaniment,
which provides advocates to
accompany victim to the
hospital, the police station or
sometimes to court, if the victim
decides to press charges against
the attacker. The advocates
support and assist the victim
through each stage of the ordeal.
Individual counseling and group
support are also available for
the victim to help ease the
trauma.
To reduce incidents of sexual
assault, the program offers
community education, a teen
program,
self-defense
instruction and child abuse
prevention. "We're most known

Y

for date and acquaintance rape
mformat10n," Stotland said. "We
go to junior htgh schools, high
schools, and colleges to speak
about awareness and prevention
of date and acquaintance rape."
"Many people believe that
rape is committed by a stranger.
Actually, most raptsts are known
to the victim. The primary
mottves for rape are power,
control and anger, not sexual
gratification. All females are at
risk regardless of age, race,
class.
culture,
religion,
occupation,
education
or
physical appearance. Men can
be raped and they are most often
raped by heterosexual men,"
Stotland said.
Presentations on sexual
assault are also available for
different
businesses
and
community groups such as clubs
or churches.
Project Sister also offers
classes in self-defense roughly
once a m ont h, Stotland said.
"It's a three-hour class. Half of
it focuses on awareness and the
other half focuses on physical
defense," she said. A modified
version of the self-defense class
is available for senior citizens,
as well.
''One of the most brutal and
under-publicized crimes, sexual
assault against sentor citizens is
the fastest growing type of rape
in Southern California. We're
working to make our service
area a safer place for the elderly
by providing rape awareness and
prevention programs to local
senior citizens' centers and
organizations."
Despite all of the preparation
and self-defense training
available, Stotland says that
rape will occur. And, when it

does, Project Sister helps
victims cope with the crime. A
24-hour hotline is available to
provide
immediate
and
confidential crisis assistance for
victims of sexual assault. T he
counselors are voluntee rs who
have gone through 40 hours of
training, Stotland said.
"[The volunteers] are the
backbone of who we are and
what we do," she said. "College
students are vital because they
volunteer during th e daytime
hours when other members of
the community are working."
The program is made up of
four full-time staff, five parttime staff and more than 60
active volunteers, she satd. "We
have a good mix of both. We're
always looking for volunteers."
Child abuse prevention is an
important aspect of the project,
Stotland said. Parents, preschool and elementary teachers
are show n how to develop
awareness and intervention
skills which can help reduce
child abuse. They are taught to
indicate behaviors which may be
signs of abuse, Stotland said.
Another aspect of child abuse

stressful
or
avoidable
traumatic workplace events
that psychologically harm or
injure employees.
A recent survey of 589
human resources managers
attending a conference of the
American
Management
Association revealed that
more than half of the
companies they represented
had experienced incidents of
serious violence, or threats of
violence, during the past four
years. Dr. Chris Hatcher,
president of San Franciscobased National Assessment
Services, stated in his analysis
of the survey data that, among
incidents of serious violence
in the workplace, there were,
in many cases, clearly
verbaltzed and specific threats
made by the assailant prior to
the assault. These threats
occurred at multiple times and
were witnessed by multiple
Please See Page 51

prevention comes through
Project Sister's parenting
classes which are available for
teen parents who lack the skills
necessary for raising a child,
Stotland said. "We offer
parenting classes to teen parents
to teach them parenting skills
and to help prevent child
abuse," Stotland said.
The counseling services are
offered for both the victim, as
well as the families of the
victim in the first few weeks
after the assault. Long-term
counseling
referrals
are
provided for those who need it.
Specialized support group
counseling is proviJed for
victims and families as well.
Project Sister also offers
community services when
necessary. "In the case with the
Claremont (Charles Hubbart)
rapist, we received calls from
members of the community who
were concerned about their
children walking to school and
we
participated
in
the
informational rally. In any of
our cities, we ' re there to help
the community ease their
Please See Page 45
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Managers Taking a Kinder,
Gentler Approach to Business
The followmg anicle was excerpted from an
academtc paper WTillen by Nanette Fondas, a
professor with the Untverstty of Cahfomta at
Riverside A. Gary Anderson Graduate School
of Management. Fondas' paper addresses a
shtfl in the way American managers are
handling their jobs; a shift that reflects a more
femmme approach m doing busmess.

cent cultural, market, and
demographic forces have
ctuated a "feminization" of
American management. These forces
are (1) the contemporary literature
describing managerial work; (2) the
subordination of American to
Japanese management; and (3) shtfts
in who managers manage.
The first of the three forces
bringing about a feminization of
American management is the
hterature that describes managerial
work. As a cultural force, this
literature is "feminizing" American
managers by using feminine images
to describe new types of work they
need to do if American business is to
reform
its
strategic
and
organizational practices and tmprove
its competitive positton. The
dominant images and descriptions of
managerial work found in recent
literature are decidedly more
feminine than those found in early
writing.
H.C Wilmott, a noted business
author, described the images and
ideals of managerial work found in
the early literature of the "founding
fathers," empirical researchers, and
pundits. The writers described work
a~ (I) universal functions performed
by managers, (2) roles, and (3)
interpersonal skills and relationships
needed to accomplish tasks through
others. All of the literature centers on
the theme of Iechnical rationalitymaking resources productive-in
managerial work.
Whether the images and ideals are
those of classical writers or
contemporary researchers, they
elevate rationality and other traits
culturally ascribed to men: a logical
approach to problems; an analytic
ability to abstract and plan; a
disciplined, orderly method of task
accompli~hment, including the ability
to set aside personal, emotional
considerations; a decisive, actionoriented, heroic ability to do what
needs to be done to "win the day."
By contrast, more recent writers
argue that the rational, orderly, heroic
model of managerial work is a major

cause of U .S. firms' failure to
compete successfully in the 1970s
and 1980s. Today prominent
researchers and pundits use different
conceptual and empirical images and
ideals to describe managers' "new"
work.
The writers portray the manager's
work as facilitation of decisionmaking, not taking charge of it;
solving problems in an untidy,
chaotic environment, not planning
solutions in an orderly bureaucracy;

and performing sets of emotional
tasks and using intuition as much as
systematic analysis and rational
plans. They argue further that leaders
must become servants; authority give
way to informal influence;
hierarchies supplanted by cooperative
networks and partnerships; and
planning, coordinating, organizing
and controlling replaced by coaching,
mentoring, nurturing and teaching.
The evidence is staggering, though
we can present only a sample here:

thousands of pages contain
descriptions of managerial work
dominated by images commonly
used to describe things our culture
holds as feminine. The difference
now is that management researchers
and pundits of all stripes are calling
for the new descriptions or
" paradigms" of managerial work
(though they don't label their images
and ideals "feminine"). Their
unanimity and pervasiveness make
Please See Page 44
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Talk Show Focuses on Empowering Women

By Augustme Dan•el

W

h at is the Inland
Empire
radio's
newest feature program "'Focus with Augusttnc
Dante!?" It's certain!) not a
show that will only he of
interest to v.omen, whose
success stories we tell, but it's a
s how of mterest to anyone who
wants to know what people are
movtng and shaping the
Southland, who just happen to

Our premise for "Focus"
is to allow our listener
access to the experiences
of successful women
through candid and open
conversations, much like
the one you might have in
your own living room.

be women. Each week, the
program features a woman who
is heroic, innovative or who has
experienced success despite
great odds
Our premtse for "Focus" is to
allow our I istener access to the
experiences of successful
women through candid ami open
conversations, much ltke the
one you might have in your own
livtng room. With each guest,
we wtll stnve to bring tnsights
from these dynamic women so

SBA
BUSINESS
LOANS
£EASY
If you hav.: c.ver trted to ger a long term, low ~,;ost, Governmc.m (,ulf
amccd <iBA I oan you know the confusion and paperwork mvolved l"ood,tl
Independent Bank'~ n~'\\ SBA I ePding ( .:mtr i> designed 10 m.1K:e rhe p oce"
simple and fast In fKt, man) nmes vou (:tn find OJ£ tf vour bus ness qu ltfiw
right over the phone Borrow SSO,OOO to $1,500.000 for wonung <..tpir.ll, to
restructure cxtsung debt to me rease cash
Fully Amortized
flow or for rhe purchase of cqutpmcm .md
indU5trial or commercial property. Call
No Balloon Payment
Joanna Bruno, our SBA expert now ar
No Prepayment Penalty

(818) 851-9182. Foothill Independent
Bank is a member of FDIC. @

No Lender Points

~~~

FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK
Striving to exceed your expectations

you'll leave saying to yourself,
"she's done some very exciting
things. but she has a famtly, a
husband, children, a home, she's
overcome personal issues, she ·s
a pioneer in her field and, more
importantly, she's very much
like me ...That's my story she's
telling."
The guests we feature will be
from every possible arena where
women are working and making
the lnland Empire a bellcr place
to live and do business. "Focus
with Augustine Daniel"' is a
CNN-AM 1350 Saturday feature
program. It is the brainchild of
909 Creative, an Inland Empire
creattve productiOn house. Each
week the 909 Creative team
seeks to find a balance between
the career and personal
dimensions of each of the
guests, giving listeners a
complete view of the person.

The guests we feature
will be from every
possible arena where
women are working and
making the Inland Empire
a better place to live and
do business.

Augustine Daruel, host of
"Focus" hails from DetrOit and
has ltved in the Inland Emptre
for the past six years. D.tniel
identifies with many of her
guests because she too has had
to overcome obstacles to obtain
the success she enjoys today.
Her diverse background in sales
has provided an additional
opportunity at AM 1350 CNN
News /Tal k station, to begin
what she feels is important. .. "t he empowerment of
women." "Focus with Augustine
Daniel" is her contribution to
the enlightenment of women's
issues and successes in the
Inland Empire.
"Focus" can be heard each
Saturday morning at 9:30 a.m.
on AM 1350. Suggestions and
comments are also welcome . .a.
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performance the company can
expect from that person. Talk to
your people about what they want
and help them get it
Smart
managers know this. They don't
talk too much about the corporate
goals with their people, they talk
about what the employee wants out
of his job. They encourage them to
want more recognition, praise,
responsibility and to enjoy team
play. Whether employees are paid
on production or hourly wages, they
view the company as a place where
their needs can he met . If their
needs are not met, they will leave or
they wtll only do survival
production.
4. More of What Doesn't Work,
Doesn't Work.
It's quite simple, when you think
about it. More of what doesn't
work, simply doesn't work. Why
keep on doing things that don't get
the results you want? We all are
creatures of habit. Sometimes we
seem incapable of stopping what we
do even though it gets us nowhere
and we know it. Examine your
behavior when dealing with your
people . Watch yourself. Ask
yourself, "Did I get favorable results
the last time I handled this problem
this way?" If the answer is, "No,"
then do something different. If you
are getting "A" results, it is becaU5e
you are doing "A." If you want a
new set of results, do " B."
5. Great Managers Constantly Seek
to Reduce Uncertainty.
There are three places one can be:
winning, losing and don't know.
Where do you think most people
are? In the " don't know." Look
back on times when you were
troubled or sad, what were the three
little words you used: "I don't
know...what to do, where to do, etc."
Uncertainty is a killer of selfesteem and therefore high
performance. When employees are
not clear on what they are to do,
when they are not clear on why they
are doing it, performance will be
mediocre . One of the basics in
employee empowerment is to let the
employee know "why" so they can
take responsibility and follow
through on a particular task without
bothering the manager. Long-range
goals, short-range goals, specific
parameters and guidelines (out-ofbounds, terminal and operational)
need to be communicated to the

team of employees just as they are
to a team of winning athletes.
6. You Can't Motivate People You
Don't Know.
"I don ' t care how much you
know until I know how much you
care." Caring about employees
enhances motivation . Harvey
Mackay says there are 33 things you
need to know about your people if
you're gotng to have a superstar
team. Find out what they are. Keep

a file of 5x8 cards. Keep a card for
each person who reports to you .
Take time to find out about the
children, spouse, tnterests, hobbies
and JOt them down on the 5x8s .
Refer back to these little bits of
tnformation in casual conversation.
"How's Billy doing in Little
League?" "How are you coming
along with saving for that boat?"
Let your people know that you care
about the things that are tmportant to

them . They'll care about what's
important to you-your job. They'll
make you a VIP in your work world.
7. The Monthly Review Has four
Parts: Goal-Setting, Day-to-Day
Coaching, Scorekeeping, The
Evaluation.
Can you imagine waiting 90, 180
or even 360 days to be told whether
you're doing a good JOb or not?
Can you imagine waiting that long
Please See Page 42

When Accounting Problems
Are Only Temporary®
II' CPA's
II' Senior Accountants
II' Accounts Payable Clerks
II' Accounts Receivable Clerks
II' Cost Accountants
II' Data Entry Clerks
II' Tax Accountants
II' Internal Auditors
II' Full-Charge Bookkeepers
II' Loan Processors
V Assistant Bookkeepers
II' Payroll Specialists
Offices Throughout Southern California

Call 1--800--0VERLOAD
ASK ABOUT OUR
TEMPORARY--TO:-HIRE PROGRAM!
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By Sudy Capnac-Esqucr

E

very day, more and more
women are looting for a
way to haraess their
fiDaaces aad get bact ia coatrol,
ia order to mate their dollars
help achieve their goals. These
goals cu include mating their
iacome stretch to meet their
expeases, savin& money for
edwcarion or a great vacation,
plaaniag for retirement, matiag

Financial Strategies Steps You Can Take Today
sure they have enough protection
in the way of life and disability
insurance and protecting what
they have worked so bard for,
against estate taxes when they
die.
Achieving these goals bas
beea made more difficult by our
economy, tax structure, myriad
of iavcstmcnt choices and low
interest rates at tbe baak. Where
does someone tum to develop a
plan that will allow them to

achieve any or all of the above
goals? That is where the
Financial Strategies workshop
can help.
To determine the best
financial path, a person needs to
take a step back and look at their
overall picture before they can
create a master plan of
accomplishment.
In
the
workshop, we will look at
constructing "realistic" budgets,
examine how credit fits into the

.... Yaur ........ PIIn

•

HMO Calfomla olrara a vartaty qf alfordable
. . . . d8llgned tO meet )IDUI' apeclftc needs.
You pick the ben8llt plan ilnd rate llructure
~eullable to you.

picture and help women to
identify a "balance" between
inflow and outflow. We will also
wipe away some of the "myths"
concerned with insurance. There
are many good reasons to have
insurance protection, and
equally as many reasons why
you might not need insurance. 1
will help to point out whether it
makes sense for you.
Another area that requires
addressing is the area of
investments. With all the
possibilities available, how does
one choose the right investment
vehicle? The answer is an
individual one, but I will
provide guidance on how to
make that determination. We
will talk about the recent market
volatility and the outlook for the
future.
One of the most frequently
voiced concerns by women is
"Will I have enough money for
retirement?" More and more
responsibility for retirement
planning has been thrust on the
shoulders of the individual. If
you want the enjoyable
retirement you envision for the
future, you will have to wort for
it. Government and compaay
pensions may account for up to
40,. of your replacement income
aad, ualess you can afford a 60,.
pay cut, you will need to supply
the remainder. People are
f'Uldiag that it may take upwarlla
of 80,. of their pre-retirement
salary to maintain tbe retirement
lifestyles they want.
Estate plaaniag, or bow
preierve your barn-•••r•..,~
aants, is u area of
cliscuaion these days.
people lave done I

ll8tlaiaa in thiS area. If a

eelate ia Abject to Fedenl

_ . , tM ta rate starts at
..ad:;4~'t top oat ....

a..._..., peeple waat
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Personalizing the Pavement Along the
Information Superhighway
to transfer to our receptionist, press
'0.' If you do it the other way
around, callers may forget which
key to press by the time you've
finished telling them what will
happen."
Always say "zero" instead of
"oh" or some callers may
mistakenly press "6." Pronounce
each digit, DeMarco recommends.
"Say 'press 1-1 ' because if you say
'press 11' some people will search
their keypad for '11,' and be
annoyed when they don't find it."
5. In and out fast.
Give the imponant information
or the most often requested, first.
That lets people who are familiar
with your system hear the
instructions quickly and conclude
the call sooner.
6. Umit menus aad options.
A phone system is not a
restaurant, callers can't remember
more than five choices at a time.
"Menus can branch out from the
first level," comments DeMarco.

"But each time, offer no more than
five choices. Move from the general
to the specific . And don ' t make
people wade through too many
levels before they get the
information they need."

The key, DeMarco notes, Is

keeping your caller In mind
whether you're planning a
simple voice mall system
to take messages or a
sophisticated "voice
processlngn system

7. Encourage two-way
dialogue.
Ask callers to leave a detailed
message or a complete request for
information. You can then respond
with all the information they need,
rather than playing phone tag trying
to connect directly.

Did you know that everyone Is
a public speaker?
It's true!
Unless you're speaking to yourself. you ore speaking
publicly and nothing reveals more about you
than the way you speak.
Thofs why you'll wont to attend Mory-Enen Drummond's
presentations at th& Womeh 8t Business Expo.
Friday morning. May, 13th. 9:55 or 10:55 A.M.
In this dynamic program, you'll discover how to
empower yourself through communication
excellence and put yourself on the accelerated
path to greater personal and professional success.

COIIIinued F,_ Ptlge 5

9. Don't make technology
a villain.
Voice mail shouldn't be used to
avoid phone calls. People expect
that you will regularly answer your
own phone. "And no one will
believe that the system crashed and
you didn't get their message at all,"
says DeMarco.

sign the letter," DeMarco suggests.
"Make sure clients know your
extension number so they can reach
you quickly. And it's a good idea to
include your voice mall extension
number on business cards, just as
you might consider adding your fax
number."
Customers want to feel that their
telephone call is important to your
company, concludes DeMarco.
"Our research shows that what
drives them nuts about some phone
systems is not the fact that they're
automated, but rather that people
think no one is paying attention to
their needs. Make your system
'caller-friendly', and you'll find
that your customers feel they're
getting even better service than
before." 4

10. Make a splash.
Boldly announce the installation
of your new voice mail system by
sending a post card or brief letter to
customers that includes user tips.
"If clients often need to reach a
specific person, that person could

Small BusiDcu Suc:cca, VoiiiiiiC VII,
produced by PacifiC BcU Directory
in putaenbip willa die
u.s. Small BuliDcu Admillillnlloa.
For • fnc iaac c:aJI,
(800) 848-aOOO.

8. Sound as natural as possible.
Voice tone accounts for 60% of
your impact on the phone. "You,
can usc notes, but don't read, you'll
sound more human that way,"
DeMarco counsels. Vary your vocal
tone, speaking more loudly or softly
for emphasis. "Don't use a speaker
phone when recording; it makes
you sound distant and lofty. And be
careful of background noise."

Exccrpced with permiaioll flam

"Everything we achieve~ on the fiUIIJf#tl. •tu
of our relationships."
Dlalui&GII*-
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women
B usiness
By Pam Lontos

W

hat went wrong?
Robert was the top
salesperson. He was
promoted to manager. Morale
and sales both took a nose-dive.
We must promote based on a
person's qualities rather than
background. To be successful,
sales managers must be able to
motivate others to sell more,
handle problems quickly and
discipline fairly when needed.
In addition, they must inspire
teamwork and cooperation while
keeping
the
salespeople
interested in achieving their
own peak performance.
Here are proven skills in 10
areas which will help a manager
be more effective:
1) Treat your salespeople the
same as you would treat your
best client. Salespeople treat
their best clients with the
importance they are due,
listening to their needs and
responding to them. Just as

Double Your Billing By Training Your Staff

clients bring salespeople money,
salespeople bring managers
money. Ask yourself, "Would I
want to be working for me?"
2) If you have to do
something that is going to be
unpopular with the salespeople,
you need to explain why you are
doing it. Let the salespeople see
the overall picture. The
salespeople need to feel they are
a part of the whole organization
and see how their efforts are
important to the total growth of
your company.
3) Give people immediate
recognition for sales made. Ring
bells, put out memos, make
announcements in meetings. The
most successful people are not
working just for money. They
are working for the rewards, the
challenge and the excitement of
winning. Show confidence in
your salespeople: if you expect
people to win, they usually will.
4)

Praise

in

public

but

WE RESPOND SO FAST
YOU.LL THINK YOU CALLED 911 .
Alk younel! two que.tions.
Are you compleliely Mlilfied wilh
lbe perfllrmanc:e of your copi.-7
Are you complellely Mlilfied wilh
your leiVice7

reprimand in private. Give the
salesperson a chance to explain
before you criticize. You may
have the facts wrong. Begin
with a question, not an
accusation. Come across as
being concerned for their
welfare. The strongest human
need is the need to be
appreciated.
Praise
your
salespeople as much as possible.
When you give praise, be
specific. Don't just say, "You're
doing a good job."
If a situation arises where you
share credit with a salesperson,
give all the credit to the
salesperson. This will pay off in
the long term in greater loyalty
and more sales.
S) Hold short sales meetings
often and focus on the positive.
Talk about sales made. This
inspires more confidence. Don't
talk about who wasn't sold. This
causes salespeople to remember
their failures and makes them
feel inadequate, leading to an
inability to sell for the rest of
the day.
You must remain positive
whether sales are up or down.
Your attitude, positive or
negative, is highly contagious.
It sets the mood for the entire
department.

Hlbe-a-ID~

question ia 110, llli younelf"""
more quealioo. Why ba\la~'t you
called CopyLine7
Free mpler trlal. Free •nla!.

Free•ppU..
Call for a free copier trial.
Alk how you can receive &ix
months free service including

COMNE
COIPOIAIIO•

- ..~··C:.....Ol.-

suppliea ror rree.
Call now for quid< copyline
response:

cai/America

(909) 824-8730

6)
Encourage
your
salespeople to set their own
goals. Often salespeople will set
goals for themselves which are
higher than the manager would
have set. People work harder to
make their own goals . Have
salespeople write down their
own goals. As a manager, you
should work with salespeople to
make sure the goals they set are
neither too large or too small.

wrong. You will motivate them
by honestly taking an interest in
what they are doing.
8) You need to role play, role
play, role play. Sales meetings
should be for learning and
practicing techniques . Role
playing involves everyone and
promotes team spirit as it
instructs.
9) In handling disputes
between two people, don ' t talk
to each separately. Bring them
into your office together so they
each tell his or her side in front
of the other person. You will get
a more truthful version of the
situation and cut down on back
stabbing and game playing.
10) Have your salespeople
listen to sales or motivational
tapes in sales meetings or in
their cars. They face reJection
on a daily basis and need the
daily boost provided by this
material.
As a manager, you see
situations in a broader scope
than the salespeople see them.
Salespeople see them in terms
of "how does this affect me?"
Your decision will impact your
salespeople more positively if
you maintain an appreciation for
their perspective .
A new breed of managers is
needed
in
the
1990s.
Authoritative styles don't work
on
today's
salespeople.
Salespeople today respond to a
teacher, a team builder, a coach.
Become that and your billing
will soar. •
Lontos, former president of
Disney Broadcasting, is president of
Lontos Sales & Motivation, Inc.
She is one of the top sales trainers

7) Hit the streets with your
salespeople at least once a
week. They will respect you for
it. . Also, you will get an
opportunity to see what they are
doing right and wrong in their
presentation.
Give
them
feedback both positive and
negative so they are encouraged
by what they are doing right and
can correct what they are doing

and motivational speakers in the country.
She consistently gets dramatic results
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Discovering the Third Option

women
Business

Comuwcd From Page 23

ability to introduce a better
product with features that will
render the old model obsolete
The skills necessary to such a
sales cycle included the
imposition of the salesper:.on 's
agenda on the sales call : telling
the customer which features to
be most interested in, overriding
his concerns. and finally, in
"asking for the order," fulfilling
his own objectives for the
meeting and his quota
In today's sales model, 1t is
the relationship established with
the client through attunement to
his/her needs and special
interests that solidifies the
"sale." The point of sale
becomes a logical consequence
of thts relationship, and return
business is predicated upon a
careful monitoring of the
client's on-going requirements.
Not only has the salesperson
become the agent of information
pertinent to the client's industry,

he/she provides the "big touch"
corollary to a market saturated
with stmilar services

The evolution from an
"industrial" to
"information"-based
society has enabled a shift
not only in the products
that are bought and sold
in the marketplace, but
innovation in the methods
by which they are
transferred as well.

It has long been understood
that in the upbringing of
women, the focus of their
development has been upon
creating
and
sustaining
relationships . This has often
been viewed as a professional

Getting Back Together:
(Re)Designing Your Relationship
and Making It Last
(Bettie B. Youngs, Ph. D., Ed.D., Masa Goetz, Ph.D.)

hurdle: such "other-directedness" flew to the face of our
understanding of the selffor
assertion
necessary
professional success. One could
not "swtm wtth the sharks" it
one ' s commitment was to
ensurtng that all the sharks were
swimming effectively together.
In view of the new sales
paradigm, this ability is central
to
success .
The
"needs
assessment" process mirrors the
lessons that have been learned
all along-listen instead of
speak; follow the agenda rather
than create it; be sensttive to the
needs of others; and adapt to the
demands of a gtven situation
rather than mold it to one's own.
The focus of strength in this
revolution resides in the very
fact that change was not
imposed from "without," but
from "within." The system, this
time, has evolved to accommodate special abilities upon

whtch a new premium has been
placed . This "third option"
reflects the long-awaited arena
tn which histortcally stifling

There just had to be
another way to come
in to our own in the
workplace, outside of the
options that had been
presented so far

life-lessons learned by women
will finally be recognized and
understood as their competitive
edge and continue to revolutionize today's marketplace. •
Excerpted from
"'Sociology and Saleswomansh1p:
Takmg Advantage of Cltent-Based
Sellmg." Elisabeth lhlenfeld,
Accountants Overload/Los Angeles,

GIVE
LIFE
YOUR

Although much has been written on how to survive
the ending of a relationship, there is little direction on
how to successfully move it beyond a struggling stage
or re-enter a relationship that was ended. "Trying
harder" doesn't always work. A troubled relationship
can be repaired (today, nearly 17% of divorced couple
remarry each other) but it won't happen by just
wishing things were the way they used to be. From
acute pain of breaking up, through turmoil of change
during separation, to growth and recommitment, this
program shows the way back to a revitalized and
deeply loving relationship. This helpful and
compassionate cassette is a blueprint for dealing with
a troubled or broken relationship and creating a
healthy one.

from her unique and dynamic
presentations which arc customized for

PHOTOGRAPHY BY

companies and associations
throughout the country. Audio and
video tapes are also available.
She can be reached at P.O. Box 2874,
Laguna Hills, CA 92654 or
(714) 831-8861.

JLBY 015 (6 Album Audio Cassette-12 Sides) $39
Book, $10. Mail to Order Depart.
3060 Racetrack View Dr. Del Mar, CA 92014

NEWMAN/RUSSELL
232 n

!~herman

ave suite d

corooa ca 9t720

(909)737-7310

tJ f
IUfni
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The Ten Managements:
Excellent Management Principles
Continued From Page 35

to find out that your work has only
been average when you thought you
were doing a pretty good job? How
demotivating it must be to know that
there is no planned forum for heartto-heart communication with your
boss except once a year? Such
poverty of thinking on the
manager's part-that he does not
see his employees as the vehicle for
growing his company or department
and so only plans a once or twice a
year forum for openly discussing
how an individual employee can
improve the department? No
wonder managers hate review time.
It's an awful thing to do to a person,
when you think about it. Managers
keep putting off one of the most
powerful motivators in the
workplace today and then they do it
with fear and trepidation. What lost
opportunity!
Frequency of
reviews-step up the frequency of
reviews! Don't lose the chance to
fi nd out how valuable your
employees are to you and the chance
to tell them about it.

Too many managers have no
system for managing personnel. It
simply happens. A system of
management gives the untrained
manager secunty. He knows that if
he follows the system, he can't go
too far off the track. The followmg
explains the G~\fE RULES System
of Management and Motivation. It
is based on a contract agreed upon
by both manager and employee.
Done correctly, a contractual
agreement is set up in the beginning
of the year. Answer these questions:
What are the goals and expectancies
for the year and for each month?
What does the manager expect from
the employee and what does the
employee expect from the manager?
What on-going coaching does the
employee need? When will it take
place? How can the employee know
whether they are winning or losing?
What methods of measu rement
make sense?
How does the
employee wish to be measured?
What is the important and relevant
measure that the employee chooses

92.7.m
-

Young New Country

to be measured by? This ts many
times difficult. However, if the
members of the team and the coach
stay with it, keep working on it, the
appropriate measurement will
appear. This meeting will take
about an hour. Once a year. Get
wntten expectancies and signed
agreements from both parties. Oneon-one.
A 15 minute monthly meeting is
one where the coach and employee
meet with copies of their GAME
RULES, document m hand, then
review and discuss how both parties
met their expectancies. It is at this
meeting that new goals are set for
the month and motivation restarts
for
the
upcoming
month.
Communication is open and
friendly. The employee has a forum
to bring up touchy issues, problems
with other employees, solutions to
problems assigned to them and
mostly, a chance to bring new ideas
for improvement to the table. This
is relationship- and participativemanagement that pays off.

This system should reduce risk of
claims of unlawful termination
phony claims to workers's comp an~
harmful gossip. It is one of those
important-but-not-urgent
management activities that make
some managers stand out way above
the rest in a large corporation. And,
it makes the manager/supervisor of
the smaller company a most highly
respected person. This is job
security at its best.
8. Every Task or BehaviOr Has an
Antecedent and a Consequence; The
Consequence Is Controlled by the
Antecedent. The Manager Controls
The Antecedent. These Are the
ABCs of Management.
If the manager wants a particular
consequence from a behavior, he
must think through what the
consequences are and set up the
antecedent to get the winning
behavior.
Example 1: Employee Bob does
a wonderful job of problem solving
for Customer Smith. Smith is

They speak it in England, France and Germany It
sounds the ..arne in the U.S., Hong Kong and Tokyo.
It's the international language ofbusm~. And at
Delta Air Lines, we understand how important It is

WhereverThe
International L~age
Of Business Is Spoken~
We'll Make Sure
You Don~t Miss AWord.

Please See Page 49

"The Voice of The Inland Empire"

tr~INEWS AM 1350

for you to be a part of the convcr>atton. That's why
we offer you a schedule with more than 4,900 flights
every day to over 300 Clites m 34 countrte> around
the world. And along the way, we'll provide a level of
per~nal

'Cr.ice ,.l extraordinary, vou won't ha'e to

say a word to be undmtood. So jom us on your next
business tnp. \\e think you'lllmc the wav we fl).

"=!NNJ~~KCKC
Find out what the Inland Empire is talking about

Reaching
Today's
Young
Consumer!

• Live Morning Talk Show 6 AM • 10 AM
• The G. Gordon Liddy Show 1 0 AM • 2 PM
• The Larry King Show 2 PM • 5 PM
• Local Traffic Every 15 Minutes
• !.ocal Nsws EYery Half Hour

Listen to AM 1350 for the .M.Q.SI
Inland Empire News and Traffic Reports !

DIII1
BRUINS

A .DELTAAIRLINES

II yo u are interested In reach ing ou r upscale, higher educate d aud ience,
ca ll our sales department at (909) 882·2575

YOU'LL LOVE TH E WA Y W E FL F ' - - - -

......
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CHAMP Dinner to Feature Stars from M*A*S*H
Wit;rt®t·@IM

E

d Lewis , executive
director of Rivers ide
Community Hospital
Foundation , is plea s ed t o
announce that four M*A*S*H
stars have been confirmed f or
this pres t igious community
event scheduled for Wednesday,
June I , 1994 at the Rivers ide
Convention Center. So f a r, the
entertainers who will be on ha nd
for the dinner are ; Gary
Burghoff
(Cpl.
.. Radar "

O'Reilly), William Christopher
(Father Mulcahy), Mike Farre ll
(Capt. B.J . Hunnicutt) and John
Schuck ( .. Painless" the dentist
from the M*A * S*H movie) .
There have also be en a number
of other M*A*S*H stars invite d
who are cons idering attending
this exciting M*A•S*H reunion.
Chairman of the Cardiac 2000
Club, C Bevan Stuart, M.D , is
pleas e d to announce that thi s
year 's dinner committee will be

..

established to spec1f1cally
pro mote this event community
wide. Barbara Robinson, human
res ources manager at Bank of
America , has agreed to c hair
th1s 1mportant committee and is
currently
working
with
Foundation staff to develop a
broad ba s ed committ e e . Dr.
Stuart is excited about the
prospect of the M*A*S•H salute
and what it will do to help bring
awareness to the Cardia c 2000

The Riverside Community
Hospital Foundation
Presents its

Club and the H eartCare Center.
Th1s bl ack-t ie-o ptio nal event
will feature s tars of M•A•S• H,
both the t e levisiOn se ries and
the movie, and their respective
professio nal backgrounds. Also,
recogni tio n i n th e fo llowing
CHAMP :tw a rd cat egori es will
b e g iv e n : Phil a nthro pist ,
Co rp o ra te, Ph ysicia n/ Medical
Staff,
Vo lunt ee r,
Sp e cial
Achi ev em e nt
an d
Life
Achi e vem e nt. Ca nd idates fo r
CHAMP a wa rd s c urre ntly are
being reviewed by t he executive
committee of th e C ardiac 2000
Club and will be a nnounced in a
tim e ly mann e r pri o r to the
event.

This black-tie-optional
event will feature
stars of M*A*S*H,
both the television

CHAMP Dinner

series and the movie,

Wednesday, June 1, 1994
at the Riverside Convention Center

backgrounds.
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Local Group Provides Advocacy,
Support to Rape Victims
Co11111111ed From Pag<' 32

concerns," Stotland said.
Information
referral
IS
another aspect of PrOJect Sister
This service is available to
busmesses in the area who have
a policy on sexual harassment,
Stotland sa1d . "There has been
an increase in awareness of
sexual harassment and assault in
t h e workplace and a new
opportunity for redress wit hout
bei ng fired . We have gone to
d ifferent businesses to assist
t h em in sexual harassment
train1ng and serve as a
supportive
resource
for
individuals who have been
subject to such treatment."
Project S1ster started in 1972
and was formed as a response to
a series of violent assaults
against women on college
campuses in Claremont. At that
time there were no serv1ces
offered to help the victims of
sexual ass .~ult in the Pomona
and East San Gabn el Vall eys.
A s m all g r o u p of women

responded to the need by
runn1ng a 24-hour hotline in
their homes .
The letters in the word S-I-ST-E-R in ProJect S1ster stand for
"S1sters 1n Service t o End
Rape " The program has
expanded s1 nce 1972 to offe r
services to men and children
a n d to include m en as
volunteers of the program ... We
have retained our name so that
our old friends will continue to
recognize us, in order to honor
the caring women who began
our agency and to convey the
warmth and nurturance that the
word "s1ster" implies," Stotland
said.
Stotland added that though
commun1ty educatiOn l'i the
service that reaches the most
people, helping a vioim ts the
most important service Project
S1ster offers . "I spent five hours
w1th one woman m one hosp1tal.
That was at least as important as
anything else I do all year." A

Gary Burghoff (Cpl. "Radar" O' Reilly)
William Christopher (Father Mulcahy)
Mike Farrell (Capt. B.J. Hunnicutt)
and
John Schuck ("Painless" the dentist from M*A *S *H the movie)

Tickets: $75 (for dinner and program)
$110 (for dinner, program, and
celebrity reception.)
For more information about this exciting event and or tickets,
please call the foundation office at (909) 788-3471

Full Name: Barbara S. Bowlby
O ccupation: Account Executive,
Accountants Overload.
Short Biography: Born in Chicago.
Four years as a Junior High
Educallon Teacher, 14 years as a
stay-home mom, began accounting
education m 1989 culminating 1n
Accounting Certification from Cal
State San Bernardino in 1991. Two
years public accounting expenence
preceded current position in
bus1ness development with
Accountants Overload.
Family: Husband, Greg; daughters,
Diane (17) and Laune (14) and son,
Dav1d (12).
Hobbies: Gardening and talking on
the phone with fnends.

Affiliation s: American Women's
Society of Certified Public
Accountant~, Accounting Managers
and Controllers Network and
Rancho Cucamonga Sunrise Rotary.
Personal A cc o mplis hm e nts:
Twenty-one happy years of
marnage, three teenagers and three
peL~ (dog, rabbit and a chicken).
Business Accomplishments: CPA
exam passed on fi rst Sitting;
recognized as one of the most
successful of all marketi ng
committee members, 1993 Women
& Business Expo.
Bes t A s pec ts of the Inland
Empir e : Wealth of business
opportumlles, moderate climate and
scenic mountain v1ews.
Greatest Concern : Degeneration
of the moral climate m America
Last Book Read: "The Richest
Man in Babylon," by George S .
Clason.
Last :'\<t ovie Seen : "Schindler's
List"
Favor ite Sports: Arm-chair coa..:h
football and basketball .
L ast Vacation Taken: Sightseeing
in Alaska, August 1993.
Lives in City of: Rancho
Cucamonga A

and their respective

~

professional

BARTER EXCHANGE
(The Personal Touch)

Additional Business through Bartering

Scheduled to Appear (four stars from M*A*S*H):

women
Business

Inla nd E mpire Profile

Please mark your c a lendar
now for June 1 and don ' t miss
this opportunity t o meet and
m ingle with the stars of
M• A • S *H, which represents the
first reunion sin c e the series
went off the air. Tickets aga in
will be offered at $75 fo r di nner
and program and $110 w h ic h
also includes the VIP celebrity
reception. For more information
about this exciting event and for
ti c k e ts,
p l ease
ca ll
the
Founda tio n office at (909) 7883471.
If yo u o r yo ur compa ny are
intere sted in bei ng a c e lebrity
sponsor, ple ase co nt a ct Ed
Lewis for s ponsors hip fee s.
Celebrity sponsors are provided
additional recognition and a
dinner table of 10 which
includes the celebrity and his or
her guest. A

Why lay out your hard earned cash for your business expenses when you can be
bartenng and paying for them with the additional busoness we send you?
Conseove your cash outlay and reducoyour overhead by bartering with Sartor mombeno
for your business, personal. family needs and expenses.
When you pay $200 cash outlay out of your pocket for mechanical, printing, legal,
medical, oHicelshop maintenance, tv/ appliances, etc.• etc., you could have conseoved that hard
earned cash and paid for those ongoing exponsos with tho business/credits you have earned
and accumulatedl ..... Additional Business pard for through barto ring.
Using your WHOLESALE, buying power, your cost (barter credits equivalent to cash
dollars) you are purchasing at the regular price. however actual cost out-of-pocket ~ your
(WHOLESALE COST). PLUSYOUSilU.HAVETHAT$200 HARDEARNEDCASH IN YOUR
POCKET . Now doesnt that sound groat? INTERESTED?

SIGNED-UP MEMBERSHIP COUNT NOW OVER 390
Founded & Locally Owned by Family for Over 9 Years
(909) 881-6130-34

•

FAX (909) 881-6135

DAI~RESS
If the Victor Valley is your home make
the Daily Press your newspaper.

Serving the Victor Valley with unsurpassed
Local Coverage Since 1937
NEWS

MAGAZINES

Local, regional, state, national
and world news.

Parade and TV Update each
Sunday. Friday & Saturday &
Sunday each Friday.

SPORTS
Professional and local high
school sportr coverage.

ENTERTAINMENT

Ask for Joseph, Julie, Maryann or Tony

Movie listings and reviews,
daily comics, Sunday color
comics, humor, crossword,
and more.

GET YOUR TICKETS NOW!!!!!

LIFESTYLE

FEATURES
Health and Fitness, Kids,
Hobbles and Pets, Horset alk,
Cookery, Home and Garden, On
Wheels, Real Estate, Valley
People, Valley at Play

ADVERTISING

The 4th Annual Women & Business Expo

Victor Valley and Valley Living
plus articles on living the Victor
Valley lifestyle.

The best values from local and
chain stores. Plus the Valley's
most c omprehensive
Classifieds.

Coming May 13tl1. 1994
at the

Riverside Convention Center
For Information Call
(909) 391-1015

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
Ask for the New Subscriber Special

241-nss

CLASSIFIED$
that work for you!
241-n33

NEWS DEPARTMENT
& Business Office

241-n44
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Lorna Linda University Medical
Center... Generations of Caring
re you concerned about the
health care that you and
your family are receiving?
Most women are. In fact, women
make 75 % of all health care
decisions, which means they now
need to be more informed than ever.
That's a huge responsibility,
especially in the current climate of
changing health care trends. With
so many chOices, it's hard to know
who to trust. That's why it is good
to know that the Lorna Linda
University Health System has been
caring for the needs of over four
generations of women and their
families.
Lorna Linda University Medical
Center and its Faculty Medical
Offices have 765 physicians and
numerous other health care
professionals to take care of your
medical needs. Our highly trained
doctors and health care providers
pride themselves on giving
personalized attention to each
patient.
In addition, LLUMC has
identified special centers of
excellence in which we feel we
have unequaled expertise. These
centers of excellence-the Cancer
Center, The International Health
Institute, The Children's Hospital
and the Transplantation Instituteserve a wide range of patient needs
with the highest level of quality.
For generations, our goal has
been to treat the whole mdividual.
The acquisition of a free-standing
Behavioral Medicme Center makes
1t possible for us to pay spectal
attention to both outpatient and
tnpatient psychtatric needs. Wtth
programs for adults, adolescents
and children, the Behavioral
Medicine Center offers a full range
of mental health and chemical

A

"HOW

CAN
I

GET

OUR
EMPLOYEES
TO
SAY
H-H-H

TO
AGED

You're offto a good start once )OU assure
your employees that Aetna Health Plans
will give them a great choice ofdoctors.
And they'll be covered for things they
never used to be coveredfor, like physical&
and mammograms. You can offer them a

ofthe network ifthey want,for a lower

lewl qfCOfJefYJB& So they'Ufeel good

the&rplan, and your bottom line

formed . Their purpose is to create
partnerships with businesses to
provide fast and efficient health
care to employees . In addition,
ExpressCare offers accessible
health care for those times when it's
not an emergency, when you don 't
have a doctor, or when it 's after
hours . ExpressCare's doctors are
dedicated to taking care of the
patient's everyday problems with
the latest advances in medicine
available to them.

women
Business

In order to reach people with
these services, the Lorna Linda
University Health System is
working with all areas of the health
delivery system. Lorna Linda
University Medical
Center
contracts with insurance companies
(HMO ' s, PPO's, EPO's), selfinsured employers, and physician
groups. Lorna Linda University
Med1cal Center and Children's
Hosp•tal are comm1tted to
developing relationships with these

groups to deliver quality, costeffective health care that puts the
patient first.
If you would like to know if
Lorna Linda University Medical
Center is contracted with your
insurance plan, please give the
Managed Care Department a call at
(909) 824-4011. Think about
joining the Lorna Linda University
Health System, and let us keep you
and your family healthy for
generations. •

Generations of Caring

~ tJeatmelliS.

The

Loma

Uada system
thaa jast

o1itf:..Wat fact1ities.

~the years~ tld1tp haoe chmtged. ••
OuT cledication to prooidin.g you with~ ........ .....'t.
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Aggressive entrepreneurs
are creating Small Venture
Capital Funds that
specialize In Investing
in women and minorityowned businesses.

Additionally, many cities are
creating
bank
"CDC's"
(Community
Development
Corporations) which are private
companies capitalized through a
combination of investments
from local banks. A good
example of this is the city of
San Diego's CDC that was

created a couple of years ago.
These CDC's are financial
intermediaries that make small
loans ("micro l oans") to local
businesses that otherwise would
not q u alify for conven t ional
bank credit. Although the loans
are u ltimately made with "bank
money," the CDC's underwriting
c r iteria are significantly more
liberal and flexible, i.e., many
times collateral, heavy cash
equity and perfect credit reports
are not required.
Aggressive entrepreneurs are
creating Small Venture Capital
Funds that specialize in
investing in women and
minority-owned businesses.
These venture capital funds are
capitalized by raising monies
from the general public or by
utilizing pension and insurance
company
money.
While
historically these funds favored
"Hi-tech" companies, "Lowtech" companies, if well
managed, can now qualify.
New legislation is being

14

proposed that would allow
individua ls w ho invest in small
start up companies the ability to
claim as much as 50% of their
original investmen t as a tax
credit. It is hoped that this tax
st r ategy will ge n erate more
capital for companies in the
"Pre-s t art up" and start up
phases of their development.

Many experts blame
commercial banks'
reluctance to make
business loans as one
of the main reasons our
recession has lasted

seeking start up and expansion
capital with those interested in
supplying
the
capital
("Angels"). The cost of this
service is nominal, usua ll y
ranging from $200 to $300.
These services do not guarantee
funding but only guaran tee
matching
you
with
an
"interested
party."
Wha t
happens after your ini ti al
meeting is a function of yo u r
Business Plan
and yo u r
management skills.
Stay tuned, the incessa nt
demand for capital will surely
lead to further innovative
sources of financing whether
they emanate from banks,
finance companies, c1t1es,
academia or pnvate investors. "

so long.
Valdez, MBA , is presodenl of
Claremont Adv osory Services,

Business Schools such as UC
Irvine and USC are creating
computer "dating services"
(databases) which attempt to
"match up" business owners

a Claremont-based consulting form
speciahzong on the unique needs of
Southern California's entrepreneurs.
Comments or questions on this article,
please call toll-free 1-800-500-6336.
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The Ten Managements:
Excellent Management Principles

Financing Trends in the 1990's
Continu~d From Pag~

business loan funds" to finance
small companies deemed "not
bankable." These funds are
capitalized with a combination
of public sector grants, private
sector donations and bank loans.
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Contmued From Page 42

important to the company and he
needs hts confidence in the
company sealed.
Antecedent "Bob, you're the
guy who does such a good job w1th
Customer Smith. She's on the
phone right now about her problem
order. Can you help me out with
th1s and take care of her with that
super customer service you've
become famous for?"
Behavior
Bob congenially
handles Smtih, takes care of the
problem and.
Consequenc.:: Bob turns her back
into a happy and loyal customer.
Example 2: Manager didn't think
through to the consequence
Antecedent· Bob, pick up the
phone. It 's that Smtth problem
again."
Behavior: Bob begrudg10gly
picks up the phone and tells Smith
how he will take care of her.
Con~equence: The situation is
handled. Bob just does survival
commumcation, gets the job done
Smtih 1s taken care of for the
moment, however, a golden
opportumty to reaffirm trust in the
company and the department IS
gone.
9. There Are Three Types of
Authority: Knowledge. Power, and
Contractual Agreement Which Is
the Most Powerful?
Authority of knowledge is quite
innocuous. The doctor is the one
with the knowledge, so when she
tells you to do somethmg, you do it
usually without question
Authority of power is the kind
most people have been parented by.
It carnes with it punishment or the
"or else" syndrome
Both
encourage minimal performance and
a "have to" mentality Morale 1s
then a problem. Low morale among
employees is a very costly
expenditure.
Authority
of
contractual
agreements carnes the authority that
sticks. It has clout and power. It
comes from two sources rather than
one. It streams from agreement of
two parties and commitment from
both sides. A manager can have it
all if he so chooses using contractual
agreement as h1s main source of
power. This is why employee
review comments described above
are so valuable.
10. T he " Wo nderfu l Peop le"
Theory.

Start all your mteractions with
everyone you work with believing
that everyone is a wonderful person.
When you think about it, you really
have no other choice 1f you want
high performance from your people.
If you believe your people are
slugs, you will deal with them as
slugs and they will give you slug
performance, whtch equals mtnimal
productivity and many other morale
problems . If you belteve that
everyone you meet is a wonderful
person, you will work with them at
their highest expectatiOn level.
They will rise to the occasion tf they
are respected. They and you will
recogmze each other as people who
have value, worth and digntty
People whose value, worth and
dignity is commumcated to them by
their managers will work hard and
perform at high levels.
!Iuman beings are reactive.
Treated respectfully and in a
friendly manner, the employee will
respond and treat others as the
manager treats htm Treated as
insignificant and useless, the
employee will respond likewise with
those he meets, including the
almighty customer.
The management of people is an
honor. It takes tremendous maturity
and courage to do it well. The
effecltve manager is able to put his
ego on the back burner and handle
his people problems with ease.
Managers have incredible power
over the lives and families of the
people who report to them. They
can make or break people and their
careers. They can make or break
days, weeks and even years of
employment. You have a chmce.
You can make peace or chaos, butld
up or tear down, create high
performance
or
survival
performance, create calm or
frustration. You can have revenge
mentality, or teamwork mentality.
You can cause pride 111 others, or
cause low self-esteem. What is your
choice? llow can you optimize your
talents to enlarge the potent tal of the
people who work for you? How
can you turn company's payroll
dollar
into a
high-paying
investment? How can you further
your career and move up the
corporate ladder? Make the TEN
MANAGEMENTS your personal
manageme nt system . .A

THE INLAND
EMPIRE'S ONLy
NEWS/TALK RADIO
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CNN INTERNATIONAL AND
NATIONAL NEWS EVERY HOUR
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

LOCAL NEWS EVERY HALF HOUR
LOCAL TRAFFIC EVERY
FIFTEEN MINUTES

88A

~

1011

B R L I "1 S

/Q!J
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tr~I NE WS AM

1350

\Ymi ~~KCKC
II"'~ NEWS .\M 1350

~~CKC

KCKC AM Radio

1350
Inland Empire's CMII Station

In the Coa chella Valley
K-NEWS 1270 AM

"Southern Californie
Business Focus"
From 7.00 pm • 7.30 pm
Monday Thru Friday
Features Discussions on a Variety of Business Issues
Recent Guests Include ...
• Congressman Dana Rohrbacher • Dr. Laura Schlessinger •
• Mark Victor Hansen • Darrell Paulk • Elizabeth Caulder •
• John Thornton • Sal Briguglio • Jerry Eaves •
• Senator John Lewis • Mike Schenker • Stan Statham •
• Mary Ellen Drummond • Senator Ruben Ayala •
• Robert Mondavi • Mary Scarpa •

For Information call Ricbard Sandoval (909) 391-1015 Ext. 21
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women

Managers Taking a Kinder,
Gentler Approach to Business

BusirNiQ/s

Amenc:.m IWW
The second force "feminizing"
American maaagement is the free
market, by ranting American
............ below-or subordinate
1o-llpane&e rnenspment praclices,
strategies and results. Feminist

writers argue that femininity is a

form of subordination and, thus, that
the experience of subordination--by
males or females- is a feminizing
one. For example. in The Feminist
Case Against Bureaucracy, K.E.
Ferguson argues that workers-who
are subordinate in a hierarchical
organizational structure-adopt
feminine cbaracteristics to cope with
their situations by being supportive,
attuned to others' needs and adopting
an empathic, pleasing com-

.

municating style. They have little
choice but to learn skills to deal with
the secondary status, dependence and
domination.
Following the feminization
argument of these writers, we argue
here that the market forces that have
subordinated American management
practices, products and companies to
their Japanese counterparts have
essentially created a "feminized"
American management. This real and

I

I

FAX POLL

What are your business projections
for 1994?
With a V8JiitY of things taking pi8C8 in thi economies of both the state
and nation, how wiD these changes effect your business?
For the first time in a number of years a significant tax reform package
has been imposed on the country, health care reform is looming on
#18 horizon and workers' compensation is still a nagging issue.
Last month we publshed the predictions and forecasts for the coming
..year of the anta's top economist, now, we would like you to tell us
·
what you think lies ahead.

Do you .think your company will show profits in 1994?
Y•
No__________

Ate.yqu planning for 8ny growth In 1994?

Yes .

.

No._ _ _ __

-~.~• your~ be affected by tax reforms?
Yea.,> ··>·
,,
No._ _ _ _ __
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perceived dominance is enough to
create a situation where those
subordinated-American
managers- do what females have
always done: learn to play the
dependency game.
It is not clear whether American
business' subordinate status will last
indefinitely. Some experts argue that
the "American century" is ending
and that the next millennium will be
dominated by Asian countries.
Others argue that American industry
is capable of restructuring and
renewing itself and has begun to do
so. It is clear, however, that the days
have ended when American business
is the sole undisputed leader in
industry and management practice.
American business will be alternately
superior, subordinate and equal. The
experience now, however, of being
ranked "one down" or subordinate in
the world economic system will be a
feminization for the managers of
American business.
The third force actuating a
feminization of American management is a demographic shift in
who the managers are managing.
More women. More and more, the
people
being
managed
in
organizations are women. A
feminization of the workforce is
occurring, as women continue
entering the labor market in large
numbers. Women workers number 57
million and constitute 45.4% of the

wodd'oR:c.
The presmce of large numbers of
females in the workforce is causing
demands for equal pay, child care,
fleD"ble hours, telecommuting, job
slaariDg. tax breab, household .....
aad other aervices to 8CCOIDIIIOCIIII.
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Continued From Page 32
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Is Your Business Prepared to Deal With 'Trauma?

Co111Uwetl From Page 33

tlaem a powerful caltural force
iaflueacing the management
professioa; as IUCh they are a force
bljqias about a feminization of
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third parties . On the basis of
these findings , Dr. Hatcher
concluded that businesses are
well-advised to take such threats
seriously and to enlist the
assistance of experts who
specialize in assessment of the
potential for violence, in order
to prevent it.
When potential violence
threatens employees at the
workplace, it is now becoming a
manager ' s responsibility to
prevent, if possible, and to
intervene in the emotional

changes which accompany these
biol o gical influences may
manifest in two ways: 1) an
intense focus on the trauma or
" freeze
framing "
every
millisecond of the occurrence;
and 2) a distortion of time. The
mechanism of time expansion,
while possible adaptive during
the traumatic situation, may
later result in a survivor's belief
that he or she had more time to
problem-solve or react to the

--------------

The acceptance step
occurs when employee's
recognize that the
traumatic event has
become part of their

employment experience.

Pkase See Page 52

distress of their workers, if
violence occurs. Appropriate
identification of these stressors
and the psychological stress
reactions which follow a trauma
provide increased financial
protection for businesses.

Organlzstlons can avoid
costly losses N they
Identify and eliminate
stress problems or

event than was actually the case.
An altered sense of time and an
extremely detailed focus on the
traumatic event, can leave the
survivor with a physiological
and psychological sense of
" tunnel vision" which may later
lead to feelings of survivor
guilt.
The expected physiological
and perceptual changes that
accompany the shock phase can

•••'-.!,...#

~···---------

•
"That it will never come aga1n
i5 what make5 liFe 50 5weet".

Emily Oicken1on

potential traumas, that are
predlctllble within their
workplace.

---------···~····------Trauma experts identify
employees'
psychological
reactions in terms of three
sequential stages . The shock
phase of an employee's stress
response includes the stressful

f~s ...

With AUGUSTINE DANIEL

Finally - A radio forum for WQM§N
Saturday Mornings 9:30.a.m.
KCKC CNN AM 1360
APnadllallan olD CNIIIN
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shifts, than this wouldn't have
happened "
A reasonable amount of selfquestioning is tmportant and
useful. It ts critical for
employers to review step by
step an employee's involvement
in the event. With a sensitive
reappraisal of what happened,
the employee will be helped to
progress through the natural
stress recovery process without
hindrance Without such a

LE\NIS,

hold the employer
responsible for stressful
or avoidable traumatic
workplace events that
psychologically harm or
injure employees.

D~AIVIATO

BISGAARD

BRISBOIS &
A

Many states, by case Jaw,

PARTNERSHIP INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS

LA\NYERS

67~
THE FOURTH ANNUAL
J3T.JSI~ESS

LEVVIS, D'AMATO, BRISBOIS &

BISGAARD HAVE OFFICES IN:

LOS ANGELES
•
SAN DIEGO
•
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN BERNARDINO
•
SACRAMENTO
AND

careful examtnatton of the
employee's role tn the situation,
the employee may assume too
much responsibility for the
specific outcome,
or a
particular aspect of the trauma.
This erroneous assumptton can
be reinforced by the perceptual
alterations that accompany the
shock phase during the trauma
itself (such as believing there
was more time to react) and lead
to an employee's continuing
symptoms of anxiety and
depress tOn
The acceptance step occurs
when employee's recognize that
the traumatic event has become
part of their employment
experience, and continue their
progress
in
adaptation.
Resolution of an employee's
stress response may be impeded
by well-intentioned employers,
co-workers and family members
who say "Put it behind you,"
"get back to normal," or "forget
about it." The survivor can "get
back to normal" only if he or
she realizes that it may be a
"different" sense of normality
than the pre-trauma normality
had been.
Organizations can avoid
costly losses tf they tdentify and
eliminate stress problems or
potential traumas, that are
predictable
wtthtn
their
an
workplace.
Should
unavoidable trauma occur, it is
helpful and advantageous to
have programs and procedures
in place to deal with the
immediate
and
evolving
employee stress reactions. Posttraumatic stress prevention and
intervention by professional
experts can facilitate the normal
stress recovery process, and restabilize a business that is
affected
by
unexpected
traumatic events or disasters. A
Dr. Riddell is a clinical and
consulting psychologost and owner of
Trauma lntcrvenlton Specialists,''
consulting f1rm spccializmg in business
preparedness and mtervcnt1on following

6 5 0 TOWN CENTER DRIVE, SUITE :1.400
CENTER TOVVER BUILDING
COSTA MESA, CA 9 2 6 2 6
(7:1.4) 545-9200 •
FAX (7:1.4) 850-:1.030

a disaster or traumatic event.

Dr. Riddell's phone number IS
(310) 788·0662.

wonzen
Business

You Girls See Bright Future Thanks to
Local Businesses

Is Your Business Prepared to Deal With Trauma?

Continued From Page 51

crystalize into certain beliefs
which affect the impact phase of
employees' responses to trauma.
The self-doubt step of the
impact phase is particularly
important in work-related
trauma. An employee often
wonders, "Should I have done
something differently? Did I do
the right thing?" or attempts to
avoid the situation by thinking
··If only I hadn't worked that
day," or "If only I hadn't traded
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By Christy Newey

Y

ou wouldn't see this in
an episode of the
"Brady Bunch." Things
are changing in the business
world; it used to be the dads
who would take their sons to
work to give them a glimpse of
what was in store for them in
the future. All that changed
April 28 when hundreds of
young girls invaded Southern
California
businesses
as
participants in the second
annual Take Your Daughters to
Work Day.

Many Inland Empire
businesses participated In
the event including TRW,
Wells Fargo Bank, Sega of
America, The Los Angeles
Times and the University
of California, Riverside.

The program is designed to
focus attention on women as the
business leaders of the future.
By taking young girls to the
workplace, wherever that may
be, adults helped to open the
girls' eyes to a world full of
opportunity in their futures.
"Thousands of adults across
California are making what
seems like a simple gesture,
taking time to include a young
girl in their work day. But they
know it's much more than that
when they see a young girl's
eyes light up as she gets a
glimpse of her future and the
doors that are now open to her,"
said Kathy Garmezy, executive
director of the Hollywood
Policy Center, the California
organizer for the event.
Many
Inland
Empire
businesses participated in the
event including TRW, Wells
Fargo Bank, Sega of America,
The Los Angeles Times and the

University
of California,
Riverside.
TRW hosted a presentation on
balancing career and family,
opportunities for minority
employees, and an overview of
TRW's space and electronics
business. The presentation
featured
TRW
women
employees including two vicepresidents and a deputy division
general manager.
Girls saw how a banking
operation runs at Wells Fargo
Banks. They were shown how
technology is involved in each
aspect of banking, including the
operations division and the
Htstory Museum. Finally, senior
level women employees spoke
to the girls about achieving
success in the business world.
The University of California,
Riverside hosted gnls from ages
9-17 in a program "destgned to
make certain young girls know
college is an optton for them,"
said Jack Chappell, director of
University Relations.
"Mentors" who represented
different fields of study hosted
the girls. "The idea is to help
gtrls at this age to plan for the
future and to expose them to
career options that may be nonwomen,"
traditional
for
Chappell said.

newspaper called
"Girl's
Times." The newspaper included
editorials, movie reviews, letters
to the editor and a fashion
section.

Some lucky participants
were able to see first hand
what It's like to work In the
famous entertainment
Industry of Southern
California. Fox,
MCA/Universal, MGM
Paramount, Sony Pictures
Entertainment and Warner
Bros. were among the
participating studios.

Sega of America, the premier
sponsor of Take our Daughters
to Work Day, showed the girls
the "behind the scenes" action

of the video game industry.
They were able to talk to game
designers, multimedia artists
and musicians to learn about the
creation of video games.
"We want girls to see the
wide variety of opportunities
offered by an industry that
represents the fusion of arts and
sciences. For many kids, video
games
are
their
first
introduction to technology,"
Tom Kalinske, chief executive
officer of Sega said.
Some lucky participants were
able to see first hand what it's
like to work in the famous
entertainment industry of
Southern California. Fox,
MCA/Universal,
MGM
Paramount, Sony Pictures
Entertainment and Warner Bros.
were among the participating
studios. The girls had the
opportunity to see every aspect
of the entertainment industry,
from directing, to set building
and make-up, to acting and
writing. •

Things are changing in
the business world; it
used to be the dads who
would take their sons to
work to give them a
glimpse of what was in
store for them In the

TENANT IMPROVEMENT PROFESSIONALS

future.

(909) 682-6225
FAX (909) 682-6406

The girls also attended a
career planning panel and a
special workshop on college
admissions.
The girls who spent the day at
the Los Angeles Times were able
to create their own four-page

Mit is possible 10 p away IIIII become richerl It is abo poaiblc 10 bold OD
too tightly tnd lole evaydlina. Yea, !be libenl- aball be ricbl By wuerina
othtn, be waacn himlclf.•
-Provertls 11: 2A cl 25

If you are reading this
then so are your customers!
(909) 391-1015 ext. 26 for ad info.
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TABLE FOR

iNLAND EMPIRE

TWO!
Catch 30 minutes of the best
Inland Empire restaurant reviews
two times a week on KVCR TV 24,
the Inland Empire's PBS station.
Table for Two Is the only
restaurant review show of its kind
on television. The show airs .•.
6:30 p.m. on Tuesdays
and 6:30 p.m. Saturdays.

IF FINDING
MISSING
CIHIDREN

W

WE WOUlDN'T

exotic South Pacific

NEED YOUR

drinks. Their famous

IIJO«Dr=wcf
OFAMERICA If'£.

sauce is outstanding.

When a restaurant
has been In business
and run by the same
owner for 15 years, what

wholesome food. The cafe is
opened for breakfas t and lunch
from 7 a . m . until 3 p . m . from
Monday through Frid a y. Adel
David uses much thought and
creativity when preparing his
meals-this is not some
ordinary breakfast and sandwich
spot by any means. Even when
it is a common dish, it is
prepared with imagination, good
taste and reasonable price in
mind . Along w1th the usual
ham, sausage and eggs (served
sometimes as a special for only
$2.99), the cafe's breakfast
menu includes Belgian waffles
and hearty three-egg omelets
made for the omelet gourmet.
His
wickedly
delicious
cinnamon rolls are also probably
the best to be found anywhere.
Adel David's ingenuity really
shines, however, at lunch. His
nutritious vegetarian "veggie
burger" is Inland Empire famous
and many, many orders are sold
each day.
The club-house
sandwiches are also popular; but
the piece de resistance is the
potato salad. It is probably the
best I have tasted in a long time.

more is there to say but
THE FOOD MUST

party mood, Chan's has

Adel David also arranges and
plans picnics, office and special
occasion parties-call him for
any catering needs. He would

long straws.

If your group is in a party
mood, Chan's has an excellent
selection of exotic South Pacific
drinks.
Their
famous
"Scorpion," which serves from
one to six people, is served with
20" long straws. Other favorite
drinks are Fog Cutters, Zombies
and Mai Tais. Please, though,

The 9th Street Eatery's

The cuisine is unpretentious
and of good quality and good
value for the money. Among the

bring along a designated driver
for these drinks-you 'II need
one. Chan's is owned by Lisa
Chan and is located at 1445
University Avenue, Riverside.

offerings we selected were the
Pu Pu Platter (for a minimum of

Their phone number is 909-7886360.

hit In Riverside.

two people) which consisted of
batter-dipped shrimp, egg rolls,

The 9th Street Eatery

"Scorpion," which serves
from one to six people,

m!l

and is served 111 a basket made
of crispy noodles.
Other
substantial samplings include
the chicken with hot garlic
sauce, lemon chicken and BBQ
pork and broccoli . The orange
peel beef dish with a spicy

BE GOOD!

an excellent selection of

MISSmg children don't advrrnsc
themselves. In C:tct. smce the lllJJOmy
of them .m~ abducted by a parent,
they m1ght not realize they're
"missmg" at aiL That's what makes
our job tougher, and why we're
,asking for your help.
In your professwnal capanty, you
nught be able to 1denuty an abducted
child, or a parent who may have
abducted a child. If so, please conran
Child Find of America. Or ask the
parent to call us for confidential
mediation. Our toU-frce hotline is
1-800-A-WAY-OUT. It could just
be the way out they're loolong for.

the shrimp in a basket. This
sauteed shrtmp dish includes
baby corn and straw mushrooms

If your group is in a

WERE
TillS EASY,

HEm

I

Two Good Restaurant Selections
in Riverside Not to Miss!
hen a restaurant has
been in business and
run by the same
owner for 15 years, what more
is there to say but THE FOOD
MUST BE GOOD! Chan's
Oriental Cuisine is, most
definitely, a great Chinese
restaurant. If you can't or don't
want to drive down to "Little
Sa1gon" where some of the best
Oriental dishes are served, then
just dnve to Umversity Avenue
in Riverside-the location is
better and the food is just as
good.
Even though the
restaurant has a simple Oriental
decor, don't miss viewing the
beautiful hand-made teak wall
mounting-what detail and
beauty.

Is served with 20"

beef on a stick and other tasty
appetizers. After the appetizer,
we had the three-flavored
sizzling rice soup and were then
ready to taste Chan's specialties
which were superb. If you
delight

in

interesting

presentations and good taste, try
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he 9th Street Eatery is a
charming, cozy cafe

conveniently located, of
course, on 9th Street in
Riverside. Frequented by the

local

businesspeople, it

is

known for its honest prices and

certainly
be
pleased
to
customize any menus to suit any
theme of party.

reasonable prices
combined with great
food make this cafe a

The

9th

Street

Eatery's

reasonable prices combined with
great food make this cafe a hit
in Riverside.

They are located

at
3530
9th
Street
in
Riverside-phone number is
(909) 781-3632 . •

The Wine Cellar
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Mead on Wine
byJuryD M•ad

REMEMBERING ANDRE
t would take a half dozen columns
the length of this one to even
begin to tell the life's story of the
dean of American wine makers,
Andre Tchelistcheff, who died April
5, after a brief illness. He was an
amazing and energetic 92-year-old.
Born to the landed gentry in
Czarist Russia in 1901, Andre grew
up on his family's 4000-acre estate m
southern Russia and in Moscow. Just
out of military school at age 17, he
joined the White Russian Army and
was left for dead after a brutal battle
in frigid weather.
Discovered by a fellow soldier
about the same time his family was
conducting a Russian Orthodox
funeral for him, Andre ended up
spending I 0 weeks in a hospital
recovering.
He returned to the White Russian
Army and had earned his lieutenant's
bars by the time it was disbanded after
the Bolsheviks took over. Like so
many in his position, Andre escaped
to Europe to start a new life.
He had planned to become a
doctor, but circumstances would not
permit that line of study. Almost
under protest, he studied agronomy at
the University of Bmo in what is the
Czech Republic. After working in
viticulture and general agriculture in
Yugoslavia and France, he entered
postgraduate studies at the lnstitut
National Agronomique in Paris,
specializing
in
viticulture
(grapegrowing) and oenology
(winemaking).
I've skipped two other near fatal
incidents in Andre's early life, several
wine-oriented positions in France
(including work with the famous
Champagne firm Moet et Chandon)
and enough other material to serve as
background for at least a couple of
romantic novels. At this point, Andre
was 37-years-old and all he knew of

I

America was what he had seen in the
movies.
Meanwhile, Georges de Latour, the
proprietor of Beaulieu Vineyard in
Napa Valley, had kept the winery
open and profitable throughout
Prohibition by making legally
sanctioned altar wine. In 1937, his
wmemaker retired and he decided to
recruit a fellow Frenchman and set off
for Europe to do just that.
But it was a small Russian (not
much over five-feet-tall) who was
recommended by the university as the
man to fill the bill and, so began, the
second, or maybe the third, chapter in
Andre's fascinating hfe, a chapter that
would continue for more than 50
years.
Andre packed up his family and
left for the wilds ( his image of the
place) of California, thinking of the
job as probably temporary.
Andre would remain at BV for 35
years Without mterruption, making it
arguably the most famous wine
property in America, with a list of
accomplishments and firsts that is
almost endless.
He took an antiquated and rustic
winery whose vineyards grew more
coarse grapes than fine ones (all
overcropped) and turned 1t into a
world-class property.
BY's "Georges de Latour Private
Reserve" Cabernet Sauvignon
commanded the highest price of any
American wine at auction and
international respect for its excellence.
Wine historian Leon Adams, then
the head of Wine Institute, had to help
arrange for Andre's visa, as times
were tough and the government took
the position that he would take a job
away from an American. Adams was
later to say in his authoritative history,
The Wmes of America ... "In bringing
Tchelistcheff to California, de Latour
did as much for the state's wine in
general. .. as for the wines of
Beaulieu."
One of the things he did for those
other wineries was to maintain an
advanced oenologioallaboratory at St.
Helena, where mechanical problems
could be solved and where Andre
trained many future wine makers.
After spending 35 years at BV, and
some four years after the heirs of de
Latour sold out to giant Heublein
Corp., Andre retired at age 72 to
begin an even more active life as a
consultant.
Among his greatest accomplishments in the consulting arena

was the role he played in establishing
the fine wine industry in Washington
State. In the halls of Chateau Ste.
Michelle he is held in almost heroic
regard.
And no remembrance of Andre can
be complete without mention of
Dorothy Tchelistcheff, his second
wife, who has been with him
constantly for the quarter century I
knew him. I once wrote that, although
Dorothy was a few inches taller than
Andre, she always seemed to be
looking up to him. The love and life
they shared has to be one of the
warmest and most devoted I have
ever observed.
The years of consulting, of
traveling all over California and the
Pacific Northwest, to taste in client's
cellars and offer advice, could not
have been possible without Dorothy
to drive, keep dates straight, take
notes and handle the business side.
She has a preny good palate, to boot.
In 1991, at the age of 90, Andre
resigned most of his consulting
clients, and returned to BV as
consulting oenologist. Recalling h1s
return he told Decanter magazine,
"When I walked back into the winery,
there were tears m the eyes of the
older employees who remembered
me, and it gave me great spiritual
satisfaction and pleasure." In the same
interview he said, "Age will never
force me to say good-bye to my job,
career, love, even life. It is not too
easy to accept, but so long as I can
give something from my reserves to

my love, I will do so with pleasure."
And on the occasion of his being
named "Man of the Year," the March
1990 issue of Wines & Vines quoted
from his acceptance speech: "I do not
believe in the status quo! Every new
day, every new opening, is forcing us
to disregard old opinions and
constantly reform our view."
Winemakers live long and healthy
lives (all that red wine!), but I think
Andre lived longest of all because he
never got old. And he never got old,
because he continued to think young,
every day of his life.
The world of wine will never be
quite the same without its Russian
general.. .a little promotion long
deserved. .A
The "Wine of the Week" will return
next month.
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Donald D. Galleano
Praidco1

VIall Our Wine
TatlngRoom
end Picnic ArN
4231 Wincv1Uc Road
Mira Lorna, C&lifornia 91 n 2
(714) 68)·H76

Wine Selections and
•
Best Values
.1
By Bill Anthony

Geyser Peak

Benziger

1991 • Alexander Valley Reserve
Cabemet Sauvignon................... $20

1991 • Sonoma County
Cabemet Sauvignon ...................$13

Chateau St. Jean

Clos DuBois

1991 • Sonoma County
Fume Blanc.................................. $8

1992 • Alexander Valley
Chardonnay................................ $12

Wyndham

Meridian

1992 • South Eastern Australia
Chardonnay.................................. $8

1992 • Santa Barbara County
Chardonnay................................$10

SignoreUo

Cbateeu St. Jean

1992 • Napa Valley
Chardonnay................................ $20

1990 • Sonoma County
Merlot.. ....................................... $15

Duckbom

Dry Creek

1992 • Napa Valley
Sauvignon Blanc ........................ $15

1991 • Dry Creek Valley
Merlot .......•.•.......•..................•.•..$15
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women
B ·u si ri·e ss
By Omillc B.~ navcl \\'tiler

T:

e '90s have hrour h' the.

bu-;ines>\'\110111all into the forefront
MCie WliJ1el1 are 1¥.-.lding executiv~
lcvel!ll'itkn;. Swvcys mxJ n..."'Can:h soows
that by the year 2Cffi half of all husi!ll.~
travelers in the United States will he

\\'Un!n

A CUirenl swvcy silCMIS that, as of to.lay,
bu~ travelers are women.
While conditions have improved for
unaa:anplllied wanan ttavelcrs m reccn1
years, coocems about safety and security

40% of all

remain.
The avernge age of the wanan ~

before. You must also be aware and
urrl:~ ~ of the "fuels of life'' wl~
yoo tr.tvel alttt.

Safety 1'lp; for the
'&aveling ~Woman

-<X'fl1llluJ lian rep.no ofa.'IU:ll OOicl incda~
• When ched.-ing into your )del, 001't
~y your valuables a m.n:y. ;\h\11}~
keep a law ~fi)e.
• l\1ake ~ yrur ro:m has a readJoll
Cany a~ ll'lC it Use all the
loc.ki rn your chx
• Check locks on windows and

<mreding <hxs.
• Do not ask for your rrte:>..'><lges at the

Workers'
Compensation
Claims School
For Employers
Learn the ABC's of Workers' Comp
D s an employer ...

m e assured that ...

in Califo rn ia, you already know that
the taw is an ext remely important
and powerful tool. The new 1993
reform laws give you even more
control over your workers'
compensation costs. This
information workshop will TEACH
you how to make the most of these
powerful tools.

this m·depth workshop is
guarante('d to give you top notch
information on how you can win the
workers' camp war. Learn what you
ne('d to know to manage:

Take from th is intense hands-on
workshop not just ideas but proven
tools and procedures you can
implement now to productively
control your workers' comp costs.

Good safety programs
prevent injunes which prevent claims.

Loss Cbntrol

Old Claims · Get nd of tho.'"' old claims

that drag on for<'V.r and increase your
expE"rience modifiC'a t ion .

U
ontrol the h ead
and the t ail.
Don't let spiraling ex ~ mods make a
mess out of your business. Learn how
to succ('ssfully control them. YouU
leave with more than new ideas ..
you'llleave with new tool•.
Each participant will receive a ttme
tested claims manual, employee
orientation v1deos, a software demo
disk and more.

New Clainu · Mimmoze and control
t he m, NOW1

Medical - Learn the new rules on how

your doctor can help )'OU control claims.
lhmt4R Ralouroos - Hiring, discipline
and firing _ How to be even more
elfective.

fi011 cbk. The dctk will ask yoo b yoor
ro:m numl:u' a will know yoo arxll<d in
your key slot. This is a ~'UJ'C tip-<Jff for
anycn: watching fa a I'OlYn nllll'bcr. Call
for your ~o;..'lges from your room or a
~fXlOIIC.

• ful't leave a "make up this n.nn" sign
on your doorknob. This is an open
invitllioo lo a thief. Gill 1-oJ:..t:kccping and
tell them to lll.lvbc the ~aff rn ycur !loa that
yourro:mmay be~ up.
• When a room-service order arrives,
have the waiter slip the bill wxler the dcxr
before yoo qx:n the chx Better still, have
ro:m service aill ~ your oolt7 is en roote
and have them give you the name of the
per.;oo delivering your ooleJ: Never q:en
your door without verifying the
i<bltificatirn ofthe peiSOO rn the Olrer sire.
• Never accept a room on the grotUd

fl<XX.
• It is never a good idea to invite
~'CIS to youriOOil

• Have someone e.<;cort you to your

room when checking in. (Bellman, desk
derk, a:rociate, ek:). Have the peiSrn cbrl:
dosets, behind srower a.utams and wxler
beds. This is not being JXUaOOid. it's reing
safe.
• When retwning to your hole! at a hie
Inn; use valet puking. Always use the fi011
eniiance aOO ifvalet (lllking is not available,
have a bellman ptrl< yoor car:
• Never pule in the lct a garnge where
yoo are at risk rny (X night.
• When rapesting yoor key at the <b;k,
never ask fa it by number, rnly by name~y. It's a~ Kbl to keep your key a
key-<:ard with yoo instead of leaving it at the
cbik. Mw ootels have key<anN thai are
~ after each chock-<JUL
• Instruct desk clerks and phone
rever to give your ro.m number

Oatarle,e&
Thursday, June 2, 1994
Ontario Airport Hilton
700 North Haven Blvd.
8:00 am - 4:30 pm
(l08'J8

$275.00 per person, $175.00 each additional person from the same organization.
eo.t Includes llultraetlon, reft'esbmenta, luncheon and all handout materials.
Teleplllone: (909) 784-N30, FAX: (909) '784-1581

c:G-8PGPI80D

..
~...-----

...........,. ........_.....

... p...__.........,_.

SliQW

combination locks that can be set by the
<XXllpllt.
• Do OC( request a safety dqn;it lXII
1.p:11 chock-in. 'Ihlre is ISl3lly a great cBl
of traffic around the check-in area. Call

firm ywr IOCIIl 300 ~ de:laak K.ecp a
low pOOle.
• Always chock b the IM31S fin: e.xi6.
• ~ qJen a dxr thal frels ha wbm
laldlrl

• Learn what to do in case of fire.
(hmudioo; ~e l&lally pa;100 oo the au
(J' imO: the daiet}
Camille Bounds is the travel editor for
S1rn!e Pltiicaim; IDi a fredlmce tJaYd
writer. Wrill: her with your queslioos at
P.O. Box 1005, Magan HiD, Calif., 95(138.
.&
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Europe

COMOEX/9AAZ1L

managenal work IS why they fail to
be labeled as such in the mainstream
management literature.
One
reason
the
words
" femilllzatton , " "feminine management," " female advantage," etc.
are seen prtmanly in the feminist
management literature and only
rarely tn the mamstream literature, is
that thmgs assoctated wtth the
feminine are still held in contempt
and relegated to a subordinate status
in society-whether society means
one's professional association,
university or other organizations.
Many mainstream writers want
credibility, fame and lucrative
consulting contracts with large,
prestigious companies. To be
associated with something femini ne
or feminist defeats thts end, as the
former is seen as "second rate," the
latter as radical.
The changes in American business
practice that are reflected in the
feminized images and ideals of
managerial work are, arguably, part
cf ~· 1u .ga cultural transformation

;TA.RGEJ'..... LOCATION-= DA~

to any!D! a1 any tiire.

• Avoid carrying laige arrounts of cash.
Always have small bills available fa ti(lling
aOO OOying yoor irridenlal'i at !del sOCp;.
•Leave your expensive jewelry at ~
If yoo nm 00ng Ull!thing of exreptiooal
value or large amounts of cash, use the
~'s safe dqn;it OOx. Many ~

women
Business

Contmurd From Page 44

restructuring, making 11 difficult for
men to fulfill thetr breadwinner role.
Since the early 1980s, corporations
have been merging, consolidating,
downsizing, and de-layering in order
to respond to global competition. For
the first time, millions of white
collar-particularly
middle
management- jobs have been
eliminated along with manufacturing
and oth er blue-collar jobs.
Since upward advancement
through management levels is no
l onger assured, men's "career
themes" will soon resemble those of
fema les: that is, their hopes and
expectations will likely be dashed
w he n they experience "glass
ceil ings" and other barriers ushered
in by th e new economic and
organizational realities.
T he forces and evidence of
femin ization presented in thts paper
raise
q u estions
for
both
" m ainstream"
and
feminist
ma nagement scholars.
One issue ra1sed by t he newly
feminized images and tdeals of

~

now have safes in the rooms with

~- ~ayers

Managers Taking a Kinder,
Gentler Approach to Business

An Alert for the Business Woman That Travels Alone

traveler is 43.5 years old. Most hold
executive, managerial or supervisory
JX:SIKn- and 35% e<un $55,o:x:l or rnxe.
With these h.1s in rnii¥:1, the airlJro;, mmy
ldels and Qll' rentals are ch1llging aitinxb
and aC\.'O!llm'dtting the female trJVeler, <md
adln..."-'>lllg therr likes and dS.i~
Hrccb are hecorning rnxe aware of the
nt>cessary safety factor that must be
coll!'idcrcd to acrommodate the won1<m
traveler Women have been vtcttms in
numerrus inc::i<knJs fum rdn:l)·. mpe mxl
murder in well-known large chain
~as well as the smaller b.Jdget-type
~morels. MCie security ~~ems and
people are being implemented than ever
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augurs falling into the lower class.
Ameri c ans,
however,
fear
subordination more than they hate
"softening." If it appears that a soft,
feminine participative approach will
prevent
subordination
and
subjugation to the Japanese,
Americans will try it.
Another question raised by the
feminizing influences described in
this paper is what impact they will
have, particularly on women and
children. Paradoxically, one result is
that women in organizations may be
hurt-at least in the short run. The
participative management, high
commitment organizations that
embrace the feminized management
ideals and practices require that
employees devote more time,
visibility and energy to work. This
reinforces the separation between a
person's family and job and
diminishes the status and career
prospects for managers with family
responsibilities. Thus, in the shortrun, feminization may cause greater
gender inequality in the workplace. •

lNDU$lRY

-

~7-lil'

taking place.
The images contained in
management wnters' calls for more
non-hierarchical work modes, more
servant leadership styles and more
nurturing roles are what " dominator"
societies considered a feminine ethos.
This type of ethos started to take hold
during the human relations
movement i n the 1960s when
participative management concepts
emerged. A question, then, is why
participative management-with its
feminine, "partnership" ethos-did
not make larger inroads at that time?
Why is it possible now?
One reason is that managers were
not really committed to the true
cooperation and partnership needed
to make participative management
work. Another reason is that it was
still possible for managers to control
most of their employees' narrowly
defined, static jobs-which is no
longer true, in general. But the most
compelling reason, we believe is that
the idea was perceived as ''soft."
These Americans hate softness, for it

When Planning Your 1994 Advettlslng Illidge( Put
The Inland Empire BuslnessJoumaL The Inland Emplte
Book Of Lists. And The Inland Emplte TV
News On Your Team.•. No One Covws Inland Empire
Business Like The Business Joumal.
Call Today For AdvBitlslng Information:
(!J09} 3!11-1015

Be On A Winning Team!
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women
Business
I

s this you?

• You're bored with your job?
• Your present salary doesn't match
your expenses?
• You want more challenge?
• You're in a dead end position?
• You hate your job?
• You're confused about your career
choices?
• You've been thinking of a career
change for months?

What's keeping you from
achieving your career goals?
• "What else can r do? I know
what I don't want to do, but don't
know what I want to do."

•
~

~

v~

•••

~
Systems

Process
Monitoring
Systems

Now, there's a better way to
meet your security needs
through integrated electronic
protective systems and service.
We're a leading national
security company with a
strong local commitment to
protect you through use of:
• Innovative security systems
• Skilled installation and
service representatives

~
A 8cq

Access
Control
Systems

A:..

·-.._. . Lu.•
·:~ -~·
0·.
,0:
~ J '\ • •
•

CCTV
Monitoring
Systems

Fire
Alarm
Systems

!-~
']!''

0

Inland Empire's CPA Firms
Uan~c d "·' \ "'""',. of ( /' \'

Women's Focus conducts an
extensive inventory of your
marketable skills, work history,
career accomplishments and
personal attributes. If you don't
know your value to a prospective
employer, you are not ready to
contact companies. Companies see
you as a marketable product, one
whose skills and talents will fit into
job categories they are looking for.
• "I don't think, now, is the time
to change jobs. Are there any jobs
out there?
Our clients are getting hired.

For total protection,
rely on the first nante
in security.

Intrusion
Detection
Systems
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Let's Talk Woman to Woman About Career Bum-out

• You feel your career options are
limited?
Are you more excited about a
Nordstrom sale than your job?
If you answered "yes" to any of
these questions, you may be part of
the growing number of adults who
are experiencing job bum-out.

By Olarlene Walker

MAY 1994

w-

Central
Station
Monitoring

• A full range of capabilities
• Our own UL-Iisted central
stations for your ongoing
protection
So, to cost-effectively
reduce your security risks,
look to The First Name in
Securitr for a FREE professional security appraisal.

(909) 460-0886

WELLS FARGO
ALARM SERVICES
603 S. Milliken Ave., Suire K
Ont..io, CA 91761
s-ky Complay

They usc our success strategies and
methods and get the jobs they want.
The California recession is on the
way out According to the Orange
County Reg1ster,
Chapman
Umversity and the University of
California at Irvine, 1994 is the
turn-around year where the
economy will improve and continue
to do so for the next few years.
Glooming and dooming is out.
• "I've tried resumes with cover
letters to classified ads, that doesn't
work. Where are the jobs in today's
competitive market?
Mass resume mailings don't
work. We encourage our clients to
conduct personal interviews with
key industry decision makers.
You 'II locate people who are
important to your job search, obtain
interviews and tum minutes of your
time into solid job leads or offers.
Your target companies and
industries need to be in the
"unpublished job market," those
companies who are in the process of
hiring, restructuring or simply
looking for key people who fit their
success profile.
• "I can't afford to take a cut in
pay."
Women's Focus clients make an
average of 5 to 20% more in their
next jobs. There arc several reasons
for this. If you have been with a
company for a long period of time,
you may have outgrown this
company. They see you as the
person who first started with the
firm, not the professional you have
become. Secondly, many women are
not
being
paid
salaries
commensurate
with
their
experience. Learning how to
negotiate your worth is a learned
skill and will guarantee a better
salary.
• "I want to love what I do and
make the money I deserve."
This is our definition of a career,
versus a job. It doesn't take more
time to market yourself effectively.
By learning to outperform the
competition, discovering what your
special talents and skills are and to
meet directly with the decisionmakers who can hire you, you will
create the dream job. .&
Women's Focus is a career
development company specializing in
professional women in career transition.
The founders and partners are
Sandra Young and Charlene Walker.

Company Name
Address
City, State, Zip

ICPAs In I.E.
Year
I Prtors In I.E.
Founded
Ttl Emplys In I.E.

I Offices In I.E.
I Offices In Co.
Headquarters

Vavrioek, Ttioe, Day & Co.

1948

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

45
10
65

I
2
Rancho Cucamonga

Ernst & Young
3750 University Ave., Ste 600
Riverstde, CA 92501

43
5
70

1895

2.

3.

Price Waterhouse
3403 I Oth Street, Ste 800
Riverside, CA 9250 I

35
2
40

4.

Soren McAdam Banells
2068 Orange Tree Lane, Suite 100
Redlands, CA 92374

s.

I ndustrles and SpeclaUties

Top Local Encutlve
• Title
• TelepbonefFax

Banks, Mfg., Govt., Wholesale,
Retail, Construction,Tax, Audit,
Business Services, Comp. Syst. Cnsltg.

Donald A. Drtttmltr
Partner
(909) 466-4410/466-4431

I
116
New York

Healthcare, R. E., Mnfg/Dist., Public Sector, Entrep. Service,
Personal Fincl. Plnng., Law, Healthcare Prov . and Related
Org., Dev. & Const., Food Dist., Accntg, Audtt, Tax, Estate

Donald N. Eckrr
Managing Partner
(909) 276-7200nB7-8184

1890

2
100
New York

Financial Services, Rea! Estate
Manufacturing, DIStnbuuon
Middle Market, Accounhng and Tax

G. Thomas Willis
Managing Partner
(909) 684-9411/684-1004

32
10
58

1981

I
I
Redlands

Healthcare, Financial Institutions,
Constructton, Agr.,Government,
Retail, Wholesale

Broce J. Bartells
President/CEO
(909) 798·2'122{798-9772

KPMG Peat Manrlck
3281 Guasti Rd., Ste 550
Ontario, Ca. 91761

20
2
30

1897

1
500
New York & Amsterdam

Real Estate, Mfg.,
Government, Non-Profit,
Healthcare

Tom Snow
Managing Partner
(909) 988.as821988-4994

Vicenti, Lloyd & Stutzman
2100-A Foothill Blvd.,
La Verne, CA 91750

20
5
45

1953

6.

I
I
LaVerne

McGladrey & Pullen
303 Vanderbilt Way Ste. 200
San Bernardino, CA 92408

20
5
32

1926

7.

2
70
Minneapolis

Tax Representation, Consulting, Construction, Mfg.
Financial institutions, Accounting and Audit,
Human Resources

Maryanov Madsen Gordon & Campbell
801 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Ste. 200
Palm Springs, CA 92262

19
7
54

1964

8.

2
na
Palm Springs

Tax, Financtal Planning,
Business Planning, Audits,
Estate Planning

Lloyd Maryanov
Managing Partner
(619) 32(}.M421327-6854

Rogers, Anderson, Malody & Scott
290 North •o• St., Sutte 300
San Bernardino, CA 92401

19
7
43

1948

9.

1
I
San Bernardino

Income Tax/Litigation Support, Govt.,
Non-Profits, Computer Services, Audits,
Accounting Services, Water, Districts

DoaaJd L. ROJers
Managing Partner
(909) 889-0871/889-5361

Mellon, Johnson, & Reardon CPAs
10. 846 Foothttl Blvd., Ste. C
Upland, CA 91786

18
7
32

1994
Merger

2
2
Upland

Construction, Medical Professionals,
Water Districts, Mfg., Computer Consulting
Pension Administration

Walt Draper
Managing Partner
(909) 985·7286/982-0017

Eadie & Payne
11. 330 North "D" Street, Ste 500
San Bernardmo, CA 92401

17
8
35

1919

3

Construction, Retail, Water Companies
Financial, Estate Planning, Tax Return Prep.,
Data Processing, Agriculture

Jolm E. Gnbam
Managing Partner
(909) 946-6120/982-5219

Swenson Accountancy Corporation
12. 2890 Inland Empue Blvd., Ste 102
Ontano, CA 91764

11
4
15

1988

1
1
Ontario

Manufacturing, Real Estate, Personal
Service Corporations, Audits & Financial Reviews,
Tax Planmng. General Business Consultmg Serv.

Matthew A. Jordau
Partner
(909) 989-5867/989-1471

Thomas, Bigbie & Smith
13. 4201 Brockton Ave., Ste 100
Riverside, CA 92501

10
3
17

1948

I
I
Riverside

Agricultural, Auto Dealerships,
Non· Profits, Employee Benefit Plans,
Local Govt., Audits, Estate Planning

Jerry D. Bigbie
CEO/President
(909) 682-4851/682-6569

Ross, Landis & Pauw
14. 3845 Market St.
Riverside, CA 92501

9
6
23

na

I
1
Riverside

Healthcare, Electronics & Food Distributing lnds.,
Non-Profit Org., Construction, Home Owner Asses.,
Manufacturing, Tax Prep & Advisory Service

Samuel Landis
Managing Partner
(909) 683-7500/683-8458

Genske, Mulder & Co. CPA
15. 12960 Central Ave.
Olino, CA 91710

9
5
28

1981

1
5
Olino

Agriculture, Construction, Industrial,
Accounting, Tax, Estate Planning,
Partnership/Corporate Fonnations

Gary B. Gel~SR
Managing Partner
(909) 627-7381/627.0059

BR Sharp & Company
16. 2155 Olicago Ave., Ste. 100
Riverside, CA 92507

8
4
12

1942

l
I
Riverside

Construction, Agriculture, Non-Profit,
Governmental, Estate Planning, Auditing, Tax,
Accounting Services

Crabtree, Karleu &: Anoo
17. 5055 Canyon Crest Dr.
Riverside, CA 92507

5
2
15

1967

I
I
Riverside

Audits, Taxes,
General Accounting

Flemlll& Reiss & Company
18. 164 W. Hospitality Lane, Ste. 2
San Bernardino, CA 92408

4
2
11

1947

I
2

Gdfaud, Remoert & Feldmau
19. 4315 Palm Canyon, Ste. 104
Palm Springs, CA 92262

4
2
16

1973

Hl1ltard, BeODie & Co. CPAs
20. 250 W. First St.
Claremont, CA 91711

3
2

1971

1
I
Claremont

1965

I
3

1. 8270 Aspen Street

Slacer, Lewak, Greenbaum & Goldstein

3

I

Ontario, CA 91764

5

Walter D. Mcl..aqblln, CPA

2
I
5

Palm Springs, CA 92262

San Bernardino

San Bernardino
1
4

Los Angeles

7

ll. 337 Vineyard, Ste. 400

22. 400 So. Farrell Dr., Ste. B-103

3

1983

Mfg., Distributions, Medical, Retirement,
Communities, Legal, Educational,
Non-Profits, Tax, Audit & Accounltng

All Industries & Individuals,
Financial Statements, Estate Planning, Tax, Audit,
Computer Consulting

Carl Pon
Managing Partner
(909) 593-4911/593-8879
Wllfnd "BW" H. Heltrltkr
Partner in Olarge
(909) 386-7000/386-7009

Michael R. Adcock
Managing Partner
(909) 683-0671/686-7780
J. Mldaael Tweecllle
Partner
(909) 683-6730/369-8071

Fred R et.
Partner
(909) 885-6831/889-9923

Healthcare and Estate Planning,
Business Management for
Physicians & Individuals

Bnd]OMS
Partner/CPA
(619) 325-5095/325-6105

Medical, Tax,
Materials Handling, Financial
Planning, Private Business Consulting

Gary HJIIIanl
Managing Partner
(909) 398-1310/398-1317

Los Angeles

Manufacturing, Construction,
Profit Enhancement Consulting,
Law Finns,

I
I
Palm Springs

Complete Tax, Accounting and Audit
Services for Individuals, Partnerships.
Corps & Fiduciaries in Retail, Const., Legal, Med.

Rebecca Bnmdap
CPA/Partner
(909) 984·9020
Waller McLaqblia
Owner
(619) 320-574813~536

N/A • Not App/ialble WND = Would Not Disclose 1111 = 1101 availllble. 1M info111111liolt in lite above list MW obiiUMJfrom lite COIIIpfUiiu listed. To lite best of ow~ 1M~ lllpfli«l i s - 111
ofrw- rime. Wlaik every effort is lrUIM 10 DISJUf! lite accuracy Gild dlorouglutus of 1M lisr, OIIIWiolu aJtd typographical errtNs SOfflelimes occur. Plesu sad correaiolu or addiliOiv "" .,_,..,., lettel'-tl to: 7Jw
lllilwiEmpin ~JOfUIIIII, 305 Saatuw1tto place, Olllllrio, CA 9/764. ResurcltaiiTyJerrySlrtuw CopyriP,/994/IIilwlEMpire &uillessJOIUIIIJL.
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Getting the Most for Your Hard Drive Dollar
Continued From Page 15

CareAtnerica
has plans to save an
endangered species•••
Cotnunicaci6n.

If you're d ~usinc~s owner m S<)uthern C.11lfurnu with

Spnntsh speaking emph>yee~. )OU 1lrc·1dy know w!->,~~ rn ,\sse~
they are w your .:ompan'
Prnhlems Mise, h,~wei'Lr, bec:lUse ,>f communic;wons.. or
l.tck of c.dmmuntLatic>n' d<Je to lm;!uage C.1reAmt r•,, c. m
help you out 111 that 1rea, cspeually 11·hcn n conlL~
provtJmg health care for your Spanish speakmg em;--loyces.
CareAmerio has established an extensin~ Spant.<h Ianguage outreach program. ~ot only does it feature tact filled
booklets, videns md ,1 hi-monthly newsletter, but also an
excellent roster ot Spamsh speakmg physicians. There\ also
aspect 1! customLr sen tee unit, CareAmcrica SerYicio:; en
Espafinl, whne people can call in and get their health yucs
tiom answered m Spantsh
The ohject of all thts ts stmple. To make Spanish :;peakmg
employees aware of, and comforrahlc with, all the he,llth care
options avatl.!hle 1\ nh Care America ,md ... therefore to make
CareArnenca a more attractil·e health care pro\'lucr to bustne." owners with Spanish speaking employees.
Keepmg wmmunicarions open while keeping cost-; down
are Just two mnre reasons why CareAmenca is one of the
fastest growing health care companies tn Southern Califurma.
Ask vour insurance broker clhout all the reasons

CareAmerica
The Health Plans of Choice

The Gr.w WoU (CaniS Lupus). fonncrly ..bundanr throughout Norrh Amcracd, rht' wolf popubuon m the lower 4S Unued Stares" now limirrd rc ,, few hundrc.J m Northem Mmnesota and )>.! 1dugan.

someone like me perform your
backups regularly, you will lose
all the data since your last
backup whenever the disk
crashes Notice the use of the
word 'whenever' and not the usc
of the word 'if'
My
recommendation 1s that you u<>e
a mirrored setup with two large
disks . If you need more than
that, I feel you should start
looking at a RAID.

1. I use the FUJITSU
M2694ESA It's got a SCSI-2
controller, a -lOms access t1me
and a 5-year warranty. What's
more, the street pnce IS around
$1000. Can't beat it

2. Maxtor MXT-1240S would
he my next choice. It's got 1/24
GB, - 9ms seek t1me (that's
fast), and a 3-year warranty. The
latest I've seen this drive sold
for was around $1,100. An
excellent drive.

3. The IBM Adstar 0662
Model Sl2 uses a new
technology to reduce its s1ze.
It's only about I inch high. Its
fast and has a 5-year warranty
The problem with th1s dr1ve IS
that you have to go through a
dealer to get th1s one; it's only
sold as part of a system

drrves . It also has a 5-year
warranty.

4. The Seagate ST 11200N is a
very good drive and from what
I've seen has one of the lowest
street prices of this group of

Consulting, a Rivers.de ·based

Again, all of these drives are
good values With the mailorder prtces falling, you really
should cons1der upgrading to a
large hard disk A.
Stark is prcsidcm of Abacus
consulting firm that

~pccializcs

m

computer systems design and

implementation

Nowadays, operating
systems, especially ones
like Windows NT or UNIX,
may take 20 to 60
megabytes of hard disk
just for the system.

Now let 's look at the actual
drives that you could buy. The
first thing to keep in m1nd is
that all the large hard drives,
almost without except1on, are
nearly identical in features.
Where they differ is in cost (to a
slight extent), type of format
(typ1cally SCSI or IDE), and
warranty and service. As for
format, almost all of the best
large hard dr1ves are what's
called SCSI-2 format. Th1s
means that then controller is a
SCSI controller and that hard
drives aren't the only type of
device it can control. In theory,
you can add up to seven more
devices onto the controller, such
as another hard disk or a printer,
and still get good performance
from that one controller. SCSI
gives you a lot for your money
I like this interface. But back to
hard d1sks. Practically all of
them have the same number of
disk platters , rotational speed,
average seek access time, etc.
As I said, their features are
nearly identical ; they differ
mainly in cost and warranty .
The one exception is the IBM
Adstar which has superior
features using a new technology
(but it costs more).
As you can see, talking about
hard disks can be an endless
topic, boring if you're not a
computer nerd. So I'll cut to the
chase and tell you what my
recommendations are:

~
·~
~
·~

Qua lity printed pieces are
a unique combination of
technical expertise and
seNice. This sets us apart
from our competition.

'~
~

Let us get your copy jobs
out, Fast! No jobs too
large or too small. We
offer competitive prices.

~

~
~

'~

~

Ideas are what this
bus1ness 1s all about. Our
In-house graphic art
department can help you
make all your special jobs
lasting ones!

MINUTEMAN PRESS of Colton
1080 E. Washington St., Su1te F

•
(909) 370-0860
(800) 585-7737

FAX (909) 824-2396
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Portable Computing:
The Search for the Perfect Notebook

Employment Services/Agencies Serving the Inland Empire
l<mr"n/ hy \

Company Name
Addr<$5
City, Statt, Zip

Contmued From Page 15

installed, there are few other
gadgets you are likely to need.
The Tl-4000E can be had for
about $3700 today.

network (ethernet card), and for
extra storage space (flash cards
with up to 105 MB of storage
are readily available).

The new breed of notebooks
tends to have a built-in pointing
device (i.e., a mouse). The TI
has a mouse that clips on to a
Most managers have
QuickPort directly to the side of
become dependent
the computer, without any
messy cables to connect. If you
on computing power
frequently work in a crammed
on the road and at
space, like on an airplane, avoid
home as well as
the systems which need a mouse
with cable, as you simply do not
in the office.
have room to work with them.
Try to get a system with a
QuickPort mouse, a key joystick
or an integrated pointing devtce
If you think a notebook
similar to the trackball used on
computer like the Tl-4000E is
the Apple PowerBooks.
still too heavy, there is an
Another useful feature of new
explod10g availability of subnotebooks is the PCMCIA
notebooks . The sub-notebooks
communications port. This is a
typically weigh in at about four
slot for inserting cards that
pounds, which is a good twoexpand the functionality of the
three pounds lighter than the
computer: 11 can be used for
notebooks . The sub-notebook
modems, connection to an office
"dream machine" from Apple

When the Inland Empire TV News is there,
then so are You!

NO"W
on Comcast Cable is:

Inland Empire TV New•
If you Uve In tbe Inland Empire,
tune In weekdays, at 6:30 p.m. on Comcast Ca~le
lor Your news... !nl•nd Empire TV New•.

Computers has been the
PowerBook Duo 270c. I have
used thts system for about two
months now, and my experience

travel-weight of less than five
pounds (both Compaq and
IBM's
Am bra
are
good
contenders). Further, if you
intend to keep your address and
appointment books on the
computer, or use the computer
for note-taking, get one that has
an instant-on feature .
Most managers have become
dependent on computing power
on the road and at home as well
as in the office. A dual-scan or
active matrix color screen is
preferable, although the latter
will tend to increase the price.
Remember also that installing
newer software applications on
the portable can require a good
deal of harddisk space. Thus,
getting a system with a
relatively large harddisk (170
MB or more) is desnable. If you
want to run newer applications,
such as Microsoft Word 6.0, you
need 8 MB of memory. Try to
price the memory at the time of
purchase, since later upgrades
may be very expenstve.
For those who need to share a
notebook computer, consider a
system
with
removable
harddisks. This way, each
person has her own harddisk
ready with her own software
already
installed.
This
functionality can also be
achieved through PCMCIA
cards, showing the versatility
and importance of having a
PCMCIA card slot on the
notebook computer. 4

is very good. The Duo 270c
came with 12 Mb of memory, a
240 Mb harddtsk and a brilliant
acttve matrix color screen.
Although this machine comes
only with a 33 MHz Motorola
68030 processor, it appears to
be a well-trimmed system.
While running applications like
Microsoft Word and Excel, the
system seems to crank along at
almost the speed of the Tl. The
system lacks a floppy disk,
meaning you either have to
purchase an external floppy disk
dnve, or connect the machine to
a desktop Macintosh computer
(the communications software is
included, but the cable is not).
For those using PCs, but
considering a Mac notebook (or
vice-versa), there is MacDisk
and SoftPC software. MacDisk
is a software you install on your
PC to enable it to read and write
high-denstty Macintosh disks. A
similar program for the Mac
(that can read HD DOS disks),
Macintosh FileExchange. comes
free with most Mac systems.
Also,
applications
from
Microsoft (such as Word, Excel
and PowerPoint) and several
other vendors appear the same
on the Mac as in Windows, and
can exchange files without
conversions (although you must
store the file on a disk that can
be read by your PC if you do not
have MacDisk). SoftPC is a
Manu facturers I nformation:
software package that enables
you to run DOS and Windows
MacDisk and SoftPC products:
software on your Macintosh.
Running Windows software
Insignia Solutions
under SoftPC is not advisable
Charleston Road
unless you have a fast
Mountain View,
Macin tosh with a lot of memory.
CA 94043
If you are considering buying
(415) 694-3705
a notebook or subnotebook
computer, carefully analyze
Erik Rolland, Ph.D.
your needs before you go
is ass1stant professor of
looking for the perfect machine.
Management Information Systems,
If you need to carry the
with the Graduate School of
computer around a lot, consider
Management, University of
getti ng a s u b n otebook wit h a
California, R iverside, CA 92521.
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I.E.Oirlces,
Company Wide,
Yr. Estab. I.E.

1.

Remedy Temp, Inc.
10174 Indiana Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

108
1965

2.

AppleOne Employment Svcs.
327 W. Broadway
Glendale, CA 91204

8
89
1981

59
N/A

3.

Manpower Temporary Services
998 N. "D" Street, P.O. Box 791
San Bernardino, CA 92402

6
n/a
n/a

4.

Olsten Staffing Services
268 W. Hospitality Ln., Ste. 107
San Bernardino, CA 92408

S.

9

,,J,,.,. of 0/li'"' iutllf· l nlmul /'mph,

Employees I.E. 1993 Revenues
Prof. Recruiters
(MIIUons)

Sean:hArea
Type or Sean:h Fee

Avg. Candidate
S.lary Range

Services

Top Local Encatlve
Title

Plooat/Fu

$152 mit.

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a

Temp./Penn
Qericsl
Industrial

Mariana Rapp
AreaUader
(909) 354-5595!35S-0214

n/a

n/a
U.S., Canada
None

Varies

Temporanes
Full-Time
Qerical

Greg A. HusJer
Regional Manager
(909) 699-4585/699-7051

n/a
n/a

n/a

nl•

n/a

Temporaries
Business Support

EviJD Wilcox
President
(909) 885-3461!885-9969

6
1400
1977

n/a
n/a

$2.15 bll.

n/a
U.S., Can., P.R., Eng.
None

Varies by Stem

Office Automation, Prod.,
Assem., Dist., Accounting,
Teteservices, Home Care

Peter Margarita
Senior Vice President
(909) 381-2251/889-9892

Kelty Temporary Services
348 W. Hospitality Lane, Ste. II 0
San Bernardino, CA 92408

5
950
1965

19
N/A

$1.95 bit.

n/a
n/a
n!a

n/a

Temp./Perm., Temp. 10 Reg.
Mlctg., Lght. Ind., Qerical
Tech. & Tech Supp.

ThomBJ J. RJcltardson
District Managtr
(909) 381-8014/381·9676

Thomas Temporaries
6700 Indiana Ave., Ste. 165
Riverside, CA 92506

4
19
1969

16
n/a

$10 mil.

6.

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a

Clerical
Light Industrial

Kathy Bolte
Area Vice Pres1dent
(909) 686-4111/274-0417

7.

Interim Personnel
3633 E. Inland Empire Blvd., #133
Ontano, CA 91764

4
707
n/a

II
3

n/a

n/a
n/a

$5-10

Li. Industrial
Qencal
On PremJSt

Sandra Bolger
Reg;onal DireciOr
(909) 948-m4!94S-t479

Variety Employment Services
255 W. Foothill Blvd., Ste. 102
Upland, CA 9 t 786

3
NIA
n/a

26
5

$23 mit.

8.

75
So.CA
Contmgent

$18-60,000

Office, Accoun1ing
Legal, Industrial
Word Processing

John Utchfietd
Chairman!CEO
(909) 946-7871!985-4204

Klmco Personnel Services
3333 Central Ave.
Rivers1de, CA 92506

3
8
1988

t5
10

$14mit.

9.

N/A
N/A
15%

N/A

Office
Industrial
Technical

Kim Megonlgal
President
(714) 75UJ996/752-7298

Culver Temporary Workforce
10. 299 W. Foothill Blvd., Ste. 124
Upland, CA 91786

2
5

13
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

n/a

1986

Perm!femp Office Support
Sales/Marketing

AmyO'NeU
General Manager
(909) 981-111 l/949-3731

CDI Personnel Services
11. 4100 Central Ave., Ste. 203
Riverside, CA 92506

I
104
1982

450
15

n/a

5,000
California
None

$10/Hr.

Qerical
Engmeering
Technical

W.F. Welch III
Divis1on Manager
(909) 682-9091/682-t342

Helpmates Personnel Services
U. 1181 Magnolia Ave., Ste. 102
Corona, CA 91719

1
6
1965

3
n/a

n/a

n/a
n/a

n!a

Qerical,
Accounting. Technical,
Light Industrial

Dan Slnlve
President
(909) 737-1773m7-2033

Sean:hWest
13. 3401 Centrelake Dr., Ste. 690
Ontano, CA 91764

1
6
1982

20
17

$1.5mil.

400
n/a
Contingency/Retainers

$30- 110,000

Administration-Financial
Technical
Sales

Nate Reddkks
General Manager
(909) 986-19661986-3516

RJverside Personnel Svcs, Inc.
14. 3590 Central Ave., Ste. 200
Riverside, CA 92506

1
t
1978

10
n/a

n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a

FuiVPart-Tune
Temporary
Office Support

S. Mitcbeii/Z. Beard
Co-Owners
(909) 788-7900{788-1676

United Personnel Services
15. 9121 Haven Ave., Ste. UO
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

1
25
1980

7

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

n/a

Temporary & Permaoent,
Qerical, Light Industrial,
Accounting. Technical

Sabdle 'lbomu
Vice President
(909) 989-48181948-1249

Mgmt. Recruiters, I.E. Agency
16. 19 E. Citrus Ave., Ste.201
Redlands, CA 92373

1
600
1986

4
3

n!a

200
International
Contingency

$40,000/Yr.

Construction
Health Care
Telecommunications

Maurice R. Meyen
President
(909) 335-2055(792-4194

1

40
n/a

$95,000

Construction
Engineering

James E. Brown

4
2

n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a

Accounting
Bookkeeping

VkSimdder
Pn:sident
(909) 686-2100

PriDcetoo Corporaae CODIUltaats 1
l.ll. 630 S. Indian Hill Blvd., Ste. 1
n/a
Oarernont, CA 91711
1m

4
3

n/a

n/a
Nationwide
Standard-33 1/3%

$40,000

Medical Devices
Pharmaceuticals
Plastics

VIDc:eat Veatun
Sr. Vice President
(909) 625-3007/621~315

XTRA Help, lac.
lO. 9513 Central Ave., Ste. A
Montclair, CA 91763

4
35

SIOmil.

n/a
Inland Empire
n/a

n/a

Office, Light Industrial,
Full-time, Temporary

Jaalne Halcby

7

S3mil.

400+
USA
None

$12-80,000

Engineering
Technical
Qerical

Vijay S. Telldlw~or of Engineering
(909) 920-5037!92G-5040

n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

Varies by Scale

Light Industrial
Professional
Administrative

SIMa Flores
CEO
(909) 923-28001923-4427

C1E Search, IDe.
17. 42335 Washington, Ste. E-120
Palm Desert, CA 92211

1
1983

AccouQtants On Call
18. 1650 Spruce St.
Riverside, CA 92507

53
n/a

1

n/a
n/a

AIDYip Eollaeerlng Servka
21. 1655 N. Mountain Ave., Ste.104-252 1
Upland, CA 91784
1988
AC'nON BusilleSII SolutiODS
12. 2313 E. Philadelphia, Ste. K
Ontano, CA 91761

I
2
1989

64
0

I of Searcltu,IYtar

n/a

n/a

nl•

5

4
350
3

7
$40,000-80,000/Yr.
50 to 100
RetAiner/Contingency

President
(619) 568-3060

Branch Manap
(909) 621-2222/624-8440

N/A =Not Applicable WND '"' Would Not Disclose n/a =not available The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best ofour knowledge the informatiOtt
supplied is accurate as ofpress time. While every effort is made to msure the accuracy and tlwroughuss of the list, omissions and typographical ""ors sometimes occur. Pie~ soul corrections
or additions on company leuuhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journa~ 305 Sacramento Place, On10rio, CA 91764; Rcscarl'hed by Jerry Strauss. Copyrightl994 I.E.BJ.
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The TRW RED I report sho~s
that the market for home builderS

REAL

the Inland Empire bas also shown
significant improvement~. In the

Focus
F

urther signs that California's
housing market IS on the road

to recovery emerged late last
month L'i TRW REDI Property Data
released its first quarter home sales
statistics.
Sales of new and existing homes
in the region jumped by more than

m

first quarrer of 1994, RrversJdt
County saw a jump of 25.9% m the
number of new homes sold while
San Bernardino saJes increased at a
3% in the first quarter of 1994
compared to the same period last
year. Riverside County posted a
33.1% gain while San Bernardino
County saw an increase of 22.9%.
TRW REDJ Property Data
monitors real estate transactions
from public record documents in
more than 300 countries nationwide
and provides information to lender-;,
appraisers and title companies.

rateo£21.5%.
The only county in Southern
California to see a slip in home
sales was Los Angeles County
where new home sales declined by
almost 15%.
Riverside, along with San Diego

Counties, were the only two regions
10 report an increase in the. ave~ge

selling price of homes. R1verstde
home prices grew by a scant 0. 7%.

SOMETIMES
OVERNIGHT
IS
OVERKILL.
Do yo.~ automatr~
cally send packages
overn1ght f!"iery time
you want prionty han·
dl ng 7 That can become
a pretty expensrve habrt
But you do have
,mother option A QuiCk and far more
affordable optton. Prionty Mall"" from the
Postal Servrce. It's not overn•ght but it's

fa~t.

speaally nandled and
only S2 90ft-! up to two pounds Call
1 BOO THE USPS, ext 563 for a
free Pr1• •rty Ma•'
starter lot
When you
don't want to
overpay for over·
ntght delivery, we

de JVered

deliver for you.

~

UNITEDSTiiTES
~ POSTJJL SERVICE.•
We Deliwtr For You.
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This figure is still better than
Riverside's Inland Empire panner
San Bernardino County which saw 8
1.0% drop m new borne prices.

Aetna Takes Part in $10
Million Office Leasing
roundbreaking ceremonies
were held last month
commemorating the official
start of construction on a new Aetna
Health
Plan
administrative
headquarters building in Lorna

G

Linda.
The $10·million~dollar project
includes leases that have been
signed for more than 97,000·square~
feet of office space divided inlo a
37,000~square~foot, single·story
office building in addition to about
60,000-square~feet of a four·story
office building.
The transaction for the new
facillly is said to be one of the
largest office leases ever signed in
the Inland Empire
Aetna plan.\ to use the facility to
consolidate its California Health
Maintenance Organization business
into a single database and centralize
some of its core processes. A
spokesperson for the company says
that the new facility will bring some
500 new jobs to the area.
The transaction was handled by
David Kim of Julian J. StudJey Inc.
of Los Angeles and Michael
O'Bnen, vice president in the
Riverside office of CB Commercial
Real Estate.

Sales, Promotions and Awards
• The Ontario office of Marcus &
M11lichap announced the sale of the
Mountain
Plaza
Apartment
Complex for $750,000 The
complex is a 40~unit apartment
facility located at 2995 N. Mountain
Ave. in San Bernardino.
• Geoff Hamill, a senior sales
associate with the Coldwell Banker
Claremont/Upland office was
recently recognized for earning the
highest number of listings,
transactions and dollar volume for
the month of February.
A member of the Elite
International President's Club,
Hamill is also a five~year member
of the prestigious President's Club
which recognizes sales associates
who have closed a minimum of 35
transactions or sold more than $4
million within a calendar year.
• Todd Launchbaugh has been
named a vice president at Lee &
Associates Commercial Real Estate
Services' Ontario office.
Launchbaugh is an industrial
properties specialist and was the top
producing associate in 1993 and the
top producing industrial associate in
1992. •

Desert Business Journal
All News and Talk Station to

Debut in Coachella Valley

ALM DESERT - By June 1st

P

a contract forming a joint
venture between KESQ.TV
and KDfS~AM will introduce 24bour news and talk show coverage
for the Coachella Valley over a new
station, KESQ-AM , officials
announced.
Bill Evans, vice president and
general manager of K.ESO· TV and
Joe Tourtelot, president of Tourtelot
Broadcasting Company, which
operates KDES-AM, made the joint
statement .
Tourtelot will retain ownership of
KDES~AM and have ultimate
authority over programrrung.
Although financial arrangements
are not being disclosed, Tourtelot
explained, " In effect, KESQ~TV is
renting the radio station."
To facilitate the new radio
station, two new studios will be
constructed at the television station
at a cost of about $50,000. They
will utili ze digital AM-stereo
equjpment.
" Televi sion reporters covering

fast breaking storie:. will be able to
call in the instant news to the new
station which will concentrate on
local news," Evans explained
Both stations have been working
on the contractual agreement for
about 18 months and expect to hire
a total of about 10 new employees,
according to Evans.

Hot Springs to Double in Size

D

ESERT HOT SPRINGS This city will double. its
size from 10 square m1les
to 23 square miles and take on
monitoring the massive, $1 billion,
8,400·unit
Rancho
Royale
development on its west side. thanks
to 19 area residents who voted for
annexation.
The actual vote tally was 19 in
favor of the annexation, 8 against. A
total of 35 area residents were
qualified to vote on the measure.
It has been three years since the
annexation of the area was first
proposed because of three major
planned developments, namely,
Rancho Royale, Rancho Morongo
and the Olympus Golf Club. The

developers stated they believe they
can make faster progress on their
projects by working with nearby
city officials rather than attempting
to work with Riverside County
officials some 60 miles away.
The recent vote was taken by city
officials after a handful of
opponents to the annexation signed
petitions claiming that the
acquisition of the area would ruin
their "quiet" area.
Meanwhile, other supporters say
they are eager to receive better
roads, water lines, cable TV and
natural gas as well as other city
services not currently supplied by
Riverside County.

1995,
IS
presently
under
negotiations with the Kansas·based
developer and Midland Properties of
Shawnee Mission who will buy the
land if the two--<:ity project comes to
fruition
Under the initial talks, the cities
of La Quinta and Indio would
finance "off.site" infrastructure
improvements.
Sales
taxes
generated at the center would be
split 50-50, according to a
spokesman.
Preliminary reports indicate that
the shopping center will include at
least one "family~style"' walk~in
restaurant and other retail outlets
offering general merchandise as
well as 12 to 14 automobile dealers,
some of whom are already operating
La Quinta and Indio to Build
in the area.
Auto Shopping Center
According to officials, the
fficials in La Quinta and
massive project could result in the
Indio are working on a
hiring of close to 500 people during
complex feasibility study of
construction and another 650 to 900
establishing a major auto shopping
people after the center opens. ln all,
center designed to straddle Highway
the project will cover about
111 and Jefferson Street in both
SSO,OOO~square·feet of retail and
cities.
auto mall space situated on about
That $40 million project,
100 acres . .&
scheduled to open in the summer of

O

Coachella Valley Plans Alternative Transportation Project
By Dick Stanfield

P

ALM SPRINGS- The
California Transportation
Commission has endorsed

a plan to establish train stations
at two sites in the Coachella
Valley, projects which will cost
about $4 million .
State funding will amount to

south of Interstate 10 and north

and is now also trying to get the

recommended that Palm Desert

of Dinah Shore Road, near an

receive the funding.

existing large shopping center.
Palm Springs would build on
acreage located about a half·

Metrolink to stop there as well.
Tourist
and
economic
development officials note that
bringing Metrolink to the

mile sout h of Interstate 10 on
the west side of Indian Avenue.
Each Metrolink station will cost

Coachella Valley will go a long
way towards boosting tourism.
If the $2.3 million is left in

between $2 and $3 million.

the new state budget, the two
sta tion s will be completed in
about three years.
Southern Pacific, which owns

nearly $2 .3 million of which
almost $1. 2 million will go to
Palm Springs and about $1.1
million to Palm De sert. Each
city bas placed matching funds
aside for the massive projects .
The state grant funds are part
of a

$79 million

funding

If the $2.3 million
Is left In the new
state budget, the two
stations will be

the existing rail system through
the valley, have indicated that
additional tracks and other
improvements will be necessary
to accommodate passenger
trains and the railroad's busy
freight hauling operations

The California
Transportation
Commission has endorsed
a plan to establish train
stations at two sites
In the Coachella Valley,
projects which will cost
about $4 million.

The monies will be included in

Valley.

That action set off a political
effort between Palm Springs.
Palm Desert, Riverside County

the 1994-1995 fiscal budget set

Ironically. months ago. Palm
Springs seemingly had the
inside track to receive the state

and the Coachella Valley
Association of Governments, all
of whom lobbied for grant funds

package for mass transportation
projects throughout the state.

completed In about
thrHyears.

to go before the legislature prior

to July I.

presently here in the Coachella

bus-train

Presently Metrolink runs 48

station will be buHt in Palm

trains on four daily lines in and

funding for the Metrolink.
station, and then in February,

to be split between the cities of
Palm Springs and Palm Desert.

Desert on a IO~acre lot next to

out of Los Angeles.
Indio already has train service

the California Department of
Transportation Division of Rails

That political effort seemingly

Specifically.

a

the Southern Pacific railway,

bas paid off .

.&
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·Expanded

is to allow unity i~ tile
CcNiclaella Valley when it comes
to aeaotiatins with new airliaes
for ,ear-around services.
Tlae firat meetins for the
aewly expanded sroup is
telltatively set for May 20th.
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to better runways with high
hopes of encouraging more
passenger traffic.
Thermal also is presently
upanding a parking apron and
they have plans for a 8,000square-foot parking facility
wbicb will be able to handle 7 to
12 aircraft.
Major renovation at the
DUDes Airport recently
.... completed including lobby
f.cifttila; raaway, ramps and
Ja:aatara~ ·Tile airport has no
plalll to
ita facilities to
iaclude •Jor airliDes since the
laad adjaeeat to tile facility is
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Courtyard Offers Range of Amenities

. . . . ...,.lfJipte••

~-=

-..- ...,~~"~
frtip,if·"~~·.· .

ated on beautiful, palm
ee lined, Tahquitz Canyon
ay in Palm Springs, The
Courtyard is ideally situated near
the Palm Springs Convention Center
aad within walking distance of five
major hotels, including the Palm
Springs Hilton, The Marquis Hotel,
The Spa Hotel, The Wyndham and
Las Brisas Hotel. It is also within
walking distance of the renowned
Palm Springs Desert Fashion Plaza,
which is home to Sak's Fifth
Avenue. It is only five minutes from
City Hall, the Courthouse and the
Palm Springs Regional Airport.

li

A TradiUon of Quality
at the Courtyard
M Holdings, Inc. owner of
1be Courtyard takes pride in
heir ability to meet the
aeeds of such a wide variety of
bnsh'sses. Suites range in size from
~.ooo square feet, all the way down
150 square feet. The Courtyard
~DUOS to be an especially great
iilitatioa for any business tbinlting of
its first office in the
Valley due to its
addreas and proximity to
aupport facilities

11
·tb

E
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. ..·..·.ircl
·•.··
Valley: iefaa"·· · J~
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professionals that would like to take
advantage of this premier location.
Call (619) 325- 1262.

A Place for Professionals
to CaD Home

S

orne of the professionals who
have chosen The Courtyard
to be their "business home"
are: The Metropolitan Theatres, The
Bank of California, The Coffee
Station & Beanery, The Gallery at

The Courtyard Is Ideally
situated near the Palm
Spring~~ Convention Center
and within walking dlstiiiJCfl
of five major hotels,
Including the Palm Springs
Hilton, The Marqu/8 Hotel,
The Spa Hotel,
The Wyndham and
us Brius Hotel.

the Courtyard, The Hockenberry
Gallery, Campbell's Gallery, ICCA,
TPM Holdings, Inc., Omni Bar &
Grill (opening May '94), Microledl
Communications, Craig Cassing,
Attorney at Law and Marlt Sullivan,
Attorney at Law.
For information on space available
at this prestigious center, you may
contact Tammy Perezcbica at the
On-Site Leasing Office, 619-3251262.&

"THE COURTYARD" ... Palm Springs' Most
Prestigous Business Address

T
H
E

777 B. Tabquitz
Canyon Way
Palm Springs,

CA92262
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from its own loan fund for
small business development.
The new corporation is a
result of the passage of AB2586 authored by San
Bernardino Assemblyman
Joe Baca.
Edison Develops Plan
to Cut Costs
A goal has been set to
reduce $500 million in
energy costs by the year
2004 by implementing
mandatory energy savings in
various California state
agencies. The agreement
reached between Governor
Pete Wilson, Secretary for
Environmental Protection
James M. Strock, Consumer
Serv1ces Secretary Joanne
Corday and Southern
California
Edison's
Chairman John E. Bryson
will make state-run and
other public sector buildings
in Southern California more
energy
efficient
and
environmentally friendly.
The agreement will be
implemented by the utility's
ENVEST-SCE Division and
will save taxpayers m1llions
of dollars in energy costs,
eliminate tons of a1r
pollutants
and
pump
millions of dollars into the
economy over the next
several years.
California Edison will
provide the state with a
complete energy service
package including facility
analysis, engineering and
design,
financing,
installation, training and
verification through its new
ENVEST-SCE network of
third party energy service
providers. ENVEST-SCE
was approved in October,
1993 by the California
Public Utilities Commission
and allows Edison to provide
its larger customers with the
energy package to ensure the
energy savings are delivered.
UC Campus Projects

Fiaanc:ed 1brougb
BoadSale
State Treasurer Kathleen
Brown announced the sale of
nearly $66 million in bonds
to finance construction
projects at the University of
California campuses in

Riverside, San Diego and
Santa Barbara. The funds
will help meet educational
needs, as well as create jobs,
she said.
The bonds will be used to
finance construction of
buildings that will house the
social
sciences
and
humanities departments of
the three campuses.
UC Riverside will be
allotted $17.6 milhon which
will finance construction of
the Humanities and Social
Sciences building Unit-1,
which will house the
Departments of English,
History, Literature and
L1nguage, Religious Studies
and Spanish and Portuguese,
along
with
several
interdisciplinary programs.
The project will include
research and teaching
laboratories, seminar rooms
and cla'iSrooms. The project
1s scheduled to be completed
m November, 1995.

The cash dividend will be
paid to shareholders of
record for each share of
common stock owned on the
close of business Fnday,
May 13. The dividend will
be payable on or about
Friday, June 10, 1994.
Palm Springs Savings
Bank currently has 1.131
million shares of issued
common stock. It is the
largest locally owned and
operated financial Institution
serving the Coachella Valley
with assets in excess of $172
million.
Vineyard National Bank
has announced a new
addition to its board of
directors. Jodie D Smith
was an active member of the
bank's advisory board and a
customer of the Chino
branch
before
being
appointed to the board.
Smith is currently owner
of J & J Enterprises, which
specializes in manufacturing
and sale of stainless steel
pickup truck aftermarket
accessories. He is also owner
of J & P Developers. a
building and development
company.

Inland Empire
Banking News
Redlands Centennial
Bank announced first quarter
earnings of $63,343. The
results follow fourth quarter
1993 performance of
$41,396. "Our profitability
and growth are a direct
reflection of the support
from our community,"
President
and
Chief
Executive Officer Edmond
R. McCormick said.
The bank had total assets
of $33.219 million on March
31, 1994 and a risk-based
capital ratio of 13.32%.
Federal regulators require
10% risk-based capital to be
"well-capitalized." Nonperforming loans were
$259,274 or 1.36% of total
loans. Other real estate and
foreclosed assets were
reduced to $126,611 (from a
high of $716,163 on Sept.
30, 1993), which represents
less than one-half of 1% of
total assets.
Palm Springs Saving
Bank, FSB, board of
directors have declared a 3
cent per share dividend
payable to shareholders, the
fifth consecutive quarterly
dividend to be paid by the

Rancho Cucamonga
Schedules Business and
Community Expo
"A Toast of Business, A
Taste of Success" will be
hosted by the Rancho
Cucamonga Chamber of
Commerce on May 13 and
14 at City Center, located on
the southeast corner of
Foothill Boulevard and
Haven Ave.
Business persons and
Chamber of Commerce
members are invited to
attend Friday night's
"Business Night" from 5 to
8 p.m. The expo will be
open to the,general public
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
The expo will showcase
more than 100 businesses
and professional companies,
civic organizations, schools
and city organizations. "A
Taste of our Town" will
highlight the area's finest
restaurants and catering
establishments. A Classic
Car Show will also be part

bank.

of the event. A
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Two Riverside Radio Stations
Sold to Dallas Firm
GGI (99.1 FM) and KMEN
( 1290 AM), two R1vers1de
-based radio stations are
being sold by American Med1a to
MBD Broadcasting of Dallas, along
with eight other broadcasting
properties.
The sale is one of the largest
transactions since 1992 when the
commission lifted its restriction on
multiple ownersh1p of broadcasting
properties within smgle markets.
The sale totals $150 m11lion.

K

KGGI IS one of Riverside's
leading stations, with its pop music
format dominatmg the 18-34 yearold market KMEN has been an all
sports stallon since 1992. MBD says
they have no plans to change format
or personnel at either station.

Local Trade Group Combats
$150 Billion Trade Deficit
resident
Clinton
has
proclaimed May as World
Trade Month and encouraged
U.S manufacturers to mcrease
exports. On May 19, the Inland

P

Empire International Business
Association will host a day-long
program to help local businesses
wcrease exports and reduce
America's trade deficit.
Nine presenters will highlight the
program which will take place at the
Holiday Inn at 3400 Market St.,
R1verside. Co-sponsors include
lEIBA, the World Affairs Counc1l of
Inland Southern California, the
Southern California District Export
Council, the U.S. Department of
Commerce and Federal Express
Corporation.

MDJAVEI:HDICE
-HEALTH PLAN-

A Health
Care Plan
ofthe
High Desert
Fully insured by Sierra Health & Life

•

titlt

for information call

245-7106
15366 11th Street • Suite "0''
Victorville, California 92392

The keynote speaker is William
G. Fraine, vice-pre.~ident of sales for
Federal Express.

Local Communities Move
Toward Their Own Health
Care Reform
he city of Pasadena
developed a Quality of Life
Index through the California
Healthy Cities Project, which served
as a report card to help the
community set priorities and
evaluate accomplishments. Officials
from Pasadena discussed this index
and resulting programs with the task
force and local citizens April19.
In May, 1993, Leland Kaiser,
PhD, a nationally known health
futurist, challenged the Valley
Health System and the communities
it serves to explore the role of the
community in determining and
preserving its health and the type of
health care it rece1ves. A group of
community leaders joined with
Hemet Valley and Menifee Valley
Med1cal Centers to form the
Healthier Communities Task Force,
who investigated action that the
communities could take in creating
healthier communities. They
formulated a mission statement that
calls for identifying ways to initiate
and sustain a community-wide
effort to improve health and the
quality of life.

T

Transitional Housing Program
Dedicates New Complex
edication ceremonies were
held April 17 for the
opening of Fontana's first
transitional housing program located
at the Olive Branch Apartments,
8996 Olive St. in Fontana.
The program will assist homeless
families with finding permanent
housing and provide skills to enable
families to stay self-sufficient in the
future. The program will offer
counselmg for health care needs,
financial management skills
development, parenting education,
adult litemcy instruction, job
preparation trammg, nutritional
education and emergency housing
services. The program components
arc modeled after the Genesis
program in R1vers1de and will be
operated b}' Lutheran Social
Servt.:es. Three F~'ntana hllmclc~"
famthes wtll be the first residents

D

the program.
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......,. . Empire Business Chronicle
Co•paay data
A)Type of Business: Importer,
agent and turnkey electrical
contractor. B) Year Company
established: 1968. C) Number of
Employees: 200. D) Member of
Business Chambers: Thai
Electrical
Contractors
Association. E) Bank name and
address: Bangkok Bank, 333
Silom Road, Bangkok 10500,
Thailand. F) US. Firms
represented: Reliance Electrical
Corp.,
Cleveland,
Ohio;
Hathaway Corp., Denver,
Colorado; ABB Power T&:D Co.,
lac., Florida. G) Other
information: none.
Post. remarks: Firm is one of the
few
turnkey
electrical
contractors specializing in
power
geaeration
aad
fiatribution for both public aad
pivate ead-users.

,

aaet:

. r. Pichai Kanjanarujivut,
·. Jor vice president SRI U.
··~~ Co., LTD 9th floor,
. . )lotropolitaa Tower
AJlldtlt.aya Road
•
"104(1,0, ThailaD'd

.7'-. .
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Phoab: (662) 642-5196 Fax:
(662)642-5197 Please sen6 a
copy of your response to:
Commercial Section (FCS TOP)
American Embassy Bangkok
APO AP 96546 Refer to: P0016

Germany
6104 Women's Apparel
6105 Men's Shirts
6106 Womea's Blouses
Product Data
A)
Detailed
Product
Description: Textiles. B)
Product Specificationstrechnical
Data: N/A. C) Quantity: To be
negotiated. D) U. S. Dollar
Value: Minimum of 5000. E)
Purchase needed by: As soon as
possible. F) Other Informatioa:
Products should comply with
European and German standards.
Response Data
A) Response Lansuase: Germaa.
B) Best way to respoad: By fu:.
C) From Manufactures only:
Yes. D) Information desired
from U. S. firms: Company
backsround data; Price list;
Catalop;. Product iaformatioa;
Coaditioas of delivery. B) Other

information: Small or moderate
quantities now, but plan to grow
after testing market.
Company Data
A)Type of Business: Company is
a small aew trading firm
specializins in consumer goods,
computers and peripherals and
providins financial services B)
Year Company established:
1990: C) Number of Employees:
4. D) US. Firms represented:
noae. E) Other information:
none. "
Post remarks: Company is
interested in distributing US.
textiles in eastern Europe.
Continuing relationship with
American supplier is desired.
Contact:
Mr. Mr. . Boris Elizrow,
manasins director Incross
Import
Export
GMBH
Hubertusallee 7 D-14193 Berlin
Federal Republic of Germany
Phoae: 011-49-30-893-4618
Fax: 011-49-30-892-3759 Please
send a copy of your response to:
Commercial Section (FCS TOP)
American Embassy Berlin APO
AB 09235 Refer to: P0097 •

Ad Deadline For June
Is May 20th

•

~ ~: ~ ~.~
••

_

sts

Rese~Using

Advertising Call

(909) 391-1015 ext. 28

{909) 391·1015 ext. 26

Corporate Video
Comm.tids I T ..
Sales Tapes I Point
Road Show Support • V'.deo News Release

::1.

CO...ORADO PROPERTY

~

BORDERS NAT'L FOREST
- 35 + private acres -

u

THE COST..fff£CI'IYE EDGE
FOR TODA~ l.fAN TIMES

SPECTACULAR MOUNTAIN VIEW
Pure mountan creek w~h Towering Blue Spnce

Cal (909) 391-1015
Atlr. forM K.mp

ard Huge Aspens.
Available for only $64,700 with tel"l'n&

Call AL (719) 846-4631
1

~r
199.

For Information on

LPI
Quaint, cozy cabins and cottages,
nestled among tall trees.

:'*Without Co~qpromisiag QuaUty

Kitchens • Fireplaces
Cable TV • Heated Pool

~

',~\~;:~"

AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Paclull~

Midweek. B.a raaln Break Rates

'
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Happe
Corona Chamber
of Commerce
1Corona Night with the Angels
6:05p.m., Saturday, June 25, 1994
California Angels Vs. Texas Rangers
Tickets on Sale Now - $7.00 & $8.00

Call (909) 737-3350 For Information

Inland Empire Business Chronicle
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Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
"Good Business Builds a Beller Community"
The Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce Mission is to
Promote, Support, and Educate our Business Community.

Committees:
Legislative Action
Ambassadors
Business tn Action
Military Affairs
Hispanic Business Council
Education
Publicity
Economic Development
Finance
Products & Services
Membership Refferals
Monthly "Outlook" Newsletter Business Expo
Educational Seminars
Health Insurance
Community Maps
Chamber Office:
New Busmess Directory
Networking & Marketing Opportumtoes
22620 Golden Crest Dr., Suit 110
S.C.O.R.E. Counseling
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
MFCU Membership
(909) 697-4404

a

H

p

p

e

TJ

-

I

g
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THE OMA LINDA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Invites You To
Soar in '94
with
•New Busoncss Contacts •Referrals •Advertising Opportunities
•Increased Visibolity •Business Resource Materials
•Business Retention Assistance

Make 1994 your banner year...

99.9

Join the "Total Community Chamber" today!
For futher information,
call (909)799-2828

T HE l NALAND EMPIRE'S B EST O LDIES!

RE~~s

If YOU can read this,

--C-0-M-~ E R C E

The Essential Tool For A Successful Business
The Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce is dedicated to servmg, promoting and
supponmg !he local business enviorment wolh 5 (five) standong committees:
Governmental Affaors, Educatoon, l..ocal Business Promotions, Membership Services,
and Ways and Means.

Presents

Business Expo '94

then so can

POTENTIAL customers.

More than 70 businesses will showcase their products and services

Get involved with the Largest Business
Networking Temecula Valley!

Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce
27450 Ynez Road • Suit 104 ·Temecula, CA 92591

(714) 676-5090

V.

. .

CHAMBER<» COMMFRCE
--~ ..!A_,

PUBLIC WELCOME • ADMISSION FREE
Food • Fun • Prizes

:

D l' S

~~

May 11th 5:00-8:00 p.m.
at
The YMCA 500 E. Citrus

Would the target market for your business include:

MAYOR'S BREAKFAST
May 10
Embassy Suites

join us for

MEMBERSHIPBREAKFAST

A 36.8 year old woman with
an annual income of $47,300?
If the answer is YES
a booth at this event is EXACTLY what you need!

May 19
Ritz-Carlton

Experience

Call Chamber for details (619) 346-6111

"The Marketplace"
The Greater Riverside Chambers of Commerce

-

.

, ':_....... f
.G.4 J>rl£rll1,Htf"fli
'fiiU/9 other 1reqt prJiq.~"f'
T'

•

•

ij

presents

at the Montclair Plaza
(55,000 people a day)

CASINO NIGHT

• .

•
When & Where:

Thursday, June 23, 1994 • 6:00p.m.
Riverside Municipal Airport 6951 Flight Road

.
.

•\

.,

d.

June 25 & 26, 1 994

\ ;A
.,.

"'

For mono Wurmalioll 011 CASINO NIOHT,
1*- co.tKI die Or.- Rivcnidc Qambas of eo-n:C al:
36ltl w.ia Sl. Sic. 350, IUwaldl, CA 92501 or c:all: (909) 6113-7Ul0

(Formerly West San Bernardino County Business Expo)

for information call:

•

Montclair
Chamber of Commerce

Upland
Chamber of Commerce

(909) 624-4569

(909) 931-4108

For advertising information call·
909) 391-1015 x .28

Business, Society and Future Workplace
Continued From Page 13

fail to remain current will become
obsolete.
The post-industrial phenomenon
alone is capable of revolutionizing
the workplace. But one other factor
is accelerating the process. That
factor is the globalization of the
marketplace in the last twenty
years and its impact on the world
of work in the United States.
The consequences of the PI
society, along with the changes
brought about by the globalization
of markets and the downfall of
communism in Russia and Eastern
Europe, have created confusion and
contradictions, as Charles Handy
calls them "paradoxes."
Handy, the author of the best
selling book, "The Age of
Unreason," has written another
superb book: "The Age of
Paradox."
In his earlier book, Handy, a
visiting professor at the London

Business School, a regular
commentator on BBC and
consultant to a wide variety of
organizations
in
business,
government, education and health
provided a rather optimistic view
of the changes that were taking
place in the late 1980s.
In "The Age of Paradox" he
provides a different perspective.
Writing in the preface to the book,
he acknowledges that in his earlier
book: "I presented a view of the
way work was being re-shaped and
the effect that the reshaping might
have on our lives. It was, on the
whole, an optimistic view and an
upbeat book. Since then, the world
of work has changed very much
along the lines described in the
book. This should be comforting to
an author, but I have not found it
so . Too many people and
institutions have been unsettled by
the changes... Life is a struggle for

many and a puzzle for most."
Handy believes that the trends
that he wro t e about were quite
fundamental and puzzling, causing
all sorts of confusion. As he argues,
" It is that confusion which I am
addressing in this book. Part of the
confusion stems from our pursuit
of efficiency and economic growth,
in the conviction that these are the
necessary ingredients of progress."
In the " Age of Paradox," Handy
still sees organizations that are
flatter and more flexible , and he
also sees personal and professional
flexibility as important ingredients
of future life. However, life in the
next decade won't necessarily be
fair ; the pressure for efficiency
could result in less equality and
more misery, and "success might
carry a disproportionate price ."
Thus, in "The Age of Paradox,"
Handy looks at the unintended
consequences of change: trends

such as the end of lifetime careers,
fewer full-time positions, and the
constant concern with efficiency.
He argues in this superb book that,
while the paradoxes of the modem
time cannot be solved, they could
be managed. According to Handy,
" there are pathways through the
paradoxes if we can understand
what is happening and are prepared
to act differently."
"The Age of Paradox" is one of
the most thoughtful essays on the
relationship between business and
society. It should be read by all
those who are interested in the
future of America and the
relationship between business and
society in the twenty-first century.

•
Ray Maghroori Ph.D. os associate dean, at
The A. Gary Anderson Graduate School of

Management, University of California,
Roversodc.
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Mark W. Ackley, fdba Neo-Tek
Creative, Inc .• 39262 Via Lar,
Murrieta; debts: $237,821, assets:
$210,735; Chapter 7.

Richard C. Sharp, Sharon L.
Sharp, dba Richard Sharp
Construction, 25936 Grant Ave.,
Hemet; debts: $304,625, assets:
$228,450, Chapter 7.

Arsenio M. Armijo, Aneta S.
Armijo, dba Beaumont Antique
Bazaar, Soda Fountain &
Auction, 982 Beaumont Ave.,
Beaumont; debts $701,032, assets:
$443,200; Chapter 7

James Paul Smith, fdba Smith
Helicopter Sevice, faw West Farm
Air, Inc., 4410 Lavender Court,
Chino. debts: $353,445, assets:
$131,150; Chapter 7.

Stephen W. Chiasson, Sally Ann
Chiasson, aka Sally Ann Pena, fdba
Steve Chiasson Trucking, 5618
Steve St., Riverside; debt~: $208,987,
assets: $242,000; Chapter 7.

Kyu Duk Sub, aka Steven Sub,
fdba Equipment and C.A.S.
Equipment, 11329 Meridian Way,
Riverside; debts: $1,020,844 assets
$133,300; Chapter 7.

Joseph K. Cho, Helen R. Cho, fdba
Joseph Cho Investments, 1632 N.
Orangewood Ave., Upland; debts:
$332,295, assets: $197,200; Chapter 7.

Jose Luis Armenta, Nereida
Armenta, dba L & N Transport,
10959 Cochran Ave., Riversidedebts: $311,840; assets: $174,375,
Chapter 7.

Coachella Valley Ice Company,
Inc. , 1255 Grapefruit Blvd.,
Coachella; debts: $3,511,517,
assets: $2,703,709; Chapter 11.
Coachella Valley Imaging Center,
LTD., 81-632 Dr. Carreon Blvd.,
Indio; debts: $1,719,322, assets:
$565,462; Chapter 11.
Michael K. Follett, Penny L.
Follett, fka dha Gizmos Leather
& Saddle, 2163 Fox Lane, Big Bear
City; debts : $219,669, assets:
$210,265, Chapter 7.
Russell Glass, Gloria Glass, dba
G&R Associates, 3644 Hillside
Ave., Norco; debts: $217,578,
assets: $176,700; Chapter 7.
Charles A. Hille, fdba Carpet
M&H, 16842 Stallion Place,
Riverside; debts: $252,855, assets:
$239,367; Chapter 7.
Richard Hurtado Muniz, fdba
R.T.M. Builders, 31048 Byers
Road, Menifee; debts: $355,883,
assets: $203,995; Chapter 7.
Dominic E. Ricci, Stephanie A.
Ricci, fdba Dante's Hometown
KJtcben, 31125 Wellington Circle,
Temecula; debts: $229,875, assets:
$185,900; Chapter 7.
Joseph Fred Scavone, Marylyn
Alyce, fdba JF Scavoae Co., faw
Jobea Ralabow Co., lac., aw D.T.
Snyder Co., fdba H.M.S. Co.,
27463 Alpen Drive, Lake
Arrowhead; debts: $254,510, assets:
$245,600; Cbapter 7.

Paul Caldarone Jr., Sue Ann
Caldarone, aka Paul Caldarone,
dba Sue's Cleaning Service, 775 W.
Hawthorne St. Rialto; debts: $287,234
assets: $293,828; Chapter 7.
Beverly Chambers, dba Angeles
Broadcasting Network dba
Christian Evangelism, dba
California Programmers Corp.,
dba Eagle Broadcast Corp., dba
GBR Leasing Company, Inc.,
67110 Rango Road, Cathedral City;
debts: $767.054 assets: $524,065:
Chapter 7.
Samuel Vincent Chimento, faw
Lexin International Marketing
Corp., fdba Lexin International,
656 Wilson Ave., Perris; debts:
$253,039, assets $11,380; Chapter 7.
Flying Inn Motel, a General
Partnership, aka Flying Inn Motel
& Restaurant, a General
Partnership, 9230 Hobson Way,
Blythe; debts: $611,751, assets:
$1,217,000; Chapter 11.
Charles Wayne Fretwell, Cheryl
Ann Fretwell, aka Charles
Fretwell, aka Cheryl Fretwell,
fdba C & R Installations, faw C &
R Installations Co., Inc., 2229
Barbara Way Upland; debts:
$261,123 assets: $228,370; Chapter
13.

Clarence M. Solomon, Beverly L.
Solomon, aka Clay Solomon, faw
J & C Roofing, Inc., a California
Corp., 1620 Ohio St., Redlands;
debts: $383,385, assets: $88,300;
Chapter 7.

Thomas R. Turner, Sharrnay
June Turner, dba Golden Coach
Van Lines, dba American Van
Lines , 2536 Centennial Way,
Corona; debts: $312,129, assets:
$286,385; Chapter 11.

Joseph Grant Solomon, aka
Joseph G. Solomon, faw J & C
Roofing, Inc., a California
Corporation, 6698 Orangewood
Road,
Highland,
debts:
$251,812, assets: $10,700;
Chapter 7.
Mark Reagan Still, Peggy
Clairece Still, dba Hayham &
Company, 1585 W. Victona St.,
Rialto, debts: $403,294, assets:
$273,118; Chapter 7.
MHD Bachar Tello, dba Tello
Sporting Goods, 16280 Valle
Vista Way, Riverside; debts:
$279,854 assets $406,600;
Chapter 13.
Don V. Tiss, Laura A. Tiss,
dba Don Tiss Lawn Care, fdba
Tiss Cattle Company, 24531
Jefferson St., Murrieta; debts:
$807,939, assets: $507,850,
Chapter 7.

$1,650,000
7
NEW

$1,940,000
21
NEW

$1,400,000
37
NEW

$860,528
52

NEW
COMM'L

$788,000

90
Hector Jesns Rabago dba Rabago
& Sons Trucking, fdba Jalapeno
Restaurant, 498 Transit Ave.,
Riverside; debts: $177,564, assets:
$210,750; Chapter 13.

Inland Empire Business Chronicle
M C S/Miller Cook & Scott 1220
E. Wash10gton #24, Colton, CA
92324 2/02/1994 Mitchell Dav1s

American AdhesiYe Entp. 2045
California Ave. #101, Corona. CA 91719
211 6,'1994 Southern Adhesives of Calif.

Collectible Ime~tments 2621 Green
R1ver Road #105-147, Corona, CA
91720 2/15/1994 Michael Robak

Grand Family Dental 700 E
Grand Blvd., Corona, CA 91720
2109/1994 Gilbert Sanchez, D.D . S.

Midnight Enterprise 1316 S.
Meadow Lane # 198, Colton, CA
92324 2/07/1994 Vincent Harrison

Ample Pleasure 541 N. Main St.
# 104-320, Corona, CA 91720
2/04/1994 K1mberly Moore

Colver Manufacturing Co. 1010
Portofino Court #103, Corona, CA
91719 2/14/1994 Dennis Palmer

Hearn Enterprises 2381 Bemdorm
Circle #101, Corona, CA 91719
2/09/1994 Cathy Armstrong

Darryl Wesley Wagoner, Heidi
Marie Wagoner, dba The Cabinet
Shop, fdba Cabinets by Lancer,
Inc., 1164 Teton Court, San Jacinto;
debts: $285,946, assets: $126,100;
Chapter 7

Pepper Steak Restaurant 889 E.
Valley Blvd , Colton, CA 92324
2/211994 Nick Farantos

Armadillo Dan 784 Main St.,
Corona, CA 91720 2/07/1994
Lesley Edwards

Corona Fire and Rescue Supply
500 W, Harrington St. #B, Corona,
CA 91720 2/15/1994 John Schultz

Hospitality Mortgage Co. 1101
California Ave. #100, Corona, CA
91719 2/03/1994 Larry Brooks

Denny Frank Whiting, Susan Lee
Whiting, dba Tractor Connection,
fdba Tractor Connection, a
California Partnership, aka Sue
Whiting, 27849 E. 21st St.,
Highland; debts: $427,586, assets:
$277,696; Chapter 7.

Round Table Pizza
1280
Wash10gton. Colton, CA 92324
2/21/1994 Melvm Collier

B & B Classics 1490 Rincon #K,
Corona, CA 91720 1/31/1994 Dana
Blazer

Crown-Corona Real Estate 1698
W 6th St #B, Corona, CA 91720
2/0411994 R1chard Ha1zhp

lmco Recycling of Calif. 14620
Quarry Rd., Corona, CA 91719
2114/1994 lmco Recycling of Calif.

Sierra Diesel Repair Colton 2006
Valley Blvd., Colton, CA 92324
2/07/1994 James Smith

B & H Repair 8582 Hellman Ave.,
Corona, CA 91720 2/15,1994 B &
H Sales and Repa1r Inc.

D & G Cold Storage 355 N. Joy
St , Corona, CA 91720 2/14/1994
Greg Fostevl

In Mode 21 2276 Griffin Way
#B108, Corona, CA 91719
2/14/1994 Joung Shm

Steda Labs 24434 Scotch Lane,
Colton, CA 92324 2/14/1994 Steven
Hughes

Backstage The Cutting Edge 511
N. Main #106, Corona, CA 91719
2104/1994 Tanis Loera

Darlans Yogurt 617 W. Main St
#E1, Corona, CA 91720 2/21.1994
June Dodson

Integrated
Solutions
410
McKinley St. 111-452, Corcna, CA
91719 2/ 14/1994 Ken Umemoto

Supreme Security Patrol 2573
Carbon Court, Colton, CA 92324
2/16/1994 Jamam Owens

Bell's Auto Sales 808 E 6th St ,
Corona, CA 91719 2115/1994 R & P
Bell Inc.

Deli 88 2284 Griffin Way #107,
Corona, CA 91719 2/14/1994
Golden Bridge USA Inc.

J & M Welding 2851 Juniper
Dnve, Corona, CA 91720 1/31/1994
John Hatfield

V I P Enterprises 1333 Reche
Canyon Road #1205, Colton, CA
92324 2!18/1994 Valerie Parmenter

Best Furnishings 460 Me Kinley
St , Corona, CA 91719 2/18!1994
Kenneth Duong

Donut Star 503 E. 6th St,
Corona, CA 91719 2/141994
Saroeung Him

J G Mixer Rental 531 Wellesley
Drive #104, Corona, CA 91719
2/09/1994 Joseph Grillo

Yoannas Beauty Salon 2100 N.
Rancho Ave. #K, Colton, CA 92324
2/14/1994 Rosa Aguilasocho

Blinds Unlimited 9!\6 Amherst St.,
Corona, CA 91720 2/0311994
Patricia Saldana

Dream Works 1944 S . Ma10 St
Corona, CA 91720 2/03;1994 Mary
Carter

Kraktronix 1494 Brookdale Drive,
Corona, CA 91720 2/01/1994 Mark
Krakower

21st Century Golf Tours 312 W.
6th St. #357, Corona, CA 91720
2,15/1994 James Nelson

Bridges 1222 Magnolia Ave. #105188, Corona, CA 91719 2/01/1994
Agency Publication & Info.

El Rodeo Cafe 19582 Highway 71.
Corona, CA 91719 2/2111994
Susana Salinas

Kuryllo Construction 1471 Pomona
Road #D, Corona, CA 91720
2116/1994 K & S Investments Inc.

A B C Construction 2089
Glenhaven Dnve, Corona, CA
91720 2/02/1994 Jess Rutherford

Byrne Assoc. 439 E. Harrisonst #C,
Corona, CA 91719 2/16/1994 Joyce
Byrne

Enercat Water Sys. 1499 Pomona
Road #F, Corona, CA 91720
2/17!199-l Ken Chen Group Inc.

L A Slammers 1594 San Fernando
Drive, Corona, CA 91720 2/10/1994
Bnan Rubin

A Unique Touch 2591 Glenbush,
Corona, C A 91726 2/07/1994 Jill
Crowder

C & C 206-l W. Ontario Ave.,
Corona, CA 91720 2/0411994
Sumta Chopra

Felix Shuttess 162 N. Buena Vista
Ave., Corona, CA 91720 2/14/199-l
Felix Pineda

Landmark Realty Co. 2377
Orchard Lane, Corona, CA 91720
2t1R/1994 Dana Thohig

A-I Print & Copy 1426 W. 6th St.,
Corona, CA 91719 2/16/1994 Syed
Ahmed

Cards Unlimited R-lO Robles Pl.,
Corona, CA 91720 2!1 8/ 1994
Sandra Webb

Fintool 1490 W Rincon St. #G,
Corona, CA 91720 2/08/1994
AndrzeJ Korzeniewski

Lost Pet Society 1229 Railroad St.,
Corona, CA 91720 2{10!1994 John
Shirinian

Accent Plastics Inc. 1925 Elise
Circle, Corona, CA 91719
2/16/1994 Accent Plastics Inc.

Charnley Group, The 3356 Amy
Drive, Corona, CA 91770 2/14!1994
Sandra Burt

Flamingo Mobile Lodge 1203 W.
6th St., Corona, CA 91720
2/03/1994 Cherie A Fitschen

Lucky Greek 2490 Wardlow Road,
Corona, CA 91720 2/14{1994
M1chael Dionisiou

Advantage Electric Services 2225
Prescott Cr., Corona, CA 91719
2/16/1994 Blane Will.ams

Cherie's Trading Post 7295 El
Cernto Road, Corona. CA 91719
2/18/1994 Chene de Vlught

Freshs Donuts 13100 Magnol1a
Ave. #A, Corona CA 91719
2/21.11994 Run Nuon

M & M Office Equipment 2611
Tudar Ln., Corona, CA 91719
2/07/1994 Leticia Martinez

Al-Qadir International 420 Me
Kinley St. # 111-483, Corona, CA
91719 2/0 I !1994 Eugene Jones

Chung. Wok-In Restaurant Inc. 1530
W. Sixth St. #107, Corona, CA 91720
2114/1994 Chung; Wok-ln Restaurnnt

Gold Nails 1181 Magnolia Ave.
#104, Corona, CA 91719 2/08/1994
Vu Bang

Mets 4776 Feather River Road,
Corona, CA 91720 2/14/1994
Joseph Dalesio

All Season Home Services 61 0 W.
Monterey Road, Corona. CA 91720
2/01/1994 Alexander Hobby

Circle Cycle Cyclery I 003 W.
Sixth St., Corona, CA 91720
2114/1994 Shar-Ron Cycle Inc.

Golden West Real Estate 365 N.
Main St. #B, Corona, CA 91720
2114/1994 Golden West Funding Inc.

!\tirror Wardrobe Doors 3481
Grant St., Corona, CA 91719
2/08!1994 Hank Sonksen

Jonathan Lynn Woods, Jill Donna
Woods, faw Fairfield Trading
Corp., 24964 Tulip Ave, Lorna
Linda; debts: $241,399, assets:
$23,155, Chapter 7.
Yon K.i Yoon, Chong Won Yoon,
dba Yoon's Cabinet Co., 2465
Norte Vista Drive, Chino Hills;
debts: $637,363, assets: $2,770;
Chapter?. .4

New Building Permits
$500,000 or Larger
NEW
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15 SFR'S: VALUED FROM $62K- $125K EACH
Owner: Del Webb Calif., 39755 Washington, Bermuda Dunes,
CA 92223 (619) 722-5345 Contractor: Donald V. Mickus, P.O.
Box 29040, Phoenix, AZ 85038 (619) 772-5300.
13 SFR'S: VALUED FROM $130K- $159K
Owner: Oassic Development, 6682 Greenbrier Court, Chino, CA
91710 (909) 591-5088 or 5300 Project: 6586-6615 Manzanita &
13849-13881 Cottonwood.

12 SFR'S: VALUED FROM $99K- $131K EACH: #527293
Owner: Presley Co., P.O. Box 6110, Newport Beach, CA 92658
(714) 354-2400 Project: 27224-27297 Echo Canyon Court.
15,863 SF NEW CHURCH; GRADING
Owner: Roman Cath. Bishop of San Bernardino, 1450 N. "D" St.,
San Bernardino, CA 92405 Contact Ted Woods (designer), 41003
Valley of the Falls #A, Forest Falls, CA 92339 (909) 794-6161
Project: 16548 Jurupa Ave.
(2) STORAGE BLDG 'S W/0 !NT WALLS- 34,400 SF ($666K)
& 4,800 SF ($93K): ALSO CANOPY ON LOADING DOCK
($29K)
Owner: Klaussner Furniture, 801 Opal Ave., Mentone, CA 92359
Contractor: Zander Smith General Contractor, 301 9th St.,
Riverside, CA 92374 (909) 798-1147 Project: 801 Opal Ave.

Source: One Step Ahead
phone: 11"> 429-2220 or 1714>725-0711
Fax: 1714> 642-7610
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Inland Empire Business Chronicle

Inland Empire Business Chronicle
Monarch Liquidators 1123
Jadestone, Corona, CA 91720
2/01/ 1994 Pat Lambdin

Robert Buchanan 7105 Rimpau St.
#101, Corona, CA 91719 2/14,1994
Robert Buchanan

Donut Den 23480 Crest Forest
Dnve, Crestline, CA 92325
2110/1994 Jennifer Stephens

Able Maintenance Co. 9934 Lime
Ave., Fontana, CA 92335 2/16/1994
Young Chang

Monarch Tech Enterprises 1306
Old Trail Drive, Corona, CA 91720
2/14/1994 Mike Dehdashtian

Robert's Express Transport 1787
Weldorf Drive, Corona, CA 91720
2/17/1994 Robert Williamson

Lindsays Closet 23930 Lake Dr.,
Crestline, CA 92325 2/21 / 1994
Donald Russell

Anixter Wire & Cable 11450 Teak
Lane, Fontana, CA 92335 2/01/1994
Susan Chavez

Mr G's Liquor 1401 S. Rimpau
#101, Corona, CA 91760 2/07/1994
Moussa Askar

Rossi
Construction
3681
Copperridge Drive, Corona, CA
91720 2/07/1994 SingleyBradley

Ye Olde Recycling Thirft Shoppe
23314 Lake Dr. #B, Crestline, CA
92325 2/07/1994 Richard Conley

Bel-Air Swap Meet 15985 Valley
Blvd., Fontana, CA 92335
2/07/1994 Bel-Air Swap Meet

Munchies Vending Services 2959
Rochester Circle, Corona, CA
91719 2/04/1994 Karen Clifford

Royal Pumps 1331 Old Ranch
Road, Corona, CA 91720 2/17/1994
Thomas Grove

Yeager & Jones Construction 170 N.
Dart Canyon Road, Crestline, CA
92325 1/31/1994 William Yeager

Bell Enterp. 14844 Valley Blvd.,
Fontana, CA 92335 2/21/1994
Edward Campana

Noble 1457 del Norte Drive,
Corona, CA 91719 2/10/1994
Stephen Hoff

S M S Industries 3100-202 Puesta
del Sol, Corona, CA 91720
2/04/1994 Steven Shatkin

Holroyd & Co. 7935 Layton St.,
Cucamonga, CA 91730 2/14/1994
Criag Holroyd

Better Oak Mfg. 14978 Ceres St.,
Fontana, CA 92335 2/21/1994
Natividad Hernandez

Oliver-Winston Inc. 185 W.
McKinley St., Corona, CA 91719
2/21/1994 Oliver-Winston Inc.

Salvatore Properties 400 S.
Ramona Ave., Corona, CA 91719
2/18/1994 John Salvatore

Cool Zone Inc, 14250 Little
Morongo Rd., Desert Hot Spring,
CA 92240 2/21/1994 Cool Zone Inc.

C & A Company 14266 San
Benito, Fontana, CA 92336
2/07/1994 Xiapoling Feng

On The Wall Frames 1100
Olympic Drive, Corona, CA 91719
2/16/1994 Geraldin Oberlin

Secure Pro Security Service 651
Pebblebeach Court, Corona, CA
91720 2/04/1994 Stacey Vincent

Discount Glass Co. 66725 Flora
Ave., Desert Hot Spring, CA 92240
2/21/1994 Susan Hepler

Camelot Entrp. 18164 Merrill
Ave., Fontana, CA 92335 2/21/1994
Dee Tracy

Osborne Prod. 13062 New Circle,
Corona, CA 91719 2/21/1994
Bodwell Osborne

Somewhere In Time 1757 S.
Buena Vista, Corona, CA 91720
2/07/1994 Mary Tellinghuisen

Price Tire Sales 66038 Pierson
Blvd., Desert Hot Spring, CA 92240
2/07/1994 Carson Price Inc.

Centerfire 14875 Long View Drive,
Fontana, CA 92337 2/16/1994
Robert Phillips

OulbackJack's Higb SiefTaAdvmture
3124 Dogwood Drive, Corona, CA
91720 2/17/1994 John Bogle

So. Cal. Carpet & Cleaning
Service 1771 Noah Drive, Corona,
CA 91720 2/16/1994 Keith Coleman

Ronald Plasse Cbi.12370 Sumac
Dr., Desert Hot Spring, CA 92240
2/21/1994 Ronald Plasse

Century Sand & Gravel 14039
Santa Ana St., Fontana, CA 92335
2/21/1994 Century Sand & Gravel

Pacific Coast Marketing 356
American Circle, Corona, CA
91720 2/15/1994 Kenyon Mfg Inc.

Spotless Janitorial Services 575
Eaton, Corona, CA 91719
2/15/1994 Severiano Rivera

Village Donut 13 900 Palm Dr.
#A1, Desert Hot Spring, CA 92240
2/21/1994 Chanseda Lim

Continental Construction Co.
16370 Arrow Blvd. #5, Fontana, CA
92335 2/17/1994 John Lo

Pacific Southwest Instruments 1672
Railroad St., Corona, CA 91720
2/10/1994 Pacific West Instr. Lab5

Steve Smith Carpet Services 1433
Baird St., Corona, CA 91720
2/14/1994 Steven Smith

American Ind. Lock & Soft 66525
Pierson Blvd., Desert Hot Springs
CA 92240 2/07/1994 Jim Kuffner

Cook's Transcription Service
16080 Reed Court, Fontana, CA
92336 2/14/1994 Brenda Lee Cook

Performance Tire Pros 1441 W.
6th St., Corona, CA 91728
2/07/1994 Tire Pros

Syroco Inc. 1450 Rincon St.,
Corona, CA 91720 2/07/1994
Syroco of Calif.

D H S Car Wash 13040 Palm
Drive, Desert Hot Springs, CA
92240 2/09/1994 Duane Enochs

Crossroad Systems 17052 Lurelane
St., Fontana, CA 92336 2/04/1994
Chang Kim

Permit Department, The 915
Auburndale St., Corona, CA 91720
1/31/1994 Delbert Autry

T V C Vending 2898 Cape Dr.
Corona, CA 91720 2/14/1994
Teresa Christiansen

Palm Reatty 12600 Palm Drive,
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
2/04/1994 Jerald Tikkanen

Desi Acquisition Co. 16040 Valley
Bl., Fontana, CA 92335 2/21/1994
Desi Acquisition Co.

R E C I 19846 Grant St., Corona,
CA 91719 2/10/1994 Michele
Sullivan

Thans By Tricia 782 N. Main St.
#B192, Corona, CA 91719
2/03/1994 Patricia Nelson

M C A Sales 28285 Comus Court,
East Highlands, CA 92346
2/17!1994 Michael Woldt

Double 'e' Transport 10576 Live
Oak, Fontana, CA 92335 2/15/1994
E Emanuel Grenier

Redi-Plak 1116 Olympic Drive,
Corona, CA 91719 2/02/1994
Robert Clay

Tooling & Design Specialist 2361
Mt. Humphries Circle #104, Corona,
CA 91719 2/04/1994 Susan Harman

Sladky Software Serv. 32870
Mission Trail, Lake Elsinore, CA
92530 2/14/1994 Gale Sladky

Durango Pallets 11184 Almond
Ave., Fontana, CA 92411 2/07/1994
Juan Balderas

Relocation Co. 400 S. Ramona
#212, Corona, CA 91719 2/02/1994
Christopher Laurance

Trendsetter Tile Designs 2621 Green
River Rd. #105-119, Corona, CA
91720 2/07/1994 Thomas Jackson

Fontana Steel 12451 Arrow Route,
Etiwanda, CA 91729 2/14/1994
Fontana Steel

El Gran Burriot 17122 Slover,
Fontana, CA 92335 2/07/1994 Felix
Hernandez

Reaet Fioanc:iai-Crol Roads F'uadmg
591 Qxona MaD #8, Cama. CA 91719
:wJ/1994 Bernadette Steiner

Weed Patch, The 2400 Mesquite
Lane, Corona, CA 91720 2/08/1994
Holly Hahn

A & A Glass & Screen 9067
Sierra, Fontana, CA 92335
2/15/1994 Teddie Chavez

Farwest Const. Clean-Up 17979
Citron St., Fontana, CA 92335
2/18/1994 Juan Llamas

Reefer Sales & Rentals 14166
Slover Ave., Fontana, CA 92335
2/07/1994 Reefer Sales & Rentals

Mohammad Enterprizes 1101 N.
Rancho Ave., Fontana, CA 92336
2/09/1994 Mohammad Alfaorr

Treasures On Video 9633 Tangelo
Ave., Fontana, CA 92335 2/14/1994
Lorraine Williams

Aaa Radiator Connection 4220
Glenn St., Glen Avon, CA 92509
2/14/1994 Paul Loock

Financial Mng. Concepts 14451
Chaparell Drive, Fontana, CA
92337 2/17/1994 Richard Robinson

Moon Light Productions 17655
Dorsey, Fontana, CA 92335
2/03/1994 Oien Denise

Tri City Landscaping 8282 Sierra
Ave. #3856, Fontana, CA 92334
2/16/1994 Micahel Craig

Aronvillage Cold Beer & Wine
9015 Mission Blvd., Glen Avon, CA
92509 1/31/ 1994 Nabil El-Hawwash

First Impressions 9561 Frankfort
Ave., Fontana, CA 92335 2/04/1994
Lorrie Guilliam

Native Imports 15546 Ceres,
Fontana, CA 92335 2/ 07!1994
Robert Lee

Ultimate Image 14896 Carmel St.,
Fontana, CA 92334 2/14/ 1994
Charles Gee

M & M Computer Pub. 3941
Dalley Way, Glen Avon, CA 92509
2/14/ 1994 Marion Turner

Five Star Realty 16120 Valley
Blvd. #3, Fontana, CA 92335
2/08/1994 Esther Orandall

Pacific Group 13774 Newcastle
Ct., Fontana, CA 92335 2/17/1994
Hafiz Bhutta

Winds of Change 7983 Oleander
Ave., Fontana, CA 92336 2/02/1994
Vicki Goulet

Muth Machine Works 4510 Rutile
St., Glen Avon, CA 92509
2/14/1994 Muth Machtne Works

Frank's Domestic Sharpening
Service 9683 Alder, Fontana, CA
92335 2/04/ 1994 Frank Zamora

R & A Home Prod. 9880 H
Marygold Ave., Fontana, CA 92335
2/21/1994 Roxanna Szumecz

Worlds Wildest Limo 16860
Slover Ave., Fontana, CA 92337
2/14/ 1994 Gary Duval

Rancho Cogui 3689 Hunter St.,
Glen Avon, CA 92509 2/21/1994
James Durktn

Fuzis Real Dog Bones 15895
Valley, I ontana. CA 92335
2/07/1994 Frank Full

R & J Enterprises 10661 Business
Drive, Fontana, CA 92337
2115!1 994 Rex Miller

Zach's Snacks 7498 Almeria Ave.,
Fontana, C A 92336 2/ 16{1 994
Zachary Cooper

An Affair With Flair 22111 Newport

Gamez Auto Parts & General
Repairs 8448 Cherry, Fontana, CA
92335 2/15/1994 Rosario Gamez

Randy's Equipment Repair 14578
Hawthorne Ave ., Fontana, CA
92335 2!18/1994 Randy Radmall

Bladesmith Sharpening Senice 41211
Valley of The Falls Dr.. Fore.'t Fall-;, CA
92339 2/14/1994 Scott l Ioward

La Pasta ltalia 12210 Mtchigan #7,

Grey Wolf Comics 9151 Date St.
#33, Fontana, CA 92335 2/21 1994
Lindsey Henry

R ey Auto Glass 15908 Valley
Blvd., Fontana, CA 92335
2/08/1994 Juan Cisneros

D P Consulting 41348 Valley of
The Falls Dnve, Forest Hills, CA
92339 2/04/1994 Davtd Pletcher

Guyton Tool & Die 8638 Hemlock,
Fontana, C A 92335 2!14. 1994
Guyton Tool & Dte

Sew Cal U S A 7370 Harvest St.,
Fontana, CA 92335 I 31 1994
Fazmina Zavahtr

Independent Enterprises 13715
Bennington Court, Fontana, CA
92336 2/14/199-l Crystal Merkson

Southwest Welder Repair 8295
Beech Ave ., Fontana, C..A 92335
2/07/1994 Jimmy Nelson

Jci Pallet 10198 Liveoa k,
Fontana, CA 92336 2/07/1994
Jaime Meza

Sports City 9773 Sierra Ave #Al5,
Fontana, CA 92335 2/04/1994
Heesong Kim

Juan Cisneros 10543 Cherry Ave.,
Fontana, CA 92335 2/14/1994 Juan
Cisneros

Stain Treads 15641 Boyle Ave.,
Fontana, CA 92335 2/07/1994 Mary
Garcta

Lasermainia of Fontana 9928
Sierra Ave., Fontana, CA 92335
2/10/1994 Harold Shoemaker

Steve Tseheridis 17509 Foothill
Blvd., Fontana, CA 92335
2/14!1994 Steve Tseheridis

Leon Realty and Assoc. 17152
Lakeview Court, Fontana, CA
92336 2/14/1994 Humberto Leon

Subway Store #3458 16951
Foothill Blvd., Fontana, CA 92335
2/03/1994 Abdolreza Panahandeh

M I T Realty 15646 Willow Dnve,
Fontana, CA 92337 2/14/1994 Mila
Tison

Tax Depot 14050 Cherry Ave. #B,
Fontana, CA 92337 2/15 1994
Margie Arthur

Mark Chilson 14198 Mendocino
Court, Fontana, CA 92336
2/14/1994 Mark Chilson

Teamster Toy Box 6101 N. Cherry
Ave., Fontana, CA 92335 1/26; 1994
U S Federal Crime Foundation

Mercado Aztec a 16701 Arrow
Blvd., Fontana, CA 92335
2/07/1994 Felix Maria

Templo de Alabanza 14796 Arrow
Blvd ., Fontana, CA 92335
2/03/1994 Frank Zamora

......-

Ave. #177, Grand Terrace, CA 92324
2/18/ 1994 Kathleen Bennett

Grand Terrace. CA 92324 2/ 14/ 1994
Walter Stanckiewttz
Psychcenters of Inland So. Cal. nm
Barton Rd. #200, Grand Terrace, CA
92324 2/18/1994 Gene Berg, Ph.D.
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All American B ig Twin 980 N .
State #B5, Hemet, CA 92543
2/08/1994 Michael Williams

B & W Piper and Supply Co. 490
N. State St., Hemet, CA 92545
2/03/1994 Donald Ankrum

Bettes Clothes Line 36505 W .
Florida Sp. 123, Hemet, CA 92545
2/07/1994 Bette Wold

Classic American Carpet Care
27246 Greenhaven Drive, Hemet,
CA 92544 1/31/1994 Terry Ryan

AJI Star Gas Mart 395 W. Stetson,
Hemet, CA 92543 2/21/1994 Bhag
Bhandal

B A P Construction 1985 Park
Avenue, Hemet, CA 92544
2/08/1994 Charles Bridge

Bjr Entrp. 40081 E. Newport Rd.,
Hemet, CA 92543 2/21/1994 Bryan
Richards

St., Hemet, CA 92544 2116/1994

Andalucia Partners 45465 E .
Florida Ave , Hemet, CA 92544
2/08/1994 Ralph Slater

B K Donuts 3228 W. Florida Ave.,
Hemet, CA 92545 1 '3 1/1994 Soy

Kim

Boney's Farmers Market 1295 S.
State St., Hemet, CA 92543
2/16;1994 Stephen W. Boney Inc.

Da Vincis Coffeehouse 221 S.
Palm, Hemet, CA 92543 2/14,1994
Patricia Hartley

Angel View 305 W. Florida Ave.,
Hemet, CA 92543 2/21/1994 Angel
View

Barnett's Antique Restoration
34514 Stmpson Road, Hemet, CA
92545 2.15/1994 Sheri Barnett

California Budget Motel 2780 W.
Florida Ave , Hemet, CA 92543
1131/1994 Thakor Patel

Dandy Donuts 1300 E. Florida
Ave, Hemet, CA 92544 1/31/1994
Raymond La Coste

D S Carburetion 27321 Meridian

E

Anna Sievers

Advanced Business Machines will be onering
photocopier equipment at absolutely no charge!

E L C Enterprises 521-> Almarie
Way, Hemet, CA 92544 2/16/1994
Elwood Croy

From small table tops ...

Grand China 220 S Lyon St ,
Hemet. CA 92545 2/02/1994 Kam

'lg

to mid-sized units...

Guardian Supply Co. 2758 Alne
Dive. Hemet, CA 92545 2: 10/1994
Albert Miller
Hemet Valley Audiology Center 1600

E. florida Ave. #103, Hemet. CA 92543
2;03/1994 Bradley Billin~ Ph.D.
Image Concepts 1304 W. Flonda
Ave., Hemet, CA 92544 2/07/1994
Dorothy Martin
What you really need is a great place to
conduct your business. To meet and entertain your
chents. Have your phone answered and messages
taken by a real person. Receive your mail and make
your telephone cal b. Send and receive your faxes.
deliveries. and have someone reliable locate you
when you're needed.
In other word-,, a home base when you
need it. or a place that takes care of you when
you're a\\ ay on bu,ine~s. A prestige address to
reflect your wmpany\ image.
What you don't need is a big, fixed,
overhead. You pay for only what you need.
We realite that your needs can change.
We're flexible. We offer several plans ranging from
baste telephone and ma!lmg servtce. to completely
stalled private office.
Safan Executive Offices were created to
offer busy executives and professionals an environ·
ment conducive to business. It i'> an ideal settmg
for someone who need plush, professiOnal environment, available 24-hours, seven days a week
Located next to Ontario lnternallonal Atrpon,
across the street from Hilton Hotel.
Sef\'!Ces provided by Safan Executive
Offtces mclude.
• 46 F-urnished ground floor offices, with views
Attracttve lounge .:md coun yard
• 2 Conference rooms with bars. large screen TV's.
overhead proJectors and audto vt~ual equtpment
• Complete secretarial services, telephone. voice

mail. fax. and copier
• Word processmg and pnntmg
• Free parking
• Dehvery services, UPS, Federal Express. etc.
• Concierge for travel and entenamment arrangements
To learn more about our facilites and services.
please come over and discuss your business needs.
We'll be glad to show you around. and explain the
various services and options available at Safari
Executive Offices.
\\'hen you see \\hat we have to ofter. you'll understand why it makes good business sense to have
your office here.
~
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Ken's Home to Market Shuttle
Service 2940 Carl Drive, Hemet, CA
92545 1/31/1994 Kenneth Carpenter

and large duplicators.

Launderland 3128 W. Florida
Ave., Hemet, CA 92545 2/04/ 1994
Marilyn Larsen

ARM will place a unit in your office
FREE OF CHARGE.
Customers will only pay lor the
copies they produce,
at a savings of 30% to 50%

Lava Quarter Horses 25433 Los
Rancherias Road, Hemet, CA 92545
2/03/1994 Donald Ankrum
Lewco Home Improvement 3800
W. Devonshire Ave. #G184, Hemet,
CA 92545 2/18/1994 David Lewis
Maries Dolls 4472 Woodrow Way,
Hemet, CA 92544 2/07/1994 Marie
McCarty
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SAFARI EXECUTIVE OFFICES

35 35 Inland Empire Blvd ..
Ontano, C'aliforma 9 I 764
Telephone {909) 941·0333
I'AX (909) 941-2547

Marina's Miracles Cleaning Service
1299 S. Palm Ave., Hemet, CA 92543
2/10/1994 Wh1taker Richard

AI -
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Mikes Fish Pond 521 S Buena
Vista St, Hemet, CA 92543
2/14!1994 Mtehael Despatn
Pay-Les Furniture & Thift 126 N.
Harvard, Hemet, CA 92543
2/03/1994 Leslie Coake .4
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BEFORE YOU BUY OR LEASE ANOTHER COPIER, CALL US ARST

(714) 588-7526
O .A.C
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BUSINESS

If You Make Just One
Investment All Year,
Make It In Yourself.
INVESTMENT:
COMPANY TABLES

DATE: FRIDAY, MAY 13, 1994
TIME & PlACE:
7:00A. M.- 6:00 P. M.

• CHOOSE FROM OVER 45 LEARNING SEMINAR SESSIONS

$89

$850 (GROUP OF 10)
• BOOTH SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

PRICE INCLUDES:
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST, THREE

RIVERSIDE CONVEI'ffiON CEtmR

'WOMENIN BUSINESS SUPPLEMENT ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

3443 ORANGE STREET, RIVERSlDE, CA

WORKSHOPS, LUNCH, KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS AND NETWORKING
RECEPTION

FEATURED KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
GLORIA A LLRED • J ANET EVANS

•

DR. L AU RA SCHLESSINGER

There are several opportunities to become Involved with the Women & Business Expo 1994!
• Corporate sponsorships
• Booth sponsorships (first come, first served)
• Advertising in "special" women's supplement in the Inland Empire Busi ness Journal
• Advertising 1n the program brochure for Women & Bus1ness Expo
(passed out to all Women & Business Expo attendees)
· Participation on the Executive Committee

Please call Richard Sandoval for further information about the above opportunities at:
(909) 391-1015 Ext. 21

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------··---1

Registration Form ... 4th Annual Women & Business Expo
Name

Title

Com an

Phone

Address
Cit

State

Total Numbers of Tickets

Check enclosed in the Amount of$

Credit Card:

MasterCard

Visa

Card Number

Zi
Expiration

Si nature
(please make check payable and mail to)

Inland Empire Business Journal • 305 Sacramento Place • Ontario, CA 91764

Trckets sold 011 a firM come, first serw:d ba.s&S. Early regrstratron recen es best seatmg focatron

